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Grade 1

Language Arts: Phonics

Added Enrichment
 • Review games
 • During independent seatwork: 

 • Circle special sounds /mark vowels
 • Write word other than clue word  
for special sound

 • Underline root word/circle suffix

Skills Development
 • Review: long and short vowel sounds, consonant sounds
 • Blend consonants with vowels
 • Blend special sounds with vowels
 • Review 47 special sounds and clue words learned in K5
 h Learn and apply 85 additional special sounds and clue words: special 
sounds include consonant blends, diphthongs, digraphs, 11 suffixes, 
5 prefixes

 • Demonstrate ability to provide other example words that contain 
special sounds
 hUnderstand that syllables are parts of words
 hBe able to identify root words
 hDemonstrate ability to add suffixes using the rules:

 hWhen a root word ends with a single consonant and the vowel 
is short, the consonant is usually doubled before adding a suffix 
beginning with a vowel.
 hWhen a root word ends with a silent e, the e is usually dropped 
before adding a suffix that begins with a vowel

 hDemonstrate ability to add prefixes to root words correctly
 hCorrectly divide words into syllables between:

 hDouble consonants; root words and suffixes
 hA vowel and a consonant
 h Two differing consonants
 h Prefixes and root words

 • Master phonics rules including:
 • One- and two-vowel rules: When there is one vowel in a word, it 
usually says its short sound. When there are two vowels in a word, 
the first vowel says its long sound and the second vowel is silent.

 • When a consonant is doubled at end of a short word, it says its 
sound one time. 

 • c-k usually follows a short vowel (ex.: back)
 h k-e follows a long vowel (ex.: bake)
 • c/k rhyme: k comes before i and e; c before the other three—a, o, 
u (ex.: key, cat)

 • Suffix -s says “s” or “z” 

 • Know and apply tips for learning special sounds:
 • “ck in duck” usually follows a short vowel; says the k sound one 
time only

 • “e in me” says long e sound when only vowel at end of short word
 • “o in go” says long o sound when only vowel at end of short word
 • “y in fly” says long i sound when at end of short word 
 • “ay in pray” usually comes at end of word 
 h “ou in out” usually comes in middle of word
 h “ow in owl” usually comes before n, l, or at end of word
 h “oi in coin” usually comes in middle of word or syllable
 h “oy in boy” usually comes at end of word or syllable
 h “kn in knot” comes at beginning of word or syllable; k is silent 
 h “gn in gnat” comes at the beginning of a word; g is silent 
 h “a in adopt” comes at the beginning of a word (“a” usually says 
short “u” at the beginning of any word)
 h “le in little” usually comes at end of word with two or more syl-
lables
 h Suffix -ed can say “t” or “d,” or it can say “ed” when it comes after 
t or d
 h “wh in whale” says “h” when followed by o
 h “tch in patch” usually follows a short vowel
 h “ew” can say “oo” or long “u”
 hWhen c comes before e, i, or y, it says “s”
 hWhen g comes before e, i, or y, it says “j”
 h “dge in fudge” usually follows a short vowel
 h “wr in wrinkle” has a silent w
 h “are in care” can be sounded using two-vowel rule
 h “ure in pure” can be sounded using two-vowel rule
 h “sion in television” is usually found in a word with one s 
 h “sion in missionary” s says “sh”; usually followed with another s
 h “or in sailor” comes at end of word with two or more syllables
 h “ar in dollar” comes at end of word with two or more syllables

 hApply phonics concepts to reading

Letters and Sounds 1 is a complete phonics practice seatwork book. Each phonics element 
necessary for learning to read is systematically reviewed in an appealing way. The many 
puzzles, riddles, exercises, and illustrations are designed to teach word analysis skills, build 
vocabulary, and increase reading comprehension.

Handbook for Reading is an invaluable teaching tool for the application of phonics rules. The 
words for students to read are arranged to correlate with the sequence in which diphthongs, 
digraphs, consonant blends, etc., are taught. Ample practice and thorough review help stu-
dents master phonics concepts. The early introduction of short vowels allows students to read 
whole words, sentences, and stories during the first few weeks of first grade.
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Letters and Sounds 

Phonics Seatwork Text Fifth EditionFifth Edition

 • Write or match rhyming words
 • Add correct special sound to  
beginning/middle of word

 • Add suffix to given root word
 • Match special sound to correct word

Evaluation
 • Oral and written phonics tests (32) 

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Grade 1

Language Arts: Reading
First graders learn that there is a whole new world just waiting for them as they advance their read-
ing skills. The early readers coordinate the reading material with the phonics concepts students 
are learning. Students move from stories with simple one- and two-vowel words to stories based 
on children’s classics, giving them valuable practice in applying phonics skills. Each reader features 
delightful, character-building selections that appeal strongly to the interests of first graders. 

Materials 
 • Readers (10) containing: 

 • Short stories (184)
 • Plays (3)
 • Poems (73)

 • Primary Bible Reader containing 
selected Scripture reading  
(24 lessons)

Literary Value
 • 44 authors, including well-known writers 
such as Aesop, Christina Rossetti, Robert 
Louis Stevenson, and Lewis Carroll 

 • Character-building and patriotic story 
themes such as honesty, integrity, cour-
age, kindness, industry, forgiveness, and 
unselfishness

Evaluation
 • Weekly oral reading grade

1b

Sixth Edition

Step
ping

1c

Sixth Edition

Reading Skills Development
 • Read and decode (sound out) words by applying phonics sounds and 
rules

 • Strive for increasing:
 • Accuracy, correct enunciation, fluency
 h Phrasing
 • Alertness to punctuation; good expression; comprehension
 • Appropriate pace for grade level
 • Volume; poise

 • Follow along as others read orally
 • Receive differentiated instruction with ability grouping

Readers
 • Fun with Pets contains 15 stories including one- and two-vowel 
words, sight words, words ending in two different consonants, 
phrases, and sentences; using apostrophes in possessives and 
contractions; practicing “z” sound for letter s; observing punctuation 
and practicing appropriate expression; defining vocabulary; answer-
ing oral and written comprehension questions; practicing rhyming 
words, marking words phonetically; includes story/character themes 
and scriptural applications.

 • Tiptoes contains 32 stories and 8 poems (realistic fiction, animal 
tales, Scripture reading) reviewing one- and two-vowel words, sight 
words, and sentences; practicing special sounds with consonant 
blends from phonics charts 6–7, all punctuation marks, contractions 
and compound words; answering oral comprehension and discus-
sion questions with written comprehension/application activities; 
practicing accuracy in reading with smoothness and speed; includes 
introductions and story themes featuring Christian virtues and char-
acter traits.

 • Stepping Stones contains 18 stories, 7 poems, and 1 play focus-
ing on phonics charts 8–9; practicing new sight words, punctuation 
marks, apostrophes in possessives, compound words, contractions; 
introducing two-syllable words, root words, and suffixes; answering 
inferential questions, drawing conclusions, recalling events of story 
in proper sequence; answering oral and written comprehension 
questions/application activities; building vocabulary using advanced 
words and definitions; applying story themes to build Christian 
virtues/character.

 • Secrets and Surprises contains 11 stories, 31 poems, and 2 plays for 
practicing special sounds from phonics charts 8–11, root words, and 

suffixes; defining unfamiliar vocabulary words; practicing accuracy 
in reading with smoothness and expression; responding to oral 
comprehension/discussion questions; completing analytical activi-
ties including plot sequencing, character comparisons, illustration 
interpretation, content application, and word usage.

 • Kind and Brave contains 18 stories and 10 poems including fables, 
folk literature, realistic fiction, animal tales, biographical stories, 
Scripture reading; emphasizing special sounds from phonics charts 
10–11; expanding reading vocabulary through use of prefixes and 
suffixes; applying phonics rules through oral/written word practice 
pages; improving enunciation, poise, and volume; applying character 
themes with related Scripture verses; answering comprehension/
discussion questions; drawing conclusions from facts given in story; 
completing sequencing, choral reading, supplemental library enrich-
ment activities.

 • Aesop’s Fables contains 27 character-/moral-themed stories includ-
ing related Scripture for each fable; practicing phonics charts 8–11; 
reviewing syllabification and word division rules, suffixes, prefixes, 
root words, and compound words; emphasizing conversational 
tone in reading dialog; analyzing given information to select correct 
answers for oral/written comprehension activities; play-acting and 
visual demonstration activities.

 • Strong and True contains 22 stories and 7 poems consisting of fables, 
folk literature, animal tales, biographical stories, realistic fiction, 
Scripture reading; reviewing phonics charts 12–13; including char-
acter themes emphasizing loyalty and patriotism; applying phonics 
rules through oral/written word practice pages; expanding vocabu-
lary using unfamiliar words and definitions; answering inferential 
questions, drawing conclusions, recalling events of story in proper 
sequence; answering oral and written comprehension questions; 
completing sequencing, choral reading, supplemental library enrich-
ment activities.

 • Down by the Sea contains 16 stories and 4 poems including animal 
tales, Scripture reading, poetry, realistic fiction; providing compre-
hensive review of phonics charts 6–13, punctuation, contractions, 
prefixes, and suffixes while increasing vocabulary; answering factual, 
inferential, and interpretive questions; drawing conclusions relating 
to setting, main characters, climax, moral, cause and effect, plot; 
applying language skills to written activities including synonyms, ant-
onyms, homonyms, rhyming words; completing sequencing, choral 
reading, visual recognition/comprehension, supplemental library 
enrichment activities.

Reading cont. p. 22

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Grade 1

Readers cont.
 • Animals in the Great Outdoors contains 25 stories and 6 poems 
including animal tales, Scripture reading, poetry, realistic fiction; pro-
viding comprehensive review of phonics charts 6–13, contractions, 
and compound words; including story/character themes/Bible verses 
for application; answering literal and interpretive comprehension/
discussion questions; drawing conclusions relating to setting, main 
characters, climax, moral, cause and effect, plot; applying language 
skills to written activities including compound words, homonyms, 
rhyming words, illustration interpretation; recognizing false/incorrect 
information and formulating correct responses; completing sequenc-
ing, choral reading, visual recognition/comprehension, supplemental 
library enrichment activities.

 • Primary Bible Reader contains familiar stories of Scripture such as 
Creation, the Christmas story, Life of Christ, as well as selected 
verses for age-appropriate personal application to promote indepen-
dent Bible reading. 

Comprehension, Discussion, & Analysis  
Skills Development
 • Answer factual and interpretive questions for most stories and 
poems

 • Answer inferential comprehension and discussion  questions

 • Read sight words; challenging words
 • Complete integrated phonics, language, and reading skills activities 
such as:
 • Marking short and long vowel sounds
 • Circling special sounds 
 • Adding correct special sounds to complete words
 • Reading clues to solve puzzles
 • Filling in the blank with correct word/phrase to complete a  
sentence

 • Matching pictures with descriptive words 
 hMatching pictures with descriptive phrases or sentences
 hChoosing correct sentences for telling events in story
 • Choosing correct picture to answer comprehension questions 
about the story
 hNumbering pictures in correct story sequence
 hMarking root words and suffixes
 h Identifying parts of compound words
 h Forming contractions
 hMatching rhyming words; writing rhyming words
 hMatching picture with correct homonym
 hReading comprehension question and circling correct answer

Reading cont. 

Language Arts: Language
Designed for use during independent work times, the work-text  Language 1 provides daily  
exercises to help students increase thinking skills, improve reading comprehension, and  
develop creative writing ability. By the end of the year, students will be able to write in  
complete sentences, capitalize the first word of a sentence, capitalize the days and months,  
place a period at the end of a sentence, know and use suffixes and prefixes, and alphabetize 
words. 
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Grammar
Creative Writing

Reading Comprehension

Grammar 
 • Capitalization:

 • First word in the sentence
 hDays of week and months of year
 h Proper Names
 hNames of God

 • The word I
 • Punctuation: correctly use period at end of a telling sentence

 hCorrectly use question mark at end of asking sentence
 hCorrectly use exclamation point at end of expressive sentence

 • The sentence: always begin with capital letter
 • Word study and diction:

 hDetermine number of syllables

 h Find root words
 hAdd suffixes and prefixes to root words
 • Recognize and use:

 hCompound words; rhyming words
 • Opposite words (antonyms)
 h Same-meaning words (synonyms); same-sounding words 
 (homonyms)
 hContractions

 hDivide a word into syllables between:
 hDouble consonants
 h Possessives
 h Plurals
 hVerb tenses/subject-verb agreement
 hRoot words and suffixes

Added Enrichment
 • Review games
 • During independent seatwork:

 • Copy sentences (16)
 • Finish sentences (61)

 • Write original sentences (48)
 • Alphabetical Order (12)
 • Reading Comprehension (8)
 • Verb Tenses (5)

Language cont. p. 23 

h RED indicates first introduction of content.

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Grade 1

Language cont. 

Language Arts: Cursive Writing/Creative Writing 
Cursive Writing
Writing with Phonics 1 is designed for use as a first-grade cursive writing 
work-text. Students learn the proper formation and slant of letters and 
the correct spacing between letters, words, and sentences. Through 
daily writing exercises, students will practice and review what they are 
learning in phonics, beginning with single letters and progressing to 
special sounds, words, sentences, paragraphs, and poems.

Creative Writing
Beginning in lesson 81, penmanship class will focus primarily on creative 
writing skills and some penmanship review. Creative writing skills will 
be taught in a sequence that will prepare students to write their own 
stories.

Added Enrichment
 • Animal booklet compilation
 • Creative writing exercises/drawing 
during:
 • Science (11)
 • History (9)
 • Health (4)

Evaluation
 • Tests (31)

I do ¯my ˘best.

1W⁄���i�g 
with Phonics 

Cur�i�e 
Fifth Edition

Penmanship • Creative Writing

Skills Development
 • Achieve good writing position:

 • Sitting properly in desk
 • Holding pencil correctly
 • Slanting paper correctly

 • Review correct formation for all lowercase letters, numbers 1–10, 
and the 12 capital letters learned in K5
 h Learn formation for remaining 14 capital letters
 • Perfect writing skills for a good overall appearance:

 • Forming difficult letters correctly
 • Placing letters correctly on the lines
 • Using proper spacing between letters and words
 • Slanting letters properly
 • Writing slowly and carefully
 • Making smooth connections between letters, difficult  letters, 
blends

 • Using key strokes: trace, smile, wave, loop, oval, mountain
 hGradually decrease size of writing

 • Evaluate writing for personal improvement
 • Correctly write:

 • Blends, one- and two-vowel words, and sentences
 h Paragraphs and poems

 hCreative Writing
 h Learning the writing process: read and gather, think and plan, write 
and rewrite, check and polish, share your results

 hUse proper punctuation and capitalization; simple sentence 
structure; recognize difference between phrases and sentences; 
fill in missing words in sentences; write sentences using suggested 
words; choose titles; develop stories using assigned themes; 
solving riddles; sequencing; writing a process summary, starting/
concluding sentences; writing friendly letters

 hCompositions include these themes:
 hAnimal, historical, seasonal, character building, plants, school, 
ocean, "how to"

 hCompositions:
 hDuring Creative Writing (8)
 hDuring Seatwork (12)

 hA vowel and a consonant
 h Two consonants that are not alike
 h Two vowels that are not alike
 h Prefixes and root words

 hAlphabetize words
 hComprehend reading material and answer questions

Composition
 hWrite: 

 h Interesting sentences, paragraphs
 h Short narratives
 • Copying/completing sentences (74)
 • Writing original sentences (52)

h RED indicates first introduction of content.

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Grade 1

Arithmetic
Using delightful themes and full-color illustrations,  Arithmetic 1 
presents concepts in an orderly manner, building on prior learning  
and including consistent year-long review. Concepts include 
counting, writing and reading numbers, place value, addition and 
subtraction, money, graphs, measurements, time, temperature, 
and fractions. Applications to real-life situations and daily thinking 
questions stretch the students’ reasoning ability.

Added Enrichment
 • Thematic units: zoo, farm, ocean, spring
 • Introductory song and/or poem for each unit
 • Review games

Evaluation
 • Written tests (32)
 • Daily timed skills-development exercises (126)
 • Oral tests (32): combinations, answers, and com-
plete instructions for oral tests in daily lesson plans

Arithmetic cont. p. 25
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Work-text Second Edition

Numbers
 • Recognizing numbers: 

 • 1–100
 h 101–1,000

 • Understanding concepts: 
 • 1–100
 h 101–1,000
 • Counting:

 • Money
 • Ordinal numbers: 1–10

Spelling Skills Development
 hMaster spelling lists including sight words, abbreviations, and  
contractions
 hApply spelling and phonics concepts through daily:

 h Teacher-directed oral practice 
 h Independent written practice 

 hHear spelling words used in sentences and clearly picture each 
word’s meaning 
 h Learn to differentiate between words that sound alike
 hUse spelling words in creative writing exercises
 h Learn spelling rules:

 hKnow: one- and two-vowel rules; k comes before i and e; c comes 
before a, o, u
 hCorrectly use at end of word:

 hDouble consonants ll, ff, or ss 
 hVowels e, o, or y 
 h ck after a short vowel; ke after a long vowel

 hDouble a consonant before adding a suffix that begins with a vowel
 hDrop the silent e

Worksheet Activities:
 • Marking special phonics sounds
 hMarking roots and suffixes
 • Completing words and sentences
 hArranging words alphabetically
 h Identifying misspelled words, opposites, rhyming words
 hCategorizing words by special phonics sounds
 h Solving word puzzles and riddles
 • Associating words with pictures
 hMatching words with their meaning
 hCombining root words and suffixes -ing, -ed

Poetry Skills Development
 hMemorize 8 lyrical poems
 • Develop appreciation of poetry
 • Perform in front of an audience
 • Recite in unison
 hDevelop appropriate expression and volume
 h Improve comprehension through thinking questions
 h Learn terms such as title and author
 • Maintain interest and increase comprehension through added  
learning features such as actions and hand motions

Language Arts: Spelling & Poetry
In Spelling and Poetry 1, first graders apply the phonics concepts 
they are currently learning as they master the spelling of approxi-
mately 420 words. Most of the words in Spelling and Poetry 1 are 
arranged phonetically, which teaches students to recognize basic 
spelling patterns. They will learn sight words, contractions, and 
abbreviations that they will encounter frequently in their read-
ing and writing. First graders will also learn eight poems that will 
help them develop their oral speaking skills while deepening their 
appreciation for poetry.
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Fifth Edition

Fifth Edition

Added Enrichment
 • Spelling lists (30):

 • Total words (420) 
 • Organized by special sounds

 • Worksheet activities reinforce new concepts
 • Homework sheets include spelling list and helpful 
hints or special sounds featured in the list (30)

 • Spelling games

Evaluation
 • Spelling words tested in 30 of the 32 phonics tests

h RED indicates first introduction of content.

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Grade 1

Numbers cont.
 h Forward and backward by ones, twos, fives, and tens
 h Forward by twenty-fives
 hBy threes from 3 to 36
 h Tally marks
 hRoman numerals 1–10
 hBy even and odd numbers
 hOrdinal numbers: 11–20

 • Writing numbers: 
 • By ones, twos, fives, and tens to 100
 • Words one–twelve
 hWords thirteen–twenty
 h To 1,000
 hBy threes to 36
 hUsing tally marks

 • Comparing:
 • Greater/ less, greatest / least
 • Before/after
 • By ones, twos, fives, tens
 hUsing symbols > and < to show greater than and less than
 hBefore  and after: by twos, fives, tens
 h Place value:

 h Illustrating numbers and place value with objects
 hUnderstanding hundreds, tens, ones
 hOrdering four numbers
 hAddition with carrying

Addition
 • Review of addition families 1–10

 h Learn addition families 11–18
 • Horizontal and vertical form
 • Oral or written

 • Addition “twins” (concept of commutative principle)
 h Timed mastery
 hMissing terms
 • Word problems: 

 • Oral
 • Written

 hWriting addition number sentences
 hAddends:

 hColumn addition with up to five single-digit addends
 h Two- and three-digit problems without carrying

 hCarrying two- and three-digit  numbers with carrying to the tens  
and hundreds places
 hMental arithmetic: 

 h Problems with up to 5 single-digit  numbers
 h Problems combining single-digit addition and subtraction up to  
3 numbers

 • Adding coins

Subtraction
 • Recognizing symbol: - (minus)
 h Subtraction families 1–18: 

 hVertical and horizontal form
 • Oral or written

 h Subtracting coins

 h Timed mastery
 hMissing terms
 hMental arithmetic: problems combining single-digit addi tion and  
subtraction up to 3 numbers
 hWriting subtraction number sentences
 h Subtracting:

 hOne-digit problems
 h Two- and three-digit problems without borrowing

 hWord problems: oral,  written

Multiplication
 • Building blocks: 

 hRepeated addition
 hObjects to  multiply
 • Counting by twos, fives, tens
 hCounting by threes

 hConcept of multiplication
 hWriting a multiplication fact

Fractions
 hConcept of fractions
 hBuilding blocks: equal parts
 • Parts of a whole: 

 • One half
 hOne fourth, one third

 h Parts of a group: one half, one fourth, one third
 hComparing one half, one fourth, one third
 h Least to greatest

Problem Solving & Applications
 • Building blocks: oral word problems
 hWritten word problems
 h Solving word problems:

 hAddition, subtraction, money
 h Illustrating story problems
 hCreating story problems
 hExtra facts; missing facts
 hChoosing the operation

 hApplications:
 h Temperature; time
 hWeight; length; money
 hNumber puzzles; graphs
 hCalendars; maps

 h Thinking logically: patterns; thinking caps; sequencing; clue words

Time
 • Clock: face, hour and minute hands
 • Reading and writing time:

 • O’clock (:00), half past (:30), quarter past (:15)
 hQuarter till (:45)
 h Five-minute intervals
 hA.M. and P.M.

 • Calendar: months, days, date, year 
 hCalendar: rhyme
 hMeasures of time

Arithmetic cont. 

Arithmetic cont. p. 26

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Grade 1

Money
 • Recognize coin and value: penny, nickel, dime, quarter
 hRecognize coin and value: half dollar, dollar
 • Count:

 • Pennies, dimes, nickels
 hQuarters, half dollars, dollars

 • Add:
 • Pennies, dimes and pennies, nickels and pennies
 hQuarters and pennies, dimes and nickels

 hCount: combinations of coins, coins in mixed order
 hAdding and subtracting money

 • Recognize symbol: ¢ (cent)
 hRecognize symbol: $ (dollar)
 • Word problems: oral and written

Measures
 • Word problems: oral and written
 • Temperature: reading and writing degrees
 • Length:

 h Inch, foot, yard, centimeter

America
 • U.S. flag:

 • History
 hMeaning of colors
 h Flag etiquette

 • Meaning of Pledge of Allegiance
 hAmerica's freedoms
 • Symbols such as:

 hGreat Seal of the U.S., Uncle Sam
 • Statue of Liberty, U.S. coins, American bald eagle, Liberty Bell

 hGreat U.S. documents: Declaration of Independence, Constitution, 
Bill of Rights

 • Great People of America
 • Pilgrims (First Thanksgiving)
 • George Washington, Abraham Lincoln
 h Paul Revere, Benjamin Franklin

 hAmerica grows by communication and travel: telephone, mail, televi-
sion, radio, computers, Internet; changes in transportation

 • Weight:
 hOunce, pound
 hComparing weights

 hDozen, half dozen
 hCapacity: cup, pint, quart, gallon

Graphing, Statistics, Probability
 hGraphs:

 hHorizontal bar graphs: scales by 1s, 2s, 10s, 5s, and 3s
 h Pictographs
 hGraphing tally marks

Geometry
 • Recognize shapes: circle, square, rectangle, triangle, diamond, oval, 
cone, cube, sphere
 hRecognize shapes: hexagon, trapezoid
 h Symmetry
 h Shapes in a grid
 h Perimeter of a rectangular object

 • American holidays:
 h Presidents‘ Day
 • Thanksgiving Day

 hAmerican legends:
 hGeorge Washington and the cherry tree

 • American places and territories:
 • Washington, D.C.; Niagara Falls, Mount Rushmore
 h Plymouth Rock, Plymouth Plantation, Fort McHenry
 hWilliamsburg, Virginia; Mississippi River
 hYellowstone National Park, Grand Teton National Park, Rocky 
Mountain National Park, Grand Canyon, Death Valley, Yosemite 
National Park, San Francisco

 • U.S. Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa
 • Patriotic Songs:

 • ”My Country, ’Tis of Thee“
 • “The Star-Spangled Banner”
 h “America, the Beautiful”

Arithmetic cont. 

History & Geography
In My America and My World, students will learn how our country was 
founded and what our basic freedoms are. They meet several famous 
American patriots and take a trip across America. Good citizenship is 
emphasized and reading skills are developed. In addition, students will 
learn new patriotic songs and be introduced to major countries and  
U.S. Territories. America: Our Great Country, Children of the World,  
and Community Helpers are used in correlation with My America and  
My World.

Added Enrichment
 • Vocabulary boxes to point out difficult words
 • Activities such as:

 • Artistic projects
 • Learning foreign words and phrases
 • Listening to classical music
 • Reading stories by writers of given country

 • Suggested creative writing topics (9) 

1

History & Geography cont. p. 27

h RED indicates first introduction of content.

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Grade 1

Science cont. p. 28

History & Geography cont.

Science
The colorfully illustrated science text Discovering God’s World presents God 
as the Master Designer of the world around us. The studies of plants, animals, 
insects, energy, health, the seasons, and the five senses provide an excellent 
introduction to science, with the emphasis on building student interest and 
augmenting students’ reading skills. Hands-on activities and demonstrations 
also increase students’ comprehension of basic science concepts.

Added Enrichment
 • Additional hands-on learning activities

 • Lesson activities (22)
 • Additional activities (66)
 • Creative Writing (11)

Health & Human Biology
 • Special to God: five senses and sense organs
 hHands: fingerprints 
 hHair: 

 hHair types, skin, oil gland, follicle
 hRoot, pigment

 hEyes: placement in skull; eyelids, eyelashes, tears 
 hEars: outer ear, eardrum; vibrate 
 • Nose: nostrils; sneezing
 • Tongue: 

 • Taste buds: sour, salty, bitter, sweet
 h Speaking

 • Skin: 
 hExperiencing cold, warmth
 • Experiencing tickles, pain
 h Pores, “goose-bumps,” proper care of skin 

Activities & Demonstrations: 
 hComparing thumb prints 
 hDiscovering how sound travels
 h Seeing how senses work together

Energy
 h Forces: nonliving things
 hWater: push, pull
 hAir: wind, provides push
 hWind: moving air, gravity
 • Magnets: attract (pull), repel (push)
 h Simple machines: wheels, ramps, levers, balanced forces

Activities & Demonstrations:
 hMaking a balloon jet 
 • Discovering what magnets pick up
 h Seeing how wheels help
 hHaving a ramp race 
 hUsing a lever lifter 

Animals
 h Living Creatures
 • Instinct
 • Reproduce after their kind
 hBabies that are born drink mother’s milk: opossum, kangaroo 
 hBabies that hatch do not drink mother’s milk: tadpoles, frogs, chicks, 
alligators, ducklings

 • God’s wonderful plan:
 hElephants: ears, trunk, tusk
 hDucks: sac of oil, webbed feet, bill 
 • Turtles: 

 • Shell
 h Jaws; land turtles, water turtles 

 hOwls: herbivores, carnivores, omnivores; eyes, head rotation;  
feathers, talons

Activities & Demonstrations: 
 hRaising tadpoles 
 hConducting the elephant ear experiment 
 hObserving oil on a duck Insects

 hHome state, neighboring states, corner states
 h Thirteen original colonies
 hEquator
 hGulf of Mexico, Mississippi River, Rocky Mountains, Grand Canyon, 
Death Valley, Great Plains, Yosemite National Park

 • Map symbols—national capitals

Community Helpers
 • Pastor • Teacher
 • Firefighter • Police Officer
 • Doctor • Nurse
 • Dentist • Farmer
 • Server • Baker
 • Postal Employee • Mayor

The World
 • Countries:

 • Mexico, Peru, The Bahamas, England, The Netherlands, Israel, Italy, 
Kenya, China, Australia
 hCanada, Norway, France, Germany, Switzerland, Egypt, India, 
Japan

Geography Study
 • Continents: North America, South America, Africa, Europe, 
Australia, Asia

 • Globe
 • Oceans: Atlantic and Pacific
 • Cardinal directions and compass rose
 • What is an island?
 h Location of 21 specific states in America
 hNorth and South poles

h RED indicates first introduction of content.

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Health cont. p. 29

Science cont.

Insects
 h Importance of insects
 h Insect identification: head, thorax, abdomen
 • Insect identification: six legs
 hAnts: workers, queen 

Activities & Demonstrations: 
 hObserving a caterpillar change into a butterfly
 hMaking an insect zoo 
 • Making an ant farm 

Plants
 hUses for plants: oxygen, food, medicine, building 
 • Parts of the plant: roots, stem, leaves, flowers, fruits, seeds 
 h Parts of the plant: cones
 • Reproduce after their kind 
 • Flowers

Activities & Demonstrations: 
 hOpening a seed 
 • Germinating seeds 

 hGrowing a plant from root 
 hWater rising up a stem 
 • Seeds need sunlight, water, soil
 h Types of soils

Seasons 
 • God made seasons 
 • Winter: rest, hibernate
 • Spring: new life
 • Summer: grow
 • Fall: get ready for winter
 hA sunflower’s year
 hA squirrel’s year
 • Stewardship

Activities & Demonstrations:
 hBringing some twigs to life
 h Finding air in water and soil 
 hMaking a bird feeder 
 • Planting a bean garden

Health
Health, Safety, and Manners 1 is an interesting and attractive health reader 
that introduces first graders to the importance of good health habits and 
gives God the glory for the way He has designed us. Students will learn 
about nutrition, exercise, proper sleep habits, good posture, safety habits, 
and manners. Activities and checklists help students apply good principles 
of health, safety, and manners.

Added Enrichment
 • Hands-on learning activities in  
student book, Teacher Edition, and 
daily lesson plans (35)

 • Growing Tall growth chart
 • Checksheets: My Health, My Safety, 
My Manners

 • Creative Writing (4)

Health
 • Growing tall
 h Forming good habits
 • Eating good foods:

 • Kinds of foods
 hA good breakfast, a good snack
 • Good eating habits:

 hEating meals same time every day
 • Washing hands before eating
 • Drinking milk every day
 h Limiting sugary drinks
 • Eating different kinds of food
 hWashing fresh fruits and vegetables before eating
 • Limiting sugar and candy
 h Taking small bites and chewing food well

 • Exercising each day:
 h Fun exercises for children (8)
 • Benefits of fresh air and sunshine
 • Good exercise habits:

 • Getting exercise every day and playing outside in fresh air
 • Helping with work at home
 hNot playing hard right after a meal
 hResting from play

 hGetting right amount of rest:
 hGood sleeping habits:

 h Pre-bedtime activities
 hWearing clean pajamas
 hGoing to bed early and at same time each night; sleeping until 
rested; good sleeping conditions; going right to sleep

 hBuilding good posture:
 hBenefits of good posture
 hGood posture habits:

 hHow to stand straight and tall; proper way to sit in a chair
 hWell-fitting shoes; proper walking habits

 • Taking care of the body:
 • Good skin and hair habits:

 h Protecting skin from the sun with sunscreen
 • Bathing often with warm water and soap to rid the skin of germs 
which can cause illness

 • Proper care for cuts
 • Washing hands: before eating; after using bathroom; after playing 
outside; after handling animals
 hHow to dry off effectively
 • Shampooing dirty hair 
 h Proper use and maintenance of your comb and brush
 hKeeping pets away from your face

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Health cont.

Health cont.
 hKeeping fingernails and toenails clean and trimmed
 • Not biting fingernails
 • Keeping fingers out of mouth

 • Eyes:
 • Purpose; protection
 h Parts
 hGood eye-care habits: 

 hReading in a well-lighted place
 hNot rubbing your eyes
 hNot running while holding sharp things
 h Protecting eyes from sun or other bright lights
 hGetting proper rest 
 hGetting eye check-ups by a doctor
 hKeeping eye glasses clean

 • Ears:
 • Protection: wax, hairs; parts
 hGood ear-care habits:

 h Proper washing of ears
 hNot putting objects in ears
 h Protecting ears from getting hit; from cold and wind 
 hGoing to a doctor for chronic earaches

 • Nose:
 • Purpose; protection from germs
 • Good health habits:

 • Protecting others from your coughing or sneezing; proper use 
of tissues

 • Teeth:
 h Instructions for proper brushing
 • Good tooth-care habits:

 • Drinking plenty of milk every day
 • Limiting sugar
 • Not cracking nuts with teeth
 • Brushing correctly
 h Primary and permanent teeth
 • Getting regular dental checkups

 • Keeping hands away from face
 hKeeping pencils out of mouth
 hNot eating from someone else’s food

 h Taking care of clothing:
 hGood clothing-care habits:

 h Learning what to do with clothes after taking them off; clothes 
that need to be mended; dirty clothes
 h Putting on clean underclothes daily
 h Taking coat or raincoat off when inside

 h Taking care of the home

Safety
 • At home:

 • Ways to prevent falls
 • Good safety habits:

 • Sharp and pointed objects:
 • Walking while carrying
 hCarrying with the point down 

 • Getting parents to take medicine from medicine cabinet
 hHandling electrical cords with dry hands
 • Safety with matches and fire

 hNot playing with your parent’s guns
 hNot playing with cleaning supplies
 • Putting toys away to avoid an accident

 • Away from home:
 • Policemen
 hGood safety habits:

 hConsulting with an adult before leaving
 hNever leave a building alone
 hAvoid:

 h Talking to strangers when you are alone; getting in a car with a 
stranger
 h Playing in old, empty buildings
 h Petting stray animals
 hEating berries found outside 
 h Putting flowers, leaves, or twigs in mouth
 h Playing in old refrigerators or clothes dryers

 • On the street:
 hGood walking habits:

 hWhere to walk when there is no sidewalk
 hWhere to cross a street; how to cross a railroad track
 h Safety around trains that are stopped on the track

 hBicycle safety habits:
 hRiding in the correct direction
 hUsing a safety helmet, handlebars, and hand signals
 h Passengers
 hKeeping your bike in good working order

 hRiding to school:
 hBus, car
 hGood riding habits:

 hUsing car seat belts
 h Staying seated on the bus
 hKeeping hands inside bus and car windows
 hHow to cross the street after getting off a bus
 hHow to get out of a car that is parked on a street
 hRide in the back seat of a car

 • On the playground:
 hGood safety habits:

 h Staying far from swings that are being used; not standing up 
while swinging or jumping off while swing is in motion
 h Slide safety: at the bottom of the slide; at the top of the slide
 h Standing back from merry-go-round in motion
 hNot standing on top of monkey bars
 h Taking turns with other boys and girls

 • In the water:
 h Pool safety habits:

 h Importance of taking swimming lessons
 hAvoid going swimming or wading alone
 hNot pushing others into the pool or running beside the pool

 hBoat safety habits: wearing a life jacket; not standing up
 • In a storm:

 • Good safety habits:
 • Stay inside
 h Safety with telephone or electrical cords
 hWhere to take refuge: if you are outside; if you are in a car
 h Stay away from windows and doors
 hAvoid taking a bath or washing hands

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Manners
 • At home:

 • Important words: please, thank you, I’m sorry, you’re welcome
 hHaving company
 • Good habits at home:

 • Coming quickly when called
 • Thanking God for your food
 • Not talking with food in your mouth; chewing with mouth closed
 • Saying “please” when you want something; remembering to say 
“thank you”
 hDoing your part to help your family
 hNot spilling food on the table 
 • Not putting elbows on the table
 • Saying “I’m sorry” for hurting someone

 • At school:
 • Say “good morning” to your teacher
 hRaise your hand 
 hGood habits at school:

 hNot interrupting when someone is speaking
 h Proper response when someone makes a mistake

 h Paying attention to your teacher; how to get your teacher’s attention
 hAnswering when spoken to
 h Standing in line quietly
 h Posture and conduct while saying Pledge of Allegiance

 • At church:
 • Purpose of church
 hGood habits at church:

 hArriving on time
 h Singing praises to God; listening to His Word
 hHandling your money for the offering plate
 hWhen to leave the service

 • In public:
 hGrocery store, doctor’s office
 • Good habits in public:

 h Saying “ma’am” or “sir” when talking to an adult
 hBeing quiet in a waiting room
 • Answering when someone speaks to you
 hNot running in a store
 h Staying close to parents
 hCovering mouth when coughing or sneezing

Bible
The Bible stories that have been taught from Preschool to K5 have laid the 
foundation for stories that will be taught in first grade. Students learn more 
about the character, strengths, and weaknesses of men and women from the 
Bible. By studying the lives of Bible characters, students will learn practical 
truths to apply to their own lives, such as our actions will bring about either 
rewards or consequences. 

Evaluation
 • Graded memory verse passages (9)

Lessons 369 Abeka Flash-a-Cards
 • Salvation Series (5 lessons)
 • Genesis Series (21): Creation, Adam, Cain; Enoch, Noah, Babel; Abra-
ham and Isaac; Jacob; Joseph

 • Life of Christ Series (36): First Christmas; Boyhood and Early Ministry 
of Jesus; Jesus Heals and Helps; Later Ministry of Jesus; Crucifixion 
and Resurrection 
 h Life of Paul Series 1 (5)
 • The First Thanksgiving

Music 25 songs
 • Choruses, hymns of the faith, holiday songs, patriotic songs includ-
ing:

 h 12 new hymns and songs; 15 new choruses

Memory Work
 hNew passages (9) containing 57 verses
 • Review verses (6)

Doctrinal Drill 38 questions/answers
 • Increase Bible knowledge of basic doctrines: the Bible, God, sin, 
salvation, heaven, assurance of salvation

Prayer Time
 • Learn to pray with thanks giving for each other, our nation, those  
in authority over us

Added Enrichment
 • The Bible Friends Activity Book includes 120 worksheets to be  
completed during seatwork.

abeka.com

´0yg!!¨
16897101

Tower of Babel

Noah and the Ark

Enoch




Flash-a-CardGenesis • Series  2

Enoch,
   Noah, & Babel

3 Lessons • 19 Cards
1 Enoch—The Man Who  
     Went to Heaven  
     without Dying
2 Noah and the Ark
3 The Tower of Babel
Lesson Guide Included

Bible Friends is correlated with the Bible concepts taught in the First Grade 
Bible curriculum. These 120 activities are designed to bring Bible truths to 
mind again during independent seatwork time.

1
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Skills Development 75 songs

 hDefine 11 unfamiliar words in the lyrics
 • Learn to follow a song leader
 • Develop ability to understand a song’s message 
 • Exercise creativity by acting out songs with props
 • Improve coordination through motions that keep time with words
 h Learn about: dynamic contrasts, tempo changes, solfège pitch
 • Benefit from fun activities that spark and keep interest:

 hWhistling
 • Making appropriate animal sounds

 h Singing familiar poems
 hReviewing numbers
 h Placing their name in a song

Variety of Songs to Memorize
 • Fun songs about animals, Mother Goose rhymes
 • Songs about our founding fathers; songs to help build character
 • Songs to act out with suggested props
 • Motion songs, patriotic songs, folk songs, gospel songs, holiday 
songs, and seasonal songs.

Music
Songs We Enjoy 1 includes traditional, patriotic, holiday, and fun selections that have been a 
part of our American heritage for generations. The sing-along CD makes song time easy for the 
teacher and enjoyable for the children.

Arts & Crafts
Art Projects 1 has been designed to give month-by-month variety in enjoyable art activities,  
to teach children elementary art techniques in many types of media, and to provide interesting  
seasonal projects. 

Skills Development
Develop fine motor skills with increasing level of difficulty through:
 • Cutting, gluing, coloring, folding
 • Directed drawings, painting, paper modeling
 • 3-D crafting and folding, incorporating moving parts

Concept Development
 h Introducing color wheel
 • Primary colors and secondary colors; color mixing
 h Introducing patterns
 hComplementary colors
 h Fall colors
 h Drawing from geometrical shapes and from memory to make familiar items
 • Introducing line types: curved, short, long, straight, broken, zig-zag, wavy
 h Introducing line types: looping
 • 3-D paper crafting
 h Fringe
 h Silhouettes
 hMosaic
 • Using basic geometrical shapes to form objects
 • Light source, shading, and shadow
 hDefining artistic terms
 • Drawing organic shapes
 h Transparent coloring (using light pressure)
 • Overlay to mix colors
 h Tangible texture
 hCurling paper
 hAnalogous colors

 • Perspective
 • Increase listening skills through following step-by-step instructions to 
complete more difficult projects

 • Projects include these themes:
 • Animal, seasonal, holiday, scriptural, historical, cultural

Technique Development
 hVarious texture
 hCrayon rubbing
 hOutlining
 • Directional coloring
 hDrawing looping lines
 hCone-shaping and cone-shaping with tabs
 h Paper fringing
 h Paper curling
 • Sponging
 h Torn paper art
 h Stippling
 hCutting a fringe
 hMosaic
 hCrayon resist
 h String painting
 hQuilling
 • Folding
 hContour drawing
 h Paper crafting—twisting, rolling, scrunching
 • Finger and knuckle stamping
 • Assembling song booklets

Fourth Edition
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Language Arts: Phonics & Language
Added Enrichment
 • Review games
 • Enrichment activities and suggestions
 • Four themes (pond, jungles, travel, 
camping) to enhance lessons

 • Glossary section to expand vocabulary 
and practice research skills

 • During independent seatwork:
 • Using adjectives and adverbs to 
enhance writing

 • Using proofreader's marks to correct 
sentence errors

 • Using glossary to practice research
 • Continual review and application of 
previously taught material

Evaluation
 • Oral and written phonics and language
 • Language and phonic skills are included 
in weekly tests

Phonics and Language 2 is used to practice concepts taught in phonics and 
language class. The front of each page is used as classroom practice; the back 
of the page is for completion during independent seatwork. Phonics instruc-
tion is the culmination of the abeka intensive phonics program. After reviewing 
vowel sounds, consonant sounds, and how to blend them together, students 
learn consonant blends, diphthongs, digraphs, and clue words to help them 
remember these sounds. Students apply what they have learned on a deeper 
level than first grade. Language concepts learned in first grade are expanded 
as students learn to apply the following concepts: recognizing and correctly 
punctuating four kinds of sentences; identifying and correctly using nouns, 
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs; identifying subject and predicate of sentence; 
using and identifying compound words, rhyming words, antonyms, synonyms, 
contractions, and singular possessive words; forming plural nouns by applying 
spelling rules. By the end of the year, students will have a strong phonics and 
language foundation upon which to build.

Phonics  Application
Grammar

Sentence  Structure
Language  Development

2

 hRecognizing silent letters in words beginning with gn in gnat, 
kn in knot, wr in wrinkle, eigh in eight
 hChoose between wor in worms/war in warm by listening to the begin-
ning sound
 hChoose “wa in wash“ when beginning with a word sounding with 
short o/“w“ sound
 hChoose the correct ending sound in a given word:

 • Correctly use ll, ff, ss at end of a word
 • suffix -s says “s“ or “z“
 • Recognize the following sounds at the end of short words: e in me, 
o in go, y in fly
 hUse suffixes correctly when heard in a word dictated
 hAdding more than one suffix to a word
 hChoose “ay in pray“ when a long a sound is at the end of a root word
 hChoose “y in baby“ at the end of certain words ending with a long 
e sound
 hChoose “le in little“ at the end of certain words ending with an “l“ 
sound
 hChoose between -ed in looked/-ed in played when a root word fol-
lows a “t“ or “d“ sound
 hChoose ought in thought/aught in caught at the end of a root word 
with a short o/“t“ sound
 hChoose “ture in pasture“ at the end of certain words with the same 
sound as “ch in church“ along with an “er“ sound (ex.: fracture)
 hRecognizing silent letters when spelling words with igh in night, 
alk in walk, le in little, -ed in looked, -ed in played, tch in patch, 
mb in lamb, ought in thought, aught in caught, dge in fudge, 
ould in could, ough in enough

 hRecognize choices in the spelling of special sounds having or contain-
ing the same sound:

 h e in me, y in baby, -y in rainy, -ly in slowly, ie in brownie
 h o in go/ow in bowl
 h ay in pray, ea in steak, ey in obey, eigh in eight
 h sh in ship, tion in nation, sion in missionary
 h th in thick/thr in three
 h sc in scat/sk in skate
 h or in morning/war in warm
 h ou in out/ow in owl

Skills Development
 • Review long and short vowel sounds, consonant sounds
 • Review and master one- and two-vowel rules: When there is one 
vowel in a word, it usually says its short sound. When there are two 
vowels in a word, the first one says its long sound and the second 
one is silent.

 • Blend consonants/special sounds with vowels:
 • Students write the blend of a given word; circle the special sound 
and mark the vowel

 • Master 132 special sounds and clue words: special sounds include 
consonant blends, diphthongs, digraphs, 11 suffixes, 5 prefixes

 • Demonstrate ability to provide other example words that contain 
special sounds
 h List all the special sounds in a given word after it is orally dictated
 h Identify special sounds in a given word and know why that special 
sound is used
 hChoose the correct sound in a given word when there is more than 
one spelling for a sound:

 h ck in duck/k-e (ex.: back—“ck in duck“ follows a short vowel sound; 
bake—k-e follows a long vowel sound
 h oy in boy/oi in coin (ex.: joyful—“oy in boy“ must be chosen 
because it is at the end of a root word; point—“oi in coin“ must be 
chosen because it is in the middle of the root word)
 h tch in patch/ch in church (ex.: matches—“tch in patch“ must be 
chosen because the sound follows a short vowel; chimes—“ch in 
church“ must be chosen because “tch in patch“ cannot be at the 
beginning of a word)
 hg in giant, dge in fudge, j in jar (ex.: cage—“g in giant“ must come 
before e, i, or y; badge—“dge in fudge“ must follow a short vowel)
 h c in city/s consonant (ex.: century—“c in city“ comes before e, i, or y

 hChoose the correct beginning sound:
 hRecognize choices in the following consonant blend sounds when 
given blends or words to spell:

 h st in stop, pl in plane, tr in train, bl in block, cl in clock, fl in flake, 
gl in glue, br in bride, dr in drum, pr in pray, gr in grin, sm in 
smoke, sc in scat, sk in skate, sp in spade, cr in crab, tw in twins, 
spl in splash, spr in sprain, scr in scream, qu in squeak, sn in 
snack, sl in sleep, str in stream, sw in swim, thr in three

 hUse prefixes correctly when heard in a word dictated

Phonics & Language cont. p. 33
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Phonics & Language cont.
 h ch in church/tch in patch, ture in pasture
 h er in verse, ur in nurse, ir in bird, ear in earth, -er in bigger, 
wr in wrinkle, or in sailor, ar in dollar
 h oo in tooth/ew in flew
 h oi in coin/oy in boy
 h oo in book, ou in could, u in push
 h a in adopt, o in shovel, a in banana, a- in asleep, ough in enough, 
ou in country
 h all in ball, alk in walk, au in faucet, aw in saw, ought in thought, 
aught in caught
 hg in giant/dge in fudge
 h air in hair, arr in carry, are in care, err in cherry

 h Spell compound words correctly by applying special sound applica-
tion tips/rules
 hRead compound words with speed and accuracy
 hRead “challenge words“ with speed and accuracy
 hDevelop listening through dictated sentences; using phonics applica-
tion skills while students:

 hRemember each word
 h Spell each word correctly
 h Spell contractions correctly
 h Spell number words, days of the week, months of the year
 hCapitalize correctly based on rules learned
 hChoose correct ending punctuation

 • Understand that syllables are parts of words
 • Correctly divide words into syllables between:

 • Double consonants; root words and suffixes
 • A vowel and a consonant; two differing consonants
 • Prefixes and root words

 h Identify the number of syllables in a given word
 • Identify root words
 hDemonstrate ability to add prefixes and suffixes to a root word while 
spelling the new word correctly by applying the following rules:
 • When a root word ends with a single consonant and the vowel 
is short, the consonant is usually doubled before adding a suffix 
beginning with a vowel. (ex.: swim + ing = swimming)

 • When a root word ends with a silent e, the e is usually dropped 
before adding a suffix that begins with a vowel. (ex.: hike + ed = 
hiked)
 hWhen a root word ends with a y and the suffix begins with an e, 
change the y to an i before adding the suffix. (ex.: try + ed = tried)
 hWhen a root word ends with a y and the suffix is -ly, change the y 
to an i before adding the suffix.

Grammar 
 • Capitalization:

 • First word in the sentence
 • Days of week and months of year
 hHolidays and special days
 • Names of people
 • The word I
 • Titles

 • Punctuation: 
 • Using periods to end sentences
 hUsing question marks and exclamation points to end sentences
 hUsing an apostrophe to show ownership (’s)
 hUsing commas to separate three of more items in a series

 h The sentence:
 hRecognize complete sentences
 hRecognize questions, exclamations, and commands

 h Learn terms: exclamatory, declarative, interrogative, and imperative 
sentences
 hDefine and identify nouns
 hDefine and identify verbs
 hDefine and identify adjectives that tell what kind and how many
 hDefine and identify adverbs that tell how
 h Identifying complete subject and predicate of sentence
 h Identifying simple subject and predicate of sentence
 hDiagramming simple subject and predicate of sentence

 • Word study and diction:
 • Add suffixes and prefixes to root words
 • Determine number of syllables 
 • Recognize and use correctly:

 • Compound words, rhyming words
 • Opposite words (antonyms), same-meaning words (synonyms), 
same-sounding words (homonyms)
 h Singular and plural words; singular possessives
 • Contractions

 • Divide words into syllables
 • Alphabetize words
 hCorrectly use words such as sit, sat, set; learn, teach; may, can;  
to, too, two; right, write; blue, blew
 hAbbreviate days of the week, months of the year, selected English 
measures, selected titles such as Dr., Mr., Mrs.

 • Correctly use a glossary (terms: guide words, entry)
 hCorrectly use a dictionary (terms: guide words, entry, definition)

Composition
 • Write:

 • Complete sentences 
 • Original sentence 
 • Rewrite a sentence correctly 
 • Answer a question in complete sentence 

Added Enrichment
Extra practice available in Seatwork curriculum:

 • Copy sentences
 • Finish/correct sentences
 • Write original sentences
 • Glossary skill exercises

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Reading Skills Development
 • Read and decode (sound out) words by applying phonics sounds and 
rules

 • Read orally and silently and complete comprehension activities
 • Strive for increasing vocabulary, accuracy, correct enunciation, flu-
ency, phrasing, alertness to punctuation, good expression, compre-
hension, appropriate pace for grade level, volume, and poise

 • Follow along as others read orally
 • Receive differentiated instruction with ability grouping
 hComprehend a variety of reading material: maps, charts, graphs, 
recipes, posted signs such as instructions/guidelines
 hExpose students to literary terms: main character, plot, setting, moral
 h Identify the story's title, author, main idea, main character, moral, 
author's intent, setting, plot
 hDescribe the main character's appearance, feelings, actions based on 
textual inference
 hDescribe setting (where and when the plot takes place) by identifying 
descriptive words
 hExplain how characters relate to events of the story
 hUnderstand cause/effect, problem/solution as they relate to the 
characters in the story
 hDiscern the meaning of a story
 hCompare the same story by two different authors
 h Predict the story's outcome
 hCompare predictions to actual outcome

Readers
 h Fun with Friends—19 stories and 9 poems, 1 song, 1 play including 
modern-day themes relating to animals and people and Scripture 
selections, introductions and story themes featuring Christian virtues 
and character traits; phonetic progression from one-vowel words to 
two-vowel words and comparing similar one- and two-vowel words, 
through special sounds from Basic Phonics Charts 6-8; practicing 
rhyming words and compound words; building vocabulary using 
advanced words and definitions; introduction to literary terms—title, 
author, main character including questions, character comparisons, 
character web, charting comparisons; choral reading, sequencing, 
illustration analysis, silent reading selections, and other enrichment 
activities; creative writing/drawing and storytelling for checking com-
prehension; "Think About It!" and "What Do YOU Think?" ask factual, 

inferential, and interpretive comprehension/discussion questions.
 hQuests for Adventure—15 stories, 27 poems, 28 riddles called "Can 
You Guess?" including present-day themes relating to adventure 
and Scripture selections; building vocabulary using advanced words 
and definitions; introductions and story themes featuring Christian 
virtues and character traits; phonetic progression using special 
sounds from Basic Phonics Charts 9-11; reviews literary terms—title, 
author, main character; introduction to literary term—plot including 
recalling events of a story in proper sequence, and climax ques-
tions, illustration analysis, choral reading, play-acting, silent reading 
selections, and other enrichment activities; creative writing/drawing, 
for checking comprehension; "Think About It!" and "What Do YOU 
Think?" ask factual, inferential, and interpretive comprehension and 
discussion questions.

 • Wonders of Imagination—12 stories, 11 poems, 1 play, 3 Have You 
Ever Wondered? feature pages, including classic literature and stories 
with fanciful themes and Scripture selections; building vocabulary 
using advanced words and definitions, illustration analysis; charting 
comparisons; introductions and story themes differentiating reality and 
imaginative fiction highlighting Christian virtues and character traits; 
practicing rhyming words; reviews literary terms—title, author, main 
character, plot; introduction to literary terms—moral including cause/
effect and problem/solution questions and creative writing/draw-
ing, word webs, and play-acting for checking comprehension; "Think 
About It!" and "What Do YOU Think?" ask factual, inferential, and 
interpretive comprehension and discussion questions.

 • Across the Meadow—16 stories, 19 poems, 1 play including classic 
literature, as well as a variety of other styles and Scripture selections; 
building vocabulary using advanced words and definitions; introduc-
tions and story themes featuring Christian virtues and character traits; 
phonetic progression using special sounds from Basic Phonics Charts 
12-13; highlight famous authors and some of their best -known works; 
reviews literary terms—title, author, main character, plot, moral; intro-
duction to literary term—setting including, recognizing descriptive 
words and phrases, illustration analysis, storytelling, crafts, recipes, 
character webs, silent reading selections, play-acting, and other 
enrichment activities; creative writing/drawing, for checking compre-
hension; "Think About It!" and "What Do YOU Think?" ask factual, 
inferential, and interpretive comprehension/discussion questions. 

 • Through the Skies—12 stories and 8 poems including classic litera-
ture as well as a variety of styles and topics and Scripture selections; 
building vocabulary using advanced words and definitions; introduc-

Language Arts: Reading

 • Character-building themes such as 
gratitude, responsibility, helpfulness, 
industry, perseverance, courage, 
patriotism, and integrity

Students will advance their reading and comprehension skills as they reinforce the application of phonics rules. 
The early readers correlate with the progression of the concepts and sounds presented in the phonics curriculum. 
Subsequent readers include children's classics, stories from America's past, selections by famous authors, and stories 
with heroes that the children can emulate. One reader is a juvenile novel, another presents life in Israel in the days of 
Christ, and others include fables, animal tales, stories from children's classics, biographical stories, poetry, Scripture 
readings, and patriotic stories. 

2c2c

Meadows

Literary Value
 • 83 authors, including well-known writ-
ers such as Beatrix Potter, A. A. Milne, 
Robert McCloskey, Hans Christian 
Andersen, Robert Louis Stevenson, 
Nathaniel Hawthorne, and  
Sarah Cone Bryant

 • Selections and adaptations from chil-
dren’s literature such as Make Way for 
Ducklings, Pooh and Piglet Go Hunting 
and Nearly Catch a Woozle, The Tale of 
Peter Rabbit, and The Golden Touch

2d 2d

WondersofImagination

2f2f

Materials
 • Readers (9) containing:

 • Short stories (101), poems (90), 
plays (3), crafts (1), and recipes (2)

 • Christian fiction novel, biblical 
times/culture, and geography book, 
early American times/culture book, 
international cultures and folktales 
book, information about animals

 • Primary Bible Reader includes 
Scripture reading 

Evaluation
 • Weekly oral reading gradeh RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Reading cont.
tions and story themes featuring Christian virtues and character 
traits; illustration analysis; highlight famous authors and some of their 
best-known works; reviews literary terms—title, author, main charac-
ter, plot, moral, setting including character web, charting comparisons, 
charting cause/effect, questions, silent reading selections, and other 
enrichment activities; creative writing/drawing exercises for checking 
comprehension; "Think About It!" and "What Do YOU Think?" ask 
factual, inferential, and interpretive comprehension and discussion 
questions.

 • Growing Up in Early America—15 stories, 10 poems, 8 photo/charac-
ter fact pages which correspond to time periods, 1 craft project with 
directions, 1 recipe with conversion chart, including classic literature, 
historical fiction and nonfiction, folk tales, legends, and articles 
relating to life in early America from 1620 through the early 1900s, 
historical fun facts, with Scripture selections; charting comparisons; 
character web; building vocabulary using advanced words and 
definitions, silent reading selections, and other enrichment activi-
ties; highlight famous authors and some of their best-known works, 
as well as other early American writers; reviews literary terms—title, 
author, main character, plot, moral, setting; creative writing/drawing 
exercises for checking comprehension; "Think About It!" and "What 
Do YOU Think?" ask factual, inferential, and interpretive comprehen-
sion and discussion questions.

 • Growing Up around the World—12 stories, 6 poems, 1 recipe, world 
map with icons for each country, 10 photo fact pages representing each 
country, including classic literature, historical fiction and non fiction, folk 
tales, legends, favorite stories from around the world, and Scripture 
selections; building vocabulary using advanced words and definitions; 
introduction to foreign words/vocabulary; character web, word web, 
charting comparisons, silent reading selections, and other enrichment 
activities; reviews literary terms—title, author, main character, plot, 
moral, setting; creative writing/drawing exercises for checking com-
prehension; "Think About It!" and "What Do YOU Think?" ask factual, 
inferential, and interpretive comprehension and discussion questions.

 • Growing Up Where Jesus Lived—a 10-chapter informational book 
describing ancient Israel in the days of Christ including maps and 
diagrams; treasure chest of Scripture selections for reference and 
comparison; building vocabulary using advanced words and defini-
tions; illustration observation, interesting cultural facts, charting 
comparisons, Scripture songs, sample Aramaic writing, riddles, silent 
reading selections, and other enrichment activities; "Think About It!" 
and "What Do YOU Think?" ask factual, inferential, and interpretive 
comprehension and discussion questions.

Language Arts: Cursive Writing/Creative Writing
Added Enrichment
 • Decorative journal containing 17 
dated journal entries

 • Creative writing ex./during:
 • Science (6)
 • History (12)
 • Health (3)

Evaluation
 • Tests (31)

Cursive Writing: Building upon each grade, the consistent step-by-step 
approach to good penmanship presented in Writing with Phonics 2 empha-
sizes neatness and correct letter formation in daily practice. Writing habits 
which are polished during second grade will greatly influence students’ 
penmanship skills throughout life.

Creative Writing: Beginning in lesson 81, penmanship class will focus primar-
ily on creative writing skills and some penmanship review. Creative writing 
skills will be taught in a sequence that will prepare students to write their 
own stories incorporating higher level thinking skills into imaginative writing.
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h RED indicates first introduction of content.

 • All Kinds of Animals—an informational book containing 15 chap-
ters about animals; highlight animal information facts and fun facts; 
observing animal tracks; discerning false information; observing ani-
mals in their habitat; Bible application highlighting intelligent design; 
sequencing order of events; considering charts and instructions; 
building vocabulary using advanced words and definitions; charting 
comparisons; glossary of animal profiles; silent reading selections, 
word webs, and other enrichment activities; reviews literary terms—
character, plot, setting; creative writing/drawing exercises for check-
ing comprehension; "Words to Practice" analyze advanced words; 
"Think About It!" and "What Do YOU Think?" ask factual, inferential, 
and interpretive comprehension and discussion questions.

 • My New Name— a Christian fiction novel containing a character 
sketch, 13 chapters; Bible application; vocabulary enrichment; 
reviews literary terms—title, author, main character, plot, moral, 
setting; charting comparisons; storytelling, illustration analysis, silent 
reading selections, word webs, and other enrichment activities; cre-
ative writing/drawing exercises for checking comprehension; factual, 
inferential, and interpretive comprehension and discussion questions.

 • Reading Comprehension 2—a collection of advertisements, science 
articles, short stories, recipes, instructional pages for thinking and 
problem solving; identifying main character—appearance, feelings, 
actions, as well as main ideas—moral, author's intent, cause/effect, 
problem/solution based on fact and textual inference; includes chart-
ing comparisons, character webs, puzzles, diagrams, coloring sheets; 
factual, inferential, and interpretive comprehension questions.

 • Primary Bible Reader—class reading selections and passages from 
the Old and New Testament

Comprehension, Discussion, & Analysis  
Skills Development
 • Answer factual and interpretive questions for most stories and poems
 • Answer inferential  comprehension and discussion questions
 • Identify main character, main idea, author's intent, or moral
 • Understand the parts of a story how to organize them to form a plot 
for creative writing

 • Compare and contrast characters, events, and information; sharpen 
problem solving skills; relate cause to effect with character webs and 
Venn diagraming

 • Analyze and draw conclusions from art, illustration, and charted 
information

 • Differentiate fanciful and realistic events

h RED indicates first introduction of content.

Creative Writing cont. p. 36

 • Review correct formation for all lower and uppercase letters and 
numbers 1–10

 • Perfect writing skills for a good, overall appearance:
 • Forming difficult letters correctly

Skills Development
 • Achieve good writing position:

 • Sitting properly in desk
 • Holding pencil correctly
 • Slanting paper correctly
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Language Arts: Spelling & Poetry

Added Enrichment
 • Spelling lists (33):

 • Spelling words (549)
 • Vocabulary words (54)
 • Organized by special sounds

In second grade, spelling is taught as an individual subject for the first time. The 
spelling curriculum continues to be correlated with phonics. The spelling lists 
in Spelling and Poetry 2 reinforce the phonics concepts which the students are 
learning. By the end of the year, students will be learning vocabulary words and 
their definitions. Poems for memorization have been selected for their beauty 
of language, literary greatness, and character-building qualities.
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Fourth Edition

 • Learn how to spell words containing special sounds of similar 
sound with different spellings

Worksheet Activities:
 • Solving crossword puzzles; thinking of homonyms and  
rhyming words

 • Creating phrases; grouping similar words together
 • Understanding the meaning of vocabulary words
 • Finding misspelled words and knowing how to correct them
 • Matching contractions with their words 
 • Combining root words with the suffixes -y, -er, -est, -ly, -en, -es, -ed
 • Using prefixes a-, al-, be-, en-, un-

Poetry Skills Development
 hMemorize 8 lyrical poems
 • Develop appreciation of poetry
 • Perform in front of an audience
 • Recite in unison
 • Develop appropriate expression and volume
 • Improve comprehension 
 h Learn definitions and use of unfamiliar words

 • Maintain interest and increase understanding with comprehension  
questions

 • Use proper punctuation and capitalization; simple sentence 
structure; recognize difference between phrases and sentences; 
complete sentences, write sentences using suggested words, 
proper paragraph form, choose titles; develop stories using sug-
gested themes; sequencing; writing a process summary, starting/
concluding sentences; writing friendly letters; writing persuasive 
letters; writing original poetry; writing an acrostic; incorporating 
character development, plot setting, and moral into writing; dated 
journal entries

 • Compositions include these themes:
 • Imaginative, historical, character building, Bible story, poetry, 
school, "how to"

 • Compositions
 • During creative writing (8)
 • During seatwork (27)

Spelling Skills Development
 hMaster spelling lists including:

 h 48 sight words and 3 contractions
 h 27 commonly misspelled words
 h 12 abbreviations
 h 54 vocabulary words and  definitions

 hUse vocabulary words in proper context
 • Apply spelling and phonics concepts through daily:

 • Teacher-directed oral practice
 • Independent written practice

 • Hear and see spelling and vocabulary words in example sentences, in 
order to:
 • Clearly picture each word’s meaning; differentiate between sound-
alike words
 hUse words correctly when speaking and writing

 • Learn spelling rules:
 • Know: one- and two-vowel rules; k comes before i and e; c comes 
before a, o, and u

 • Correctly use at end of word: double consonants ll or ss; ck after a 
short vowel; ke after a long vowel

 • Double a consonant before adding a suffix that begins with a vowel
 • Drop the silent e

 • Placing letters correctly on the lines
 • Using proper spacing between letters and words
 • Slanting letter properly
 • Writing slowly and carefully 
 • Making smooth connections between letters, difficult letters, blends
 • Using key strokes: trace, wave, loop, oval, mountain
 hKeeping size consistent while making a connection without the help 
of a dotted line
 hWriting without use of dotted lines
 hDouble-spaced writing

 • Correctly write
 • Blends, words, sentences, paragraphs, and poems

 • Creative writing
 • Reviewing the writing process learned in 1st grade: read and gather, 
think and plan, write and rewrite, check and polish, share your results

 • Worksheet activities (132):
 • Build on previous concepts
 • Reinforce new concepts

 • Homework sheets (33) include spelling list
 • Spelling games (16)

Evaluation
 • Spelling tests (33)

h RED indicates first introduction of content.

Creative Writing cont.

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Arithmetic

Added Enrichment
 • Higher-level thinking activities 
 • Abeka games 
 • Thematic units: pond, travel, jungles, 
camping

 • Review games 
 • Teaching tips
 • Enrichment activities

The traditional work-text Arithmetic 2 builds a foundation for learning more abstract concepts 
and teaches students how to apply mathematical concepts to real-life situations. Concepts 
taught or reviewed in Arithmetic 2 include counting, place value, addition and subtraction, 
money, time, graphs, simple geometry, multiplication and division, and Roman numerals. 

Students will apply the skills and facts they have learned as they complete word problems 
that are based on concrete situa tions. New material is built on prior learning and encourages 
students to think through new concepts. Arithmetic 2 and curriculum include daily reasoning 
questions that challenge students’ thinking ability.

Second EditionWork-text

Addition
 • Addition families:

 • 1 –18
 • Horizontal and vertical form
 • Add doubles

 hAddition terminology
 • Addition “twins” (concept of commutative principle)
 • Timed mastery
 • Word problems: oral, written 
 • Mental arithmetic:

 h Problems with up to 5 single-digit numbers
 hEstimate sums
 • Carrying:

 • To tens and hundreds places in 2- and 3-digit problems
 h To ten-thousands place in 3- and 4-digit  problems
 hHorizontal problems with carrying

 • Money: add dollars and cents

Subtraction
 • Subtraction families:

 • 1 –13
 h 14 –18
 • Vertical and horizontal form
 • Subtract: 

 • 0, 1, 2; all of a number
 hHalf of a number

 h Subtraction terminology
 • Timed mastery
 • Word problems: oral, written
 hMental arithmetic: 

 h Problems with up to 5 single digit numbers combining subtraction 
and addition

 • Subtraction with borrowing:
 • 2 and 3 digits
 h 4 digits

 • Borrowing:
 h From tens place in 2-, 3-, and 4-digit problems
 h From hundreds place in 3- and 4-digit problems

Numbers
 • Recognize and understand numbers: 

 • 1–1,000 
 h 1,001–100,000

 • Counting:
 • By ones, twos, fives, and tens to 100
 • By threes to 36
 hBy fours to 48
 hBy twenty-fives to 300
 • Continue counting patterns
 • Tally marks

 • Writing numbers:
 • By ones, twos, fives, and tens to 1,000
 • By threes to 36
 hBy fours to 48
 hDictation to hundred thousands

 • Comparing before and after: 
 • By ones, twos, fives, tens
 hBy twenty-fives and hundreds 

 • Number words:
 • Use of one to twelve 
 hUse of thirteen to twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, sixty, seventy, eighty, 
ninety, one hundred

 • Place value:
 • Ones, tens, hundreds
 h Thousands, ten thousands, hundred thousands

 hMoney: round to nearest dollar; to nearest ten
 • Roman numerals:

 • Counting and value: 
 • 1–12
 h 13–30; 50; 100; 500; 1,000

 • Reading clock using Roman numerals 
 h Basic rules for Roman numerals:

 hAdd repeated Roman numerals
 hAdd when lesser numeral follows greater one
 h Subtract when lesser numeral comes before greater one

Evaluation
 • Daily skills-development exercises 
 • Written tests
 • Oral tests: combinations, answers, and 
detailed instructions for weekly oral tests 
included in daily lesson plans

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Arithmetic cont.
 • Quarter past; quarter till; three-quarters past
 • Five-minute intervals
 hOne-minute intervals

 • Table of time: 
 • Seconds, minutes, hours
 • Days, months, year 

 • Calendar: 
 • Months of year, days of week 
 hDays in year, weeks in year
 • Date
 h Time lapse
 hDates as digits

Money
 • Recognition and value of penny, nickel, dime, quarter, half dollar
 • Counting pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters, half dollars
 hCombining coins for any amount
 hConverting to cents using dollar sign ($) and decimal point (.) 
 • Word problems: oral, written
 hRecognize symbols: 

 h $ (dollar)
 • ¢ (cent)

 hAdding money using dollar sign ($) and decimal point (.)
 hDetermining change
 hRounding to nearest dollar

Measures
 • Word problems: oral, written
 • Temperature: 

 • Degrees: reading, writing
 h Introduced to:

 hCelsius scale
 h Freezing and boiling point of water
 hBody temperature on Fahrenheit scale

 • Length: 
 hQuarter-inch
 • Inch, foot, yard, centimeter
 hMeter
 hAbbreviations
 h Smallest to longest
 hComparing lengths 
 hApplications: measuring, drawing

 • Weight: 
 • Ounce, pound, kilogram
 hGram
 hApplications

 • Dozen, half dozen
 • Capacity: cup, pint, quart, gallon

Graphing, Statistics, Probability
 • Bar graphs: 

 • Horizontal
 hVertical

 • Pictographs
 h Line graphs: plot point on line graph
 hCircle graphs
 hRead a grid, a map
 hComparing graphs

 h From thousands place in 4-digit problems
 hWith zeros in the minuend

 • Money: subtract dollars and cents

Multiplication
 • Building blocks: 

 • Counting by twos, threes, fives, and tens
 hCounting by fours

 hWord problems: oral, written
 hGraphs to show multiplication facts
 h Terms: factor, product
 • Multiply:

 hBy 1, 0
 h Tables, 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10
 h Find missing factor

 hMultiple combinations
 hMultiplication “twins” (concept of commutative principle)

Division
 hConcept of division
 hBuilding blocks: dividing groups of objects
 hRecognize symbols: ÷ and  (division house)
 hWord problems: oral, written
 h Terms: dividend, divisor, quotient
 hDivide:

 hBy 1
 h Tables 2, 3, 5, 10

 hDivision combinations

Fractions
 • Parts of a whole and group: one half, one third, one fourth
 • Finding the fractional part of a whole number
 hComparing fractions
 hWord problems: oral, written
 hMixed numbers

Decimals
 • Money: use of dollar sign ($) and decimal point (.) in  addition
 h Align decimal points when adding and subtracting dollars and cents

Problem Solving & Applications
 • Building blocks: oral word problems
 • Word problems:

 • Addition, subtraction
 hMultiplication, division
 • Money
 h Fractions
 hCarrying, borrowing
 h Steps of problem- solving process

 • Applications for broader and deeper understanding of concepts: 
 • Time, length, temperature
 • Graphs, weight, money
 h Fractions, recipes

Time
 • Clock:

 • Hour and minute hands
 • a.m. and p.m.
 • O’clock (:00); half past (:30)

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Arithmetic cont.
 h Scale drawings
 • Symmetry
 h Locations on a coordinate plane
 • Perimeter:

 • Rectangle
 h Square
 hGeometric Shapes

Geometry
 • Plane figures: circle, square, rectangle,  triangle
 h Plane figures: oval, hexagon, trapezoid
 h Solid figures: sphere, cube, pyramid
 hVertex: identify number of vertexes in plane and solid shapes
 hEdge and face: identify number of edges and faces in plane and solid 
shapes
 hMeasure, draw, and compare lines

h RED indicates first introduction of content.

Sweet Land of Liberty
 • Americans:

 • Unique people
 • Flag: symbol of America

 • America's freedoms: freedom of speech, press, religion, and assem-
bly, using your freedoms wisely

Early America
 hNative Americans

 h First Americans
 hRegional differences: way of life varied according to location

 h Separatists
 hEscaping from England to Holland
 h Leaving Holland for the New World

 • Pilgrims
 • Travelling on the Mayflower
 • Landing in the New World
 • Meeting the Native Americans/making friendships: Samoset, 
Squanto

 • Learning how to survive: planting corn, fishing, hunting
 • Activities

 hWeaving a mat
 hWatching maize grow

 • Landmarks/symbols: Plymouth Harbor/Plymouth Rock
 • American Holidays: Thanksgiving Day

Colonial America
 • Colonial Life:

 hWhat is a colony

 hWhat were colonial houses like: clapboard, log cabins, stone, 
plantations
 hWhat did colonists eat: meat and vegetables, food that could be 
dried

 • Colonial Shops:
 • What kinds of shops: silversmith, blacksmith, joiner, cobbler, apoth-
ecary, cooper, whitesmith
 hHow were things bought/sold: bartering system

 • Colonial Schools:
 hMost children taught at home
 h School was seasonal
 hOne-room schoolhouses: teacher called schoolmaster, taught all 
students in same room
 hHornbook/New England Primer

 • Activities:
 hMaking an oiled-paper window
 hMaking a hornbook

A Free America
 • George Washington
 h French and Indian War
 • The Declaration of Independence

 hWhy colonies wanted to declare freedom from England
 • July 4, 1776: date of declaration
 h Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Place where signers of Declaration met

 • American War for Independence
 • George Washington leads Colonial army
 • Reason for war: freedom from England

 • United States of America

History & Geography
Added Enrichment
 • Vocabulary boxes featuring difficult 
words and definitions

 • Activities included in student text and 
teacher edition such as games, class 
parades, art  projects, class diorama

 • Songs such as “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot” 
and “Pawpaw Patch” passed down through 
history from early Americans

 • Creative Writing (12)

Our America takes students back into history to learn what life would 
have been like in our country’s early days. Students will study the lives 
of groups of people who have made valuable contributions to our 
American heritage: the Pilgrims, Native Americans, early colonists, 
pioneers, cowboys, and immigrants. 

In addition to maps and geographical facts, Our America also features 
information about our flag and the history behind our patriotic holi-
days and songs. Review questions and activities throughout the text 
help to check students’ comprehension.

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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 • 13 original colonies become 13 states
 • George Washington chosen as first President

 • Flag of the United States of America
 h Liberty Tree and Rattlesnake flags
 • Colors/design of flag: 13 stripes, alternating red and white, 13 
white stars in field of blue
 hBetsy Ross: seamstress, possibly made 1st flag
 • Pledge of Allegiance: meaning of words

 • Landmarks/Symbols:
 • Statue of Liberty
 • Liberty Bell
 • Washington Monument

 • American Holidays:
 • Independence Day–July 4
 • Washington's Birthday/Presidents' Day—third Monday in February
 h Flag Day–June 14

 h Flag etiquette
 • America's Songs: "Yankee Doodle"

A Growing America
 h The Battle of 1812

 • Fort McHenry, Baltimore, MD
 • America's Songs: "The Star-Spangled Banner"

 • Originally was a poem
 hBecame national anthem in 1931

 • Landmarks/Symbols: Smithsonian Institute
 • America's Songs: "My Country, 'Tis of Thee"

 hWritten by Samuel Francis Smith
 h Tune is from German hymn

 hAmerica's Pioneers
 hWestward expansion—frontier
 hDaniel Boone, Wilderness Road
 hWagon master/wagon train
 h Pioneer's possessions
 hWhat it was like traveling west

 • America's Songs: "Pawpaw Patch," "Skip to My Lou," "America the 
Beautiful"
 h The Underground Railroad:

 h Leaders: Harriet Tubman, William Still, Thomas Garrett, Levi Coffin
 • Landmarks/Symbols: Levi Coffin House—Underground Railroad 
"station"

 • America's Songs: "Swing Low, Sweet Chariot"
 hOur Country Argues:

 h States' rights/slavery
 • Abraham Lincoln
 • Landmarks/Symbols: Lincoln Memorial
 • American Holidays:

 hMemorial Day—May 30
 hVeterans Day—November 11

The American West
 hRailroads

 h "Iron Horse"
 hEffects of railroad on Native American way of life–treaties
 hUnion Pacific/Central Pacific–transcontinental railroad finished  
in 1869
 hChanged what kinds of foods people ate

 hCattle Ranching

 hBrands
 hCowboys: job, equipment needed
 hCow towns
 hCattle drives: chuck wagons, wranglers, stampedes
 hAmerica's Songs: "Git Along, Little Dogies"; "Goodbye Old Paint"

A New America
 hNew Americans: immigrants

 hDreams, goals: freedom of worship, finding good job, good educa-
tion, enough food to eat, owning land/home

 • America's Songs: "God Bless America"
 hAmerican Free-Enterprise System

 hHow businesses work: consumer/producer, supply/demand
 hAmerican Work Ethic

 hAmerican Holidays: Labor Day–first Monday in September
 hAmerican Inventions/Inventors: sleeping car, assembly line, airplane, 
telephone, light bulbs, phonographs, motion pictures
 hMore American Inventors and Scientists:

 hGarrett Morgan: breathing mask, traffic light
 hNorman Borlaug: global hunger
 hDr. Robert Shurney: scientist for NASA
 h Igor Sikorsky: helicopter
 hMary Anderson: windshield wiper
 hDr. An Wang: computer memory

 hAmericans of Creativity:
 h Fanny Crosby: hymns
 h John Philip Sousa: conductor/composer
 hNorman Rockwell: art, Saturday Evening Post

 hAmerican Athletes Who Changed the Game:
 h Jackie Robinson: baseball
 hKnute Rockne: football
 h Jim Thorpe: Olympic athlete

 hAmericans of Courage:
 hOn the Battlefield: Sergeant Alvin York, Sergeant Silvestre Herrera, 
101st Airborne, Navajo Code Talkers

 hCourage in Space and Science Discovery
 hNeil Armstrong, Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin: Apollo 11 mission
 hCrew of the Challenger

 hCourage on the Mission Field:
 h John and Betty Stam
 h Jim and Elisabeth Elliot

 h Last States Added to Union: Alaska, Hawaii added
 • Territories of United States: Guam, Puerto Rico, American Samoa,  
U.S. Virgin Islands

 • Activities
 hWriting your own code

Tomorrow's America
 • Good Citizenship
 • Communities: cities/urban areas, suburbs, towns, rural
 h Privilege to Pray
 h Privilege to Serve

Geography Study
 • Globe
 • Cardinal/secondary directions, compass rose
 • Seven Continents and five oceans
 hHemisphere
 • Equator

History & Geography cont.

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Science
Added Enrichment
 • Additional hands-on learning 
activities in daily lesson plans
 • Lesson activities (17)
 • Additional activities (90)
 • Experiments (7)
 • Creative Writing (6)

Enjoying God’s World guides the student’s study of God’s plan for creation. 
Students will increase both their reading comprehension and their knowledge 
of scientific concepts while learning about the human body, plants and animals, 
matter and energy, and earth and space from God’s viewpoint. 

Through the “how” and “why” questions that are answered in this text, children 
will learn about the world around them while developing their thinking skills. 
Enjoying God’s World also includes hands-on activities and demonstrations that 
help to increase each student’s comprehension of basic science concepts.

2 2

Fifth Edition

Human Biology
 hBalance of living things
 • Special to God: five senses and sense organs

 • Eyes: pupil, iris, lens
 • Ears: outer ear, ear canal, eardrum, vibrations, sound waves
 • Nose: nostrils, odors, molecules
 • Tongue: taste buds, works with smell
 • Skin: sweat, pores, goose bumps, epidermis, dermis, follicle, root

 hBones: skeleton, skull, collarbone, shoulder blade, upper-arm bone, 
breastbone, ribs, finger bones, backbone, hipbone, thighbone, knee-
cap, toe bones
 hBody Systems:

 hNervous System–brain, spinal cord, nerves
 hDigestive System–teeth, stomach, intestines, waste

 hMuscles: skeletal, cardiac
 h Tendons
 hHeart: blood vessels, veins, arteries
 h Lungs: oxygen, carbon dioxide, inhale, exhale, bloodstream
 h Teeth: front–cutting, pointed–tearing, back–grinding, crown, enamel, 
roots

Activities & Demonstrations:
 hDiscovering how to block sound waves
 hWatching your pulse
 hMaking a map of your teeth

Plant World
 • Uses for plants: oxygen, nutrients
 • Parts of a plant

 • Flowers or cones: make seeds, have pollen
 hHow honeybees help the plant world–nectar

 • Stems: vines, tree trunks

 • Leaves: veins
 hHow leaves make food in green plants–chlorophyll, sunlight, 
carbon dioxide, water, sugar
 hWhy green leaves change colors in the fall–decay, dormant

 • Roots: root hairs
 hHow roots help the soil–topsoil, subsoil, erosion

 hGrowth of a tree
 hHow seeds travel–wind, water, people, animals (hitchhikers)
 • Reproduce after their kind

Activities & Demonstrations:
 • Seeing how water rises up a stem
 • Watching a plant grow

Animal and Their Habitats
 hHabitats–unique to each animal

 h Four things each habitat must have–water, space, food, shelter
 hKeeping habitats balanced–food chain, predator, prey

 hOcean Habitat
 hExamples of different animals: whales, sharks
 hDifference between saltwater, freshwater
 hKelp, kelp forests, krill
 hEquipment
 hMigration, instinct

 h Pond Habitat
 hExamples of different animals: beaver, turtle
 h Freshwater habitat
 h Space difference compared to ocean
 hDifferent food available
 hHow habitat stays balanced
 h Shelter: beaver lodge and dam
 hEquipment: teeth–chisels, engineer–webbed feet, tail

h RED indicates first introduction of content.

 h Poles
 • Coasts
 • Home state
 • Regions of United States
 • 13 original colonies, 50 state locations
 • Capital city (Washington, D.C.)
 • Location of England, Holland (The Netherlands)
 • Mississippi River, Gulf of Mexico

 • Neighbors to north and south: Canada and Mexico
 • Map Key
 h Landforms: hill, mountain, valley, gorge, lake, river, island, peninsula
 hAppalachian and Rocky Mountains
 • Great Lakes, Great Plains
 hVolcano, Glaciers
 hMt. Denali

History & Geography cont.

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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 h Forest Habitat
 hExamples of different animals: chipmunk, bear, owl
 h Land habitat
 hDependent on trees for food and shelter
 h Predators/prey of forest maintain balance
 hHow habitat stays balanced
 h Shelter: nests, burrows, dens
 hHibernation and lowered body temperatures

 h Savanna Habitat
 hExamples of different animals: lions, giraffes, elephants, zebras, 
cheetahs
 hGrasslands habitat
 h Two seasons: rainy, dry
 hAnimal groups: grazers, herds, prides, cubs

 hRainforest Habitat
 h Four layers: emergent, canopy, understory, forest floor
 hExamples of different animals: monkeys, sloths, butterflies, 
snakes, toucans, tree frogs, jaguars, leopards, fungi, termites, 
worms, tigers, gorillas, wild pigs, insects
 hExamples of plants: tall trees, vines, mosses, flowers, ferns
 h Thick vegetation provides plenty of food
 hGives off oxygen
 hMedicine comes from variety of plants

 h Insects and Their Habitats
 h Live in all land habitats
 • Insect legs: six legs, designed for different jobs–running, jumping, 
gathering pollen, grasping

 • Parts of an Insect: head, thorax, abdomen, spiracles
 hHow insects grow

 • Life Cycle of a Butterfly: egg, larva, pupa, adult, chrysalis, cocoon
 h Life Cycle of Grasshopper: egg, nymph, adult, outside skeleton

 hHarmful insects: flies, termites, beetles, grasshoppers
 hHelpful insects: spiders

 hAnimal protection
 hGod's special design: long legs, wings, ability to play dead, horns, 
antlers, appearance, taste
 hExamples of different animals: turtle—shell, skunk—spray, porcu-
pine—quills, fawn—spotted coat, some butterflies—taste

Activities & Demonstrations:
 hDiscovering why webbed feet help the beaver swim
 h Finding the three body parts of insects
 • Watching a caterpillar change

Science Investigation
 hHow scientists work

 h Scientific method: observe and ask questions, guess and predict, 
experiment and gather data, study data and share it
 h Terminology: investigate, method, experiment, prediction, data, 
theory

 hWhere scientists work: lab or place of study
 h Science tools: hand lens, microscope, telescope, ruler, scale, beaker, 
thermometer, stopwatch
 h Science safety: handling materials, tools, wearing goggles

Activities & Demonstrations:
 hBe a scientist! Practice the scientific method with plants.

How Things Work
 hGod's plan for order in the universe
 hEnergy

 hMakes things go

 h Forms: heat, water, wind, sound
 hEngines use fuel, electricity for energy

 h Force and Movement
 h Push or pull on object
 h Types: gravity, friction, magnetism

 hMagnetism:
 hAttracts or repels
 hNorth and South poles
 hUses: motors, recycling, airport security, medical imaging, com-
puter memory

 hWork and Machines
 hExamples: wheel and axle, inclined plane/ramp, pulley, lever
 h Terminology: effort, load, fulcrum, effort force

 hChanging Movement
 h Inertia
 hEffects of friction: wears things down, heats things up

 h States of Matter
 h States: solid, liquid, gas
 hHow matter changes: melting, freezing

Activities & Demonstrations:
 hUsing energy from wind and moving water to turn a pinwheel
 hBe a scientist! Practice the scientific method with gravity.
 hBe a scientist! Practice the scientific method with magnetism.
 hDiscovering more about how magnets pull
 hBe a scientist! Practice the scientific method with machines.
 hMeasuring a solid
 hMeasuring a liquid
 hComparing volumes of air

The Air Around Us
 hGod's perfect design of air for people, animals, and plants
 hAtmosphere

 hHow atmosphere makes the sky blue
 hWeather Ingredients: heat, water, wind

 hAppropriate clothing/protection: sunscreen, waterproof
 h Types of wind: breeze, gust, gale
 hWhat makes the wind blow: cool air–heavy, warm air–light

 hWater Cycle
 hEvaporation: water vapor
 hCondensation: water droplets, make clouds
 h Precipitation:

 hRain–drizzle
 h Sleet–rain that is frozen before it falls
 h Snow–crystals, snowflakes
 hHail–happens during spring, summer

 hOther kinds of wet weather: humid, foggy, frost
 h Storms:

 hHurricanes: landfall, eye
 h Tornadoes: touched down
 h Thunderstorms: lightning, static electricity, thundercloud
 hBlizzards: blowing snowstorm

 hOther Kinds of Severe Weather:
 h Floods
 hDroughts

 h Predicting Weather
 hMeteorologists, forecasts, radar, satellites, weather balloons
 hWhat to do during bad weather

Science cont.

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Health
 • My Body–My Home

 • God's plan for your body
 • How to stay Healthy

 • Building Good Habits
 • Building Good Nutrition

 hEnergy
 • Nutrients

 • Tools for Nutritious Meals: Need to eat a variety of each
 • Vegetables:

 • Contain vitamins, minerals, fiber
 • Divided into 5 groups: dark green, red and orange, starchy, beans 
and peas, others

 • 2–3 servings per day
 • Fruits:

 • Contain vitamins, minerals, fiber
 • Contain vitamin C

 • 2–3 servings per day
 • Protein:

 • Builds muscles
 • Helps body heal
 • Need some everyday
 hBody cannot store protein
 • Examples: meat, beans, nuts, eggs

 • Grains:
 hContain carbohydrates, vitamins, minerals
 • Give your body energy
 h 4–5 servings per day
 • Half of grains should be whole grains
 • Fat: stored energy

 • Dairy:
 • Contains milk, yogurt, cheese, pudding, etc.
 hContains calcium

 • Builds strong bones/teeth

Health
Added Enrichment
 • Hands-on learning activities, charts, 
and checklists in student book, teacher 
 edition, and daily lesson plans (28)

The purpose of Health, Safety, and Manners 2 is to teach the basic facts of 
health and safety; to teach courtesy at home, at school, and everywhere; 
and to instill within students a desire to take care of the body God has 
given them. 

Fourth Edition

2

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Activities & Demonstrations:
 hDemonstrating that air is real
 hWatching evaporation and condensation
 hBe a scientist! Practice scientific method with precipitation.

Earth and Space
 h Stars:

 hWhat is a star–purpose, place, number, brightness
 hWhat is a shooting star–meteoroid, meteor, meteorite
 hWhat is a constellation

 hExamples of constellations: Big Dipper, Little Dipper, Orion
 h Sun

 hGod's plan for the sun
 h Star closest to Earth
 hHow does sun's energy help Earth–light, heat, makes weather
 hHow does Earth travel around Sun–spin, orbit and tilt create  
seasons

 hMoon:
 hGod's plan for moon
 hReflects sun's light
 hDescription of moon's surface: craters
 hAstronauts: need for spacesuit
 hMoon's cycle in sky: crescent
 hHow moon affects Earth: high/low tide cause circulation of water

 h Space Science:
 h Space travel: space shuttles, space station, spacewalk, space 
probes, landers, rovers

 h Planets of Solar System:
 hGod's plan for solar system: order and size of each planet
 hDescription of each planet: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, 
Saturn, Uranus, Neptune
 hEarth: Designed for Life–God's provision and plan in His design for 
our planet

 h Landforms: canyon, mountain chain, deserts, mountains, valleys, 
rainforests

 hOur Responsibility:
 hNatural resources: food, water, right kind of air, energy sources, 
building materials
 h Stewardship: taking care of what God has given us

 hRepurposing, reusing, recycling
Activities & Demonstrations:

 h Finding constellations
 hBe a scientist! Practice the scientific method with day and night.
 hDiscovering how moonlight works
 hBe a scientist! Practice the scientific method with orbital forces.

Science cont.

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Swing, Ostrich Run, Seagull Wing Stretcher
 • Getting Enough Sleep

 • Muscles rest and store up energy
 hMuscles, skin, and bones repair and grow
 hYou are more alert
 h Should sleep 10–11 hours at night
 hHave a routine:

 h Go to bed at same time each night
 h Avoid eating heavy meals or exercising before bedtime
 h Turn off any screens 30 minutes before bedtime
 • Sleep in dark, comfortable, quiet room
 h Use a nightlight, if needed

 • Keeping Your Body Clean
 hOuter covering of body, protects against dirt and germs
 hUse sunscreen
 • Wash cut with soap and water
 • Wash hands often to prevent spread of germs

 • Wash after using bathroom, blow nose, touching animals, or 
garbage
 hWash correctly: wet hands and apply soap, rub hands, rinse and 
dry hands

 • Use nailbrush and keep nails trimmed
 hAvoid biting fingernails and putting fingers in mouth

 • Wash face twice a day
 • Take a shower/bath regularly
 • Wash hair regularly
 • Brush/comb hair each day
 • Wear clean clothes every day

 • Taking care of your teeth
 h Purpose of teeth: chew food, speak clearly, have a great smile
 • Brushing teeth:

 • Prevents cavities
 • After meals or twice a day
 • Removes sugars and acid from teeth
 hBrush for 2–3 minutes
 • Toothbrush should have soft bristles
 h Toothpaste should have fluoride

 h Fluoride makes teeth stonger
 • Store toothbrush in clean, dry place
 hAvoid sharing toothbrush

 • Flossing teeth
 • Floss once a day

 hVisit dentist twice a year
 • Limiting sugar helps keep teeth healthy

 • Taking Care of Your Eyes
 • Avoid touching/rubbing to prevent the spread of germs
 • Make sure there is enough light to see clearly
 • Avoid looking directly at sun–wear sunglasses
 hWear eye protection when needed during sports
 • Have vision checked yearly

 • Caring for Your Ears
 hUse sunscreen or wear a hat to protect from sun
 • Wear a hat in cold weather to protect from frostbite
 • Wear a helmet when playing sports
 •  Wash regularly
 • Avoid putting small objects into ears
 hUse earplugs around loud noises to prevent hearing loss
 hKeep volume of music low

 • Need some every day 
 • Healthy Fats:

 hNot a food group
 hHelps heart stay healthy
 hHelps body absorb needed vitamins
 hExamples: olive oil, canola oil, nuts, olives, avocados

 • Water:
 • Helps: digest food, get rid of waste, blood flow, control body 
temperature

 • Body does not store water
 • Drink about 5 glasses of liquids each day
 • Drink more during hot weather

 • Building Healthy Meals
 • A Nutritious Breakfast

 hMost important meal of day
 hNeeds to contain choices from at least 3 food groups

 • Lunch–The Middle Meal
 hGives energy to keep going
 • Should contain several food groups

 • Protein, grain, vegetable or fruit, milk or water
 • Time for Dinner

 h Last meal of day
 hGives body energy until breakfast
 • Helps you sleep soundly
 • Should contain several food groups

 h Snacks are needed
 hGive energy between meals
 hAvoid sugar
 hExamples: fruit, vegetables, low-fat cheese sticks, hard-boiled 
egg, granola bar, low-fat yogurt

 hRestaurant Choices
 hMake healthy choices
 hExamples: fruit instead of French fries; milk, water, or juice 
instead of soda; grilled chicken sandwich instead of hamburger or 
chicken nuggets

 • Activities
 • My Food for the Day

 • Building Healthy Habits
 • Practicing Good Posture:

 • Way you hold your body when sitting, standing, or walking
 hHelps you have better breathing and more energy
 • Shoes that fit correctly help posture

 • Activities
 • Good posture test

 • Exercising Your Body:
 • Any activity that uses muscles of body
 • Examples: swimming, running, jumping rope, walking
 • Benefits

 h Keep healthy weight
 • Sleep better
 h Think clearly
 • Strengthen muscles
 h Feel better about yourself

 hGoal is 60 minutes per day
 • Playing outside: sunshine provides vitamin D
 • Play quietly if tired

 • Activities
 • Animal Exercises: Tiger Touchdown, Flamingo Stand, Elephant 
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 • Fire Safety

 hAlways let an adult handle matches/lighters
 hBe careful around lamps, heaters, and candles
 h Tell parents or adults if a fire is seen
 • Have an escape plan if house is on fire
 • Crawl on floor to avoid smoke
 h Feel door for heat
 h Firefighters:

 hEquipment is for protection
 hDo not be afraid–there to help you

 • What to do when clothes catch on fire:
 • Stop, drop, cover face, and roll
 • Do not run

 • Activities:
 • Fun with safety at home–word search

 • Safety Away from Home
 h Police officers are friends
 hKnow parents' names, telephone numbers, and address
 • Good Safety Habits:

 • Ask permission before going anywhere
 • Tell an adult where you are going
 hWhen alone, do not talk to people you don't know
 • Do not ride in car with stranger
 • Do not pet stray animals
 • Do not eat anything you find without permission from adult

 h Personal Safety
 • Walking Safety

 • Pedestrians
 • Walk on sidewalk or single file on left side of road
 • Cross street at corner/use crosswalk
 hAsk permission before petting someone's animal
 h Stay still if stray animal approaches. Call out for help.
 • Look both ways before crossing railroad tracks.
 h Stand back from railroad tracks if train is going by
 • Recognize these signs:

 h Traffic lights, crosswalk, railroad crossing, road work, bike route
 • Safety on Wheels

 • Bicycle Safety:
 • Wear helmet
 hKeep both hands on handlebars unless signaling
 • Use hand signals when turning or stopping
 • Ride on right side of road
 hWalk bike across intersections
 • Don't let friends ride on bike with you

 h Skateboarding/Rollerblading:
 hWear helmet, knee pads, elbow pads
 h Find a smooth, dry place to ride
 h Stay away from traffic

 • Car Safety:
 • Buckle seat belt
 h Talk quietly
 • Keep hands inside car
 • Use door closest to curb when exiting

 • Bus Safety:
 h Stand away from curb while waiting for bus
 hWait until driver opens door to move
 • Wear seat belt if available
 • Stay seated

 h Limit use of headphones, earbuds
 • Your Nose Keeps You Healthy

 • Nose warms and moistens air you breathe
 • Tiny hairs catch/collect dust and germs
 • Cover nose and mouth when sneezing

 hA Visit to the Doctor
 hHelps keep you healthy
 hRegular checkups even when not sick are important

 hHelp you know if growing/developing normally
 h Time to ask questions

 h Tools used during visit:
 hBlood pressure cuff
 h Stethoscope

 hDoctor may suggest immunizations
 hDoctor may remind you of safety habits
 hAsk questions
 • Activities

 • My Health Habits Chart

Safety
 • Safety Under Construction: be alert, learn safe way to do things

 • Preparing for an Emergency
 • Call 9-1-1 only if an emergency
 hKnow address and phone number

 • Activities:
 • Emergency Information

 • Safety in My Home
 • Avoid running inside
 • Be careful on stairs
 hAsk for help when needing to reach something too high
 • Put things away to prevent tripping
 • Carry sharp things with point facing down
 • Do not run while carrying sharp objects
 • Answer door/phone only with permission from adult

 • Safety in the Kitchen
 hHave an adult present
 hWear an apron to keep clothes neat
 hWash hands and counters before beginning
 hHelp with measuring, pouring, stirring
 • Avoid heat, sharp objects, and appliances that only adults should 
use
 hHelp set the table
 hHelp clean up after each meal

 • Safety in the Bathroom
 h Turn on cold water first to avoid being burned
 h Put things away
 • Wipe up any spilled water
 hUse the things that belong to you
 • Avoid playing with anything in medicine cabinet
 h Take medicine only when parents give it to you
 hOnly use cleaning supplies with an adult present

 • Gun Safety
 hOnly responsible adults should handle guns
 h 4 steps for safety:

 h Stop what you are doing when you see a gun
 hDo not touch the gun
 h Leave the area where you see the gun
 h Tell an adult

Health cont. p. 46
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 hChild was helpful and kind to a new student
 hWhen child was unkind to someone, he asked God to forgive 
him

 • Child went to the person to whom he had been unkind and told 
him he was sorry and asked for forgiveness

 • Kindness
 h Say and do things to show to show others they are special to you 
and to God
 hBe friendly and helpful to others when they need help
 h Try to understand how others feel
 • When you do something wrong to others, say you are sorry and 
mean it

 • Forgive others as God forgives you
 • Cheerfulness

 • Cheerfulness
 hEveryone enjoys being around a happy, cheerful person
 • The Bible says our good words and smile start in our heart
 hWe can ask God to change our heart from sad to glad
 h The joy and gladness God gives will show in our words and coun-
tenance

 • "Making Changes"
 • Manners shown by child in story:

 hChild does his brother's chores
 hChild becomes upset but asks God to forgive him and help him 
have a joyful heart
 hWhen child wants to say unkind words, he asks God to help him 
say right, cheerful words

 • Respect
 • "Honoring Mr. Miller"

 • Manners shown by child in story:
 • Child and his family invite an older man at their church to join 
them at a banquet
 hChild helps older man by taking his plate to the table
 hChild listens and does not interrupt as older man talks

 • Respect
 hGiving respect to someone shows that you understand that the 
person is important
 hYou should respect your parents, teacher, pastor, and principal
 hYou should show a special respect or honor to older adults
 • Greeting adults you know by name and listening to them shows 
respect

 • Thoughtfulness
 • "Jimmy Learns to Help"

 • Manners shown by child in story:
 • Child realizes his cousin is blind but the same person he has 
always known

 • Child learns that his cousin uses his other senses and cane for 
guidance

 • Child and brother forget to help their cousin at the ice cream 
shop

 • Mom corrects child and brother and they apologize to cousin
 • Thoughtfulness

 hA thoughtful person thinks of others and looks for ways to help 
and encourage them

 • God wants us to treat others like we want to be treated
 • A thoughtful person looks for ways to be thoughtful to others at 
home and school

 • Thankfulness
 • "Saying Thank You with Words and Deeds"

 • Manners shown by child in story:

 h Talk quietly
 • Keep hands and head inside bus
 hWait your turn when exiting
 h Look left, right, and left again before crossing the street

 • Winter Sports Safety:
 hWear warm clothes
 hUse sunscreen
 hEat and drink to stay energized and hydrated
 h Stay seated when sledding
 hMake sure all equipment fits and works correctly

 • Water Safety:
 • Pools, lakes, ocean, boat:

 • Walk
 • Don't run
 • No pushing
 • Take a break
 hUse sunscreen
 • Don't swim alone
 hObey the lifeguard
 h Play where bottom of lake is visible
 • Stay with an adult at lake/ocean
 hAsk permission before touching animals
 h Face ocean instead of beach to avoid being knocked over by 
waves

 • Wear life jacket when in a boat
 hBe prepared for changing weather–bring extra jacket, drinks
 hKeep hands and feet inside boat

 • Storm Safety:
 • Go inside a building when see lightning or hear thunder
 h Stay away from windows
 hWait to take a bath/shower
 • If outside, stay away from trees and water
 h Stay in car

 • Activities
 • Remember: Safety First

Manners
 • Courtesy

 • A Manners Journey
 • Say "please" and "thank you"
 • Speak loud enough to be heard
 h Look directly at person to whom you are speaking
 • Wait to speak unless it is an emergency
 • Say "excuse me" when interrupting or walking in front of people
 • Greet people and use their name

 • "Everyday Courtesy"
 • Manners shown by child in story:

 • Serving food to guests
 • Said "please" to brother when asking for help and "thank you" 
when he received help

 • Greeting Mrs. Reed, his Sunday School teacher
 hWhen introduced to Dad's boss, he looked at him and spoke 
loud enough to be heard

 • Said "excuse me" when he had to walk in front of a guest
 • Kindness

 • "Jimmy Tries Kindness"
 • Manners shown by child in story:

 hChild was kind to pet and took care of it
 • Child said kind words to others

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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 • Child thanks friend's mom for inviting him
 • Child and friend thank friend's mom for snack
 • Child helps pick up toys before he leaves
 • Before leaving, child thanks friend's mom for inviting him and 
for the snack

 • Child writes a thank you letter
 • Thankfulness

 • Thank others when they are kind to you
 h Thank God in prayer for the things He does for you

 • Patience
 • "Being Patient Can Do Many Things—Have You Tried It?"

 • Manners shown by child in story:
 • Child has to wait for breakfast
 • Child waits to answer questions
 • Child has to wait to take his turn on the slide
 • When child interrupts parents he must give a definition of 
patience and an apology

 • Patience
 • Being patient means waiting without getting angry
 hYou should be patient with everyone
 hYou can ask God to help you be patient with others

 • Manners for Meals
 • Manners for Meals

 • Meal times are important times for families
 • Meals are a time to enjoy food and family
 hGood manners and pleasant conversation make any meal better

 • "It's Time to Eat!"
 • Manners shown by child in story:

 hChild sets the table correctly
 hChild learns to pass food correctly around the table
 hChild realizes he must chew with his mouth closed
 hChild sees his parents act kindly to servers in busy restaurant
 hChild at fast food restaurant does not take too many napkins or 
silverware

Bible
Second graders will enjoy learning about a variety of Bible characters including  
Joshua, Judges, Ruth, Jonah, and Moses. The Abeka Flash-a-Cards help  students 
visualize events as they study the life of Moses and his journey from Egypt to the 
Promised Land. Students will learn about Moses’ decision to suffer with God’s 
people rather than live in luxury; they will also learn that even though Moses 
chose to follow God, he still faced many trials. By studying Bible characters such 
as Moses, students will learn how to respond to real-life joys and struggles.

Evaluation
 • Graded memory verse passages (8)

Lessons 355 Abeka Flash-a-Cards
 • Salvation Series (5 lessons)

 h Life of Moses Series (20): Moses in Egypt; Journey to Sinai; Journey 
through the Wilderness

 • First Christmas (5)

 h Joshua (7); Judges (6); Ruth (3)
 • Crucifixion and Resurrection (9)

 h Jonah (2); Favorite Bible Stories 1 and 2 (10)
 • The First Thanksgiving

Music 62 songs
 • Choruses, hymns of the faith, holiday songs, patriotic songs including:

 h 10 new hymns and songs; 8 new choruses

Memory Work
 hNew passages (8) containing 54 verses
 • Review verses (31) 

Doctrinal Truths 39 questions/answers
 • Increase Bible knowledge of basic doctrines: the Bible, God, sin, 
salvation, heaven, assurance of salvation

Prayer Time
 • Learn to pray with thanks giving for each other, our nation, those in 
authority over us

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Arts & Crafts
Art Projects 2 is a full-color book designed to expand each student's creativity and imagination. The 
month-by-month seasonal, patriotic, academic, and keepsake projects teach students not only to 
appreciate the beauty of art but also to express themselves in a way that is pure, lovely, and of good 
report. Studying the color wheel helps students build a foundational understanding of art concepts 
and techniques, while exploring the new medium of chalk.

 • Color
 • Color wheel; primary, secondary, intermediate colors; color mixing 
visually

 • Primary, secondary, intermediate color mixing, color coding
 hColor family, tints, shades
 • Complementary colors, analogous colors, neutral colors, monochro-
matic colors, warm and cool colors

 • Color scheme: fall, Christmas, patriotic, sunset, masculine
 hVarying pressure for light/dark colors
 hOverlay, blending, swab blending, swab rubbing, blending: skin, 
hair, eyes, lips
 hObserving color moods: exciting, peaceful, playful, serious; observ-
ing colors in nature
 hMoods: joyful, happy, sad, peaceful, fearful–color symbolism

 • 3D Forms
 • Movable parts, turning parts, paper sculpture, 3D crafting, struc-
tures, kirigami, template

 • Using geometric shapes to create objects, 5-sided box shaping, 
6-sided box shaping, cone shaping, cylinder shaping, layering

 • Paper curling, paper rounding, chenille stem curling, twisting, 
tissue paper twisting, scoring
 hAccordion fold, Z fold
 h Pop up art, boardgame and pieces
 hRaised surface, symmetry

Arts and Crafts 38 projects

Concept and Technique Development
 • Media and Art Types

 • Crayon, paper, pencil, glitter, painting, glow-in-the-dark painting, 
fibers and mixed media, chalk, marker, colored pencils, felt

 • Illustrating: color wheel, story, song, Scripture, poem, historical 
culture/story, measures, temperature, constellations

 • Cutting from template, cutting out centers, creative cutting, 
poking, fringe cutting, cutting strips, layered cutting

 • Tracing, drawing, drawing step-by-step, geometric shapes, outlin-
ing, overlay, directional coloring, stippling, shading, folding, detail-
ing, animated expressions, coloring skin, coloring from observing 
photo, texturizing, hatching, cross-hatching, ruler rubbing, printing/
stamping, blotting, dabbing/sponging, fork rocking, dragging, 
pressing, drawing using symmetry

 • Mosaic, landscape, collage, embossing, weaving, lacing, salt paint-
ing, glue color channel, architecture: bridge types, snowscape, 
monoprint, agamograph, monogram, creating musical instrument, 
ink transfer, master copy
 h using loose grip, swab rubbing, using side of chalk to shade, side 
and pressure strokes, lengthwise stroke
 h curved, swirled, looped, broken (dashed, dotted) lines, drooping 
lines

h RED indicates first introduction of content.

Music
The traditional, patriotic, holiday, and fun selections in Songs We Enjoy 2 have delighted children 
for many years. Enrichment ideas for teaching new songs and ideas for motions and props are 
included throughout the book. The sing-along CD makes song time enjoyable for the students and 
easy for the teacher.

 hReinforce Bible stories through fun Bible songs
 • Benefit from fun activities that spark and keep interest:

 • Play acting; singing in a round; answering riddles
 hHumming; enunciating silly words; echo singing; drumming sounds
 • Using dynamic contrast

Variety of Songs to Memorize
 • Fun, folk, holiday, spirituals and gospel, patriotic

Skills Development 68 songs

 hDefine 32 unfamiliar words in the lyrics
 • Exercise creativity by acting out songs with props
 h Improve coordination by tapping or clapping with leader to steady 
beat

 • Learn to: 
 • Follow a song leader while staying together with class or CD
 h Sing in a round while staying together with group and staying  
on pitch

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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 • Color Mixing/Blending
 • Design:

 • Collaborating a display, pattern, design, alignment, monogram
 • Drawing

 • Symmetry, double symmetry, using a stylus, illustration, animated 
expressions, icons, tracing, step-by-step drawing

 • Chalking:
 h Swab rubbing, swab blending, chalk blending

 • Geometric Shapes:
 • Using geometric shapes to form objects, drawing from geometric 
shapes, forming paper into geometric shapes, using geometric 
shapes to form animals, forming paper into cylinder

 • Composition:
 • Horizon, horizontal and vertical orientation, spatial relationship, 
foreground, background, overlap, subject, diagonal, landscape, 
snowscape, using odd-numbered items, focal point, proportions, 
balance, balance from nature, rule of thirds

 • Self-Expression:
 hCreating familiar items from memory, detailing, drawing from 
experience, using imagination

 • Value/Contrast:
 • Varying pressure for light/dark, contrast, value, shading, silhou-
ette

 • Miscellaneous
 hBrainstorm, critique, experiment, fractions, color coding, key, 
displaying and exhibit

 • Increase listening skills through following step-by-step instructions 
to complete more difficult projects

 • Projects include these themes:
 • Animal, seasonal, holiday, scriptural, historical, cultural, subject 
matter correlation, songs

 • Technique Development
 • Coloring

 • Overlay, varying pressure for light/dark values, directional color-
ing, outlining, shading, highlight, core and cast shadow, stippling, 
coloring from observing a photograph

 • Chalking:
 h Swab rubbing, swab blending, shading with side of chalk stick, 
side stroke, pressure side stroke, chalk rubbing, chalk blending

 • Cutting:
 • Cutting fringe, layered cutting

 • Drawing:
 • Wispy lines for fur texture, zig-zag lines for grass texture, curved, 
wiggly lines for bark texture, cross-hatching for acorn cap, diago-
nal lines, swirled lines, looping lines, broken lines, jagged lines, 
drooping lines

 • Modeling:
 • Using a template, paper modeling, chenile stem curling, twisting, 
accordion fold, modeling

 • Painting:
 h Painting with analogous colors, using glow-in-the-dark paint, salt 
painting, swirl lines, loose grip, creative design, stamping

 • Texture:
 • Wispy lines for fur texture, zig-zap lines for grass texture, curved, 
wiggly lines for bark texture, visual woodgrain texture, cross-
hatching for acorn cap, crumpling paper for wrinkled texture, soft 
texture, hair texture, shaping with cotton

 • Design
 h Template, using template for alignment, designing buildings, build-
ing with pattern; decorating with pattern, designing with geometric 
shapes, using geometric shapes to create animals; landscape

 • Observing pattern, details pattern/design/movement/balance/
colors in nature, creating patterns, decorating, observing cake 
texture

 • Horizon; orientation: horizontal, vertical, diagonal; symmetry, 
double symmetry
 h Texture: wispy lines for fur, zig-zag lines for grass, curved/wiggly 
lines for bark and wood, cross-hatching for acorn cap; texture 
observation of variety: yarn, paper, button, organic, soft and fuzzy, 
woodgrain; crumpling for wrinkled texture, pulled cotton for wool, 
dabbing/sponging for spots
 hComposition, subject; spatial relationships, foreground, back-
ground; overlap; focal point, using odd-numbered items, varying 
sizes, balance, proportions, rule of thirds
 hCreating icons; using stylus, using a key; alignment, creating a 
monogram
 h Line direction: diagonal, horizontal; swirled lines, observing line 
moods: exciting, peaceful, playful, serious, using varied line types, 
using line to create exciting, joyful, happy, sad, peaceful, fearful 
moods, jagged lines for rock, wavy lines for wavy hair, short, curved 
lines/wiggly lines for curly hair, circular lines for fleece

 • Value/Contrast
 • Value; value: making tint with white, varying pressure for light/dark, 
silhouette 
 h Shading, shades, highlight, core shadow, cast shadow, contrast, 
contrast in size/value/color 

 • Appreciation and Creative Expression:
 • Creating familiar items from memory; creating from experience, 
imagination: detailing, self-observation detailing, practicing and 
experimenting; collaborating a display, creating an exhibit, giving 
projects as gifts, practice & create animated expressions, self-cri-
tique, brainstorm, creative design, creatively solving problems
 hMaking choices/making choices from experience
 • Appreciation: God’s design (leaves), (constellations), (human 
anatomy), (Northern Lights), (bridges and architecture); fine art: 
historical & cultural (Brian Jekel’s Thanksgiving Feast); textures, 
mosaic tiles, quilt block; creative expression; sculpture (Iwo Jima 
Memorial)

 • Skills Development
 • Cutting, gluing, coloring, folding
 • Directed drawings, painting, paper modeling
 • 3D crafting and folding, incorporating moving parts

 • Concept Development
 • 3D Papercrafting:

 • Bag shaping, kirigami, paper curling, paper sculpture, fringe, 
accordion fold, 5-sided box shaping

 • Art Types:
 • Embossing, wearing, mosaic, ink transfer, pop-up art, archi-
tecture, salt painting, glue color channel, pinprick, monoprint, 
agamograph, collage

 • Color Theory:
 • Color wheel, primary, secondary, complementary, analogous, fall 
colors

 h Intermediate, neutral, monochromatic, Christmas, warm/cool, 
patriotic, sunset, masculine colors

 hColor family and tints, color schemes
 hMood—exciting, peaceful, playful, serious, joyful, happy, sad, 
fearful

Arts & Crafts cont.
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Language Arts: Phonics
Added Enrichment
 • Differentiated instruction using Hand-
book for Reading included in Help Class 
(for new students and those needing 
remedial help)

Skills Development
 • Review: 

 • Long and short vowel sounds
 • Consonant sounds
 • Consonant and vowel blends

 • One- and two-vowel rules
 • 132 special sounds and clue words, including consonant blends, 
diphthongs, digraphs, 11 suffixes, 5 prefixes, etc.

 • Know that words ending with a short vowel and k sound end with ck
 • Apply phonics concepts to reading 

To firm up the foundation for lifelong reading skills, third graders 
will briefly review all of the phonics sounds learned in first and 
second grades. 

Language Arts: Reading
Students will develop reading enjoyment and appreciation for literature through a wide variety of 
quality reading selections that include children’s classics, Bible and missionary stories, biographies, 
stories of adventure, fables, stories of humor and patriotism, and tales of fantasy. Students will also 
read four novels: one based on the experiences of a young immigrant; one historical fiction; and 
simplified versions of a famous novel and a Christian classic. 

The first speed and comprehension reader is introduced. 

Reading Skills Development
 • Read and decode (sound out) words by applying phonics sounds  
and rules

 • Strive for increasing:
 • Accuracy, correct enunciation
 • Fluency, phrasing
 • Alertness to punctuation
 • Good expression, comprehension
 • Appropriate pace for grade level
 • Volume and poise
 • Ability to follow along and comprehend as others read orally
 hVocabulary development through words and definitions included in 
readers

Readers
 • Paths to Adventure—26 stories and 15 poems; contains a wide variety 
of styles and topics such as patriotic, Bible, classics, stories

 • Footprints—19 stories and 4 poems with an emphasis on literary and 
moral value

 • The Swiss Family Robinson—an 11 chapter adaptation of a classic 
story

 • Crossroads—21 stories and 6 poems containing a variety of topics  
and styles

 • Better Bridges—16 stories and 5 poems with an emphasis on wise, 
moral choices

 • Pilgrim Boy—a 16-chapter historical fiction book following a Separa-
tist boy and his family as they travel to the New World onboard the 
Mayflower; includes a glossary for class practice and use

Literary Value
 • 113 authors, including well-known writers such 
as Louisa May Alcott, Hans Christian Andersen, 
Dr. Seuss, Laura Ingalls Wilder, Sir Walter Scott, 
and Patricia St. John. 

 • Selections and adaptations from children’s lit-
erature such as Little House in the Big Woods, 
A Bear Called Paddington, The Swiss Family 
Robinson, The Ugly Duckling, Aesop’s Fables, 
Treasures of the Snow, Black Beauty, The 
Cricket in Times Square, and Pilgrim’s Progress

 • Character-building themes such as faithfulness, 
determination, forgiveness, humility, obedi-
ence, courage, truthfulness, resourcefulness

Materials
 • Readers (6) containing:

 • Short stories (135) 
 • Poems (61)

 • Novels (4)
 • Speed and comprehension reader (1):

 • Read & Think 3 Skill Sheets (30)  
for timed silent reading exercises with  
written comprehension quizzes

Evaluation
 • Weekly oral reading grade
 • Homework reading quizzes (15)

Reading cont. p. 51
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Reading cont. 

Readers cont.
 • Secret in the Maple Tree—a 19-chapter Christian fiction novel based 
on an immigrant family growing up in Minnesota; book is used to 
write the first book report assigned in the Language curriculum; 
includes a glossary

 • Worlds of Wonder—33 stories and 18 poems; includes many patriotic 
stories of America as well as a wide variety of stories from around 
the world

 • Doors to Discovery—20 stories and 9 poems of adventure emphasiz-
ing character values

 • Pilgrim’s Progress Simplified—a 35-chapter adaptation of a timeless 
classic; contains an introduction on the life of John Bunyan; contains 
many conceptual illustrations to help students understand the mean-
ing of this allegory

Comprehension, Discussion, & Analysis  
Skills Development
 • Answer factual and interpretive questions for most stories and 
poems

 • Answer inferential comprehension and  discussion questions for most 
stories and poems

Language Arts: Language

Grammar 
 • Capitalization:

 • First word in every sentence
 • The word I
 • Days of week and months of year
 h Seasons should not be capitalized
 • Holidays and special days
 hNames referring to God and the Bible
 • Names of particular people
 hNames of particular places or things
 h Initials
 h Titles of respect
 h First word and every important word in titles of books, stories, 
songs

 • Punctuation: 
 • Place:

 • Periods at end of declarative (telling) sentences
 • Question marks after questions
 • Exclamation points after sentences showing strong feeling
 h Periods after initials
 • Periods after abbreviations

 hCommas to separate:
 hYes or No at beginning of sentence
 hNames of people you are speaking to (direct address)
 hName of a town or city from the state
 hWords or groups of words in a series
 h Parts of a date
 hAfter greeting and closing of a friendly letter

 • Apostrophes: 
 • In contractions
 • With s to make a possessive word

 hQuotation marks before and after a direct quotation
 • The sentence: 

 • Recognize: 
 • Complete sentences
 • Kinds of sentences: declarative, interrogative, exclamatory
 h Subjects and verbs

 h Parts of speech:
 hRecognize:

 hCommon and proper nouns
 hAction verbs and other verbs
 hOver 30 irregular verbs and their correct usage
 hAdjectives

 hDiagram subjects and verbs

The work-text Language 3 provides a variety of practice exercises for students  
as they begin their formal study of English as an academic subject. Students will 
benefit from solid skills instruction that will develop their thinking abilities and  
allow them to express their thoughts correctly. 

Third graders will learn to incorporate correct capitalization, punctuation, sentence 
structure, and word usage into their daily speaking and writing. Language 3 gives 
students practice in recognizing nouns and verbs and correctly using synonyms, 
antonyms, and homonyms. Students will also develop their dictionary skills and 
improve their writing skills through journal entries and creative-writing exercises. 

Evaluation
 • Quizzes (22; including dictated quiz)
 • Tests (15) 
 • Short format book reports (3)

Language cont. p. 52
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Language cont. 

Grammar cont.
 • Word study and diction:

 h Form plural of words
 • Form contractions (34)

 hRecognize and learn terms for same-meaning words (synonyms), 
opposite words (antonyms), and same-sounding words (homonyms)
 hUse dictionary: guide words, pronunciation, meaning, spelling
 hUse helping words
 h Correctly use:

 h Is, are, isn’t, aren’t, and over 30 other irregular verbs
 hWords such as there, their, they’re; its, it’s

Composition
 • Writing sentences using an assigned word or topic (97)
 • Completing a sentence (14)
 • Answering an interrogative sentence with a declarative sentence (12)
 • Combining short sentences (8)
 • Rewriting a sentence with correct captialization/punctuation (22)
 • Writing: 

 • In chronological order
 • Paragraph/group of sentences about a given topic or picture (7)
 • Story about a given topic or picture (22, including 13 assigned to Journal)
 • Friendly letter (3, thank-you letter, addressing an envelope)

 hBook reports (3)
 • Journal entries (27)

Language Arts: Cursive Writing
Cursive Writing Skillbook contains a variety of fascinating exercises designed to give third graders 
continued instruction and practice in developing their penmanship skills. Students will receive a thor-
ough review of letter formation with an emphasis on correct slant, spacing, and proportion. The many 
activities in the book allow students to review phonics, practice their dictionary skills, and improve 
their creative-writing abilities. 

Added Enrichment
 • Animal dictionary to help answer 91 work-
sheet questions/exercises

 • 26 animal reports to be copied; 5 of which 
are included in a science notebook

 • 50-lesson study of the U.S. state emblems
 • Grid chart included with information such 
as the state capital, bird, flower, tree, and 
popular name

 • 13-lesson study of the Canadian provinces 
and territories

 • Writing slowly and carefully
 • Making smooth connections between letters
 • Using key strokes: slant, loops, tails, humps 

 hDemonstrate ability to copy from print into cursive
 • Evaluate writing for personal improvement
 • Activities including written practice and review

 • Phonics skills review of all vowels and consonants as well as 132 
special sounds

 • Dictionary skills used during Animal Dictionary Study
 • Accurately reading charts and grids practiced during state and 
province study

 • Creative writing practice includes 99 original sentences practicing 
good sentence structure

Skills Development
 • Achieve good writing position:

 • Sitting properly in desk
 • Holding pencil correctly
 • Slanting paper correctly

 • Perfect writing skills for a good overall appearance:
 • Correctly writing all upper- and lowercase letters and numbers 0–9
 h Performing correct warm-up procedure using slants, ovals, and 
basic letter strokes

 • Keeping letters uniform in size, slant, and spacing, and making 
them touch the line
 hWriting letters 3/4-space high, using single spacing
 hObserving margins

 • Chart/key included with information 
such as the state capital, bird, flower, 
rock, tree, and slogan or popular name

 • 50 lessons including definitions, Bible 
verses, and quotations to be copied into 
a character notebook

 • 10 lessons including patriotic songs, 
poems, documents, and quotes from 
famous Americans that can be copied 
into a patriotic notebook

Evaluation
 • Progress report boxes (11)
 • Tests (32)
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Language Arts: Spelling & Poetry
Third graders will increase their vocabulary as they study the spelling and vocabulary words found in 
Spelling and Poetry 3. Each list contains words from everyday life and “content words” that include 
terms from other academic areas. Students will learn to spell and define two to three vocabulary words 
with each list and learn to use them in good original sentences. They will also build spelling and vocabu-
lary skills by completing a variety of practice exercises. 

The poetry section acquaints students with a wide variety of good poetry through classroom recitation 
and memorization. By discussing the meaning and purpose of each poem, students will develop their 
comprehension skills. 

Added Enrichment
 • Spelling lists (34):

 • Spelling words (664)
 • Vocabulary words and definitions (100)

 • Practice exercises (34)
 • Spelling games (19)
 • Pronunciation key
 • Glossary of vocabulary words includes 
pronunciation and definition of each 
vocabulary word

 • Character-building quotations
 • Teacher resources: 

 • Sentence banks
 • Practical spelling tips and suggestions

 • Poetry:
 • Poem introductions include: 

 • Discussion ideas, historical content
 • Suggested motions, enrichment activities

Evaluation
 • Spelling tests (33)

Spelling Skills Development
 hMaster spelling lists
 • Use vocabulary words in proper context 
 hMemorize vocabulary definitions
 • Correctly write sentences dictated by teacher using vocabulary words
 • Create good sentences using spelling and vocabulary words
 • Apply spelling and phonics concepts through daily:

 • Teacher-directed oral practice
 • Independent written practice

 • Develop dictionary skills 
 • Recognize misspelled words in pairs or sentences
 • Learn spelling rules:

 • Use i before e, except after c, or when sounded like a
 • Double a final consonant before adding a suffix beginning with a 
vowel

 • Drop the silent e before adding a suffix beginning with a vowel
 hKnow how to form contractions

Poetry Skills Development
 hMemorize 8 lyrical poems
 • Develop appreciation of poetry
 • Perform in front of an audience
 • Recite in unison
 • Develop appropriate expression and volume
 • Learn definitions and use of unfamiliar words
 • Improve comprehension through thinking questions
 hDiscuss meaning and purpose of poems
 hUse proper observation of punctuation
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Arithmetic cont. p. 55

Numbers
 • Place value: ones, tens,  hundreds, thousands; money
 • Writing numbers:

 • From dictation to ten thousands’ place
 • From number words

 • Roman numerals:
 • Value of I, V, X, L, C, D, M
 • Counting 1–30
 • Basic rules: the numeral V may not be repeated or  subtracted
 hMore complex rules for forming Roman numerals
 • >, <, = 
 h Finding missing Roman numerals

 • Number sentences:
 • With unknowns
 • Greater/less than
 hOrder of operations (parentheses)

Addition
 hRecognize symbols: = (equal) and ≠ (not equal)
 • Addition families 1–18: mixed order
 • Timed mastery
 • Terms: addend, sum
 • Missing number
 • Missing sign
 hWord problems: 

 h Clue words: in all, altogether, how many (much) more (in a statement)
 h Problem set up

 • Money:
 • Adding:

 • Dimes and pennies
 • Nickels and pennies
 • Dimes, nickels, pennies
 • Any combination of half dollars, quarters, dimes, nickels, and /or 
pennies by converting to cents

 • Principles: 
 • Commutative
 hAssociative

 hMental arithmetic: problems combining addition, subtraction,  
multiplication, and division up to 5 numbers
 hCarrying to any place value
 • Checking by addition
 • Addends: column addition
 hAveraging
 h Fractions
 hMeasures

 • Number sentences:
 • With unknowns
 • With greater/ less than
 hOrder of operations (parentheses)

Subtraction
 • Subtraction families 1–18: mixed order
 • Timed mastery
 • Missing number
 hMissing sign
 hMental arithmetic: problems combining subtraction, addition,  
multiplication, and division up to 5 numbers

 • Subtracting with any number of digits, money
 • Word problems: 

 hClue words: how many (much) more, have left, less, fewer,  
how much change

 h Terms: minuend, subtrahend, difference
 • Borrowing: 

 h From any whole number in any position
 hWith any number of zeros in the minuend

 hChecking by addition
 h Fractions
 hMeasures
 • Number sentences: 

 • With unknowns
 • With greater/less than
 hOrder of operations

Multiplication
 • Multiplication tables:

 • 0–5
 h 6–12

 • Word problems: 
 hClue words: twice, times as many, per

 • Principles: 
 • Commutative
 hAssociative

 • Timed mastery
 • Terms: factor, product, partial product
 hMissing number
 hMissing sign
 hMental arithmetic: problems combining multiplication, division,  
addition, and subtraction up to 5 numbers

 • Multiplying:
 hWith any number of digits in first factor
 hWith up to 2 digits in second factor

Arithmetic cont. 
A thorough review of the facts and concepts students learned in grades 1 
and 2 provides the foundation for new material covered in Arithmetic 3. 
Extensive work is provided in multiplication and division; word problems  
up to four steps; Roman numerals; averaging numbers; standard measures;  
equations; and adding, subtracting, and reducing fractions. Students also 
benefit from the abundance of review problems as well as supplementary 
problems designed to meet individual needs.

Evaluation
 • Skills development exercises (138)
 • Tests (32)
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Multiplication cont.
 hCarrying:

 h To the tens’, hundreds’, and thousands’ places
 h In problems with 2-digit multiplier

 hChecking by reversing factors
 hNumber sentences:

 hWith unknowns
 hWith greater/less than
 hOrder of operations (parentheses)

Division
 • Recognize symbols: ÷ and 
 • Division tables: 

 • 1–5
 h 6–12

 hWord problems:
 hClue words: divided equally, shared equally

 h Steps of division
 h Terms: dividend, divisor, quotient
 h Short division
 hMissing number
 h Timed master
 hMental arithmetic: prob lems combining division, multiplication,  
subtraction, and addition up to 5 numbers
 hDivisors: 1 and 2 digits
 hDividends: any number of digits, money
 hRemainders: writing as a fraction
 hChecking by multiplication
 hMoney
 hAveraging
 hNumber sentences:

 hWith unknowns
 hWith greater/less than
 hOrder of operations (parentheses)

Fractions
 • Parts of a whole:

 • Halves, thirds, fourths 
 h Fifths, sixths, sevenths, eighths, ninths, tenths 
 hAny fractional part

 h Parts of a group: any fractional part
 • Finding the fractional part of a whole number:

 hWith a mixed number as the answer
 hWord problems
 h Timed mastery
 hReading and writing fractions
 hNumber line
 h Types: equivalent, mixed, for a whole number
 hReducing to lowest terms
 hAdding:

 hWith a common denominator
 hMixed numbers with a common denominator

 h Subtracting:
 hWith a common denominator
 hMixed numbers with a common denominator
 hComparing fractions

Decimals
 • Money:

 • Use of dollar sign and decimal point in addition
 hUse of dollar sign and decimal point in  subtraction, multiplication, 
division

Problem Solving & Applications
 • Word problems:

 h Steps of problem-solving process
 • Addition, subtraction, multiplication
 hDivision
 • Fractions, money
 hMeasures:

 hDry measures of capacity
 h Feet and yards in a mile
 h Liter
 hConverting measures
 hMeasurement problems

 • Clue words
 hUp to 4 steps
 • Mixed operations

 • Applications:
 h Puzzles
 hMultiple combinations
 • Time, length, money, weight, fractions

Time
 • Clock: face, hour/minute hands
 • A.M. and P.M.
 • Reading and writing time
 • Table of time:

 • Seconds, minutes, hours
 • Days, months
 • Calendar, year
 h Leap year

Money
 • Recognition and value of all coins
 • Counting and combining all coins
 • Recognize symbols: $ (dollar sign) and . (decimal point) 
 • Word problems, making change
 • Addition
 h Subtraction, multiplication, division; equations

Measures
 • Temperature:

 • Reading  and writing
 • Terms: degrees
 • Fahrenheit:

 • Freezing and boiling points of water; normal body temperature
 • Celsius:

 • Freezing and boiling points of water
 hNormal body temperature

 • Length:
 • English system: inch, foot, yard
 hMile
 • Metric system: centimeter, meter

Arithmetic cont. 
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History & Geography
Our American Heritage is a biographical study of the people who made an impact on American history through their 
character, contributions, and courage. Students will be inspired as they learn more information about these great 
Americans. This chronologically arranged introduction to American history makes it easier for students to remember 
important events and provides them with valuable heroes and role models. This 89-lesson course is taught in the 
spring semester.

Added Enrichment
 • Important words and names boxes
 • Timeline of 10 important dates to clearly 
show time period relating to the 22 
people studied

 • Important places boxes with map(s) (16)

 • Comprehension checks (40)
 • Stop and Think sections: considering how 
to impact our  country for good

 • Geography worksheets (18)

Evaluation
 • Quizzes (19)
 • Tests (7)

Study of Our American Heritage through  
Biographies of Great People

 hChristopher Columbus: discovery of America
 h John Smith: founding of Jamestown
 h Pocahontas: helped save Jamestown
 hMiles Standish: Pilgrim leader, founding of Plymouth Colony
 h Squanto: an instrument of God, Pilgrims
 hWilliam Penn: Quaker, founder of Pennsylvania
 hBenjamin Franklin: writer, inventor, ambassador, Constitutional 
 Convention
 hGeorge Washington: general during the War for Independence,  
first  President, Mount Vernon
 h Thomas Jefferson: Declaration of Independence, third President, 
 Monticello, Jefferson Memorial 
 hDaniel Boone: French and Indian War, pioneer, Wilderness Road
 hNoah Webster: The Blue-Backed Speller, an American dictionary
 h John Greenleaf Whittier: “Snow-Bound”
 hRobert E. Lee: Civil War; general of Confederate Army; Arlington, 
Virginia, Lee’s home
 hAbraham Lincoln: sixteenth President, Civil War, ended slavery, 
 assassinated, Lincoln Memorial
 hClara Barton: American Red Cross Society
 hUlysses S. Grant: Union general, eighteenth President 

 h Louisa May Alcott: stories about pioneer life — Little Women, Little Men
 h Booker T. Washington: founder of Tuskegee Institute
 hGeorge Washington Carver: director of agriculture at Tuskegee 
Institute
 h Laura Ingalls Wilder: stories about pioneer life — Little House in the  
Big Woods, Little House on the Prairie, On the Banks of Plum Creek,  
By the Shores of Silver Lake
 hBilly Sunday: baseball, Chicago “White Stockings,” great evangelist
 hMartin Luther King, Jr.: segregation ends, Rosa Parks, “I Have a 
Dream”

Geography Study
 • Globe, continents, oceans
 • Map skills:

 hMap key, compass rose, map grid, distance scale
 • Directions

 • 50 states taught and reviewed in sections;  identification and location  
of specific states
 hAppalachian Mountains
 • Gulf of Mexico, Great Lakes, Mississippi River
 • Canada, Mexico
 • Rocky Mountains, Yellowstone National Park, Grand Canyon National 
Park, Yosemite National Park

Measures cont.
 • Weight:

 • English system: ounce, pound
 h Ton
 • Metric system: gram, kilogram

 • Capacity:
 • English liquid measures: cup, pint, quart, gallon
 hEnglish dry measures: pint, quart, peck, gallon, bushel
 hMetric system: liter

 hOrdering measures least to greatest
 hConverting from one measure to another within same system
 hAdding unlike measures within same system
 h Subtracting unlike measures within same system

Graphing, Statistics, Probability
 h Statistics: averaging

Geometry
 • Plane figures:

 • Recognize and draw shapes:
 • Circle, rectangle, square
 h Parallelogram, rhombus 
 • Triangle
 h Trapezoid

 hRecognize right angle, parallel lines

Pre-Algebra
 h Finding the unknown number in an  equation

Arithmetic cont. 
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Human Biology
 hNervous System: brain, nerves, spinal cord
 • Sense Organs:

 • Eyes:
 hDetailed diagram of eye
 • Parts of the eye:

 • Iris, pupil, lens, retina
 hOptic nerve

 • Protection:
 h Tears, glasses

 • Ears:
 • Sound:

 hVibrate, sound waves
 hDetailed diagram of ear
 • Parts of the ear:

 • Eardrum
 hOuter ear, auditory (hearing) canal, middle ear, hammer,  
anvil, stirrup, cochlea, auditory nerve

 • Protection
 • Nose:

 hOdors: molecules
 • Tongue:

 • Taste buds: sweet, salty, sour, and bitter
 • Skin:

 • Touch, pores
 h Sensitivity, perspiring, scab
 • Protection

Activities & Demonstrations:
 hWatching the pupil change sizes
 hDiscovering that two eyes are better than one
 hMaking a tin-can telephone
 • Locating taste buds
 • Demonstrating:

 hMolecules traveling through the air
 h Sensitivity of nerve endings in the skin (2)

 hGrowth of nails

Plants
 • Seeds: 

 h Seed coat
 hNecessary for growth: water, soil, air, right temperature

 • Flowers:
 h Pollination

 • Stems
 • Leaves:

 h Photosynthesis
 • Roots

 • Other ways of growing plants:
 h Stems, shoots, buds, and cuttings
 h Spores and mosses

Activities & Demonstrations:
 • Finding a baby plant
 hGrowing plants from a sweet potato and white potato
 hGrowing a plant from a cutting and a mold
 h Studying a piece of moss
 hMaking a spore print

Vertebrates
 hCharacteristics: backbones, inside skeleton, classified into five groups

 hCorrelating worksheets (2)

 hMammals: make milk, have hair, no more than four limbs, warm-blooded, 
lungs
 h Fish: gills, fins, cold-blooded
 hAmphibians: gills and lungs, smooth, moist skin, lay eggs, cold-blooded
 hReptiles:

 hCharacteristics: lungs, dry scales, cold-blooded
 hExamples: snakes, lizards

 hBirds: feathers, wings, two legs, lungs, bills or beaks, egg tooth

Invertebrates
 hCharacteristics: no backbone, weak muscles, small animals with soft 
bodies, outside skeletons if they have them, cold-blooded

 • Kinds of invertebrates:
 • Earthworms:

 h Setae, ten hearts
 hOctopuses: tentacles, defense system, siphon
 h Starfish: tube feet, no mouth, can grow a new arm if one is lost
 • Insects:

 hBiggest group of invertebrates
 • Three main characteristics:

 • Six legs
 h Three body parts:

 hHead, thorax, abdomen: spiracles
 hOuter skeleton

 hComplete metamorphosis
 h Senses: compound eye, antennae
 • Protection:

 • Camouflage
 hMimicry

 • Spiders:
 h Two body parts, spiderlings, ballooning
 hExamples: bolas spider, water spider

Activities & Demonstrations: 
 • Observing insects closely

Science cont. p. 58

Science
Beginning with the most important part of God’s creation, man, Exploring 
God’s World teaches students about the human body, with an emphasis on 
the sense organs and how they work. After exploring the world of plants, 
students will learn how to classify animals as vertebrates and invertebrates. 
Students will also “visit” the ocean, desert, pond, forest, and field to 
observe plants and animals in these environments. Exploring God’s World 
concludes with a study of the weather. This 75-lesson course is taught in the 
fall semester.

Added Enrichment
 • Hands-on learning activities in daily 
lessons (18)

 • Worksheets (4)
 • CDs (2; with 16 related stories)

Evaluation
 • Quizzes (18)
 • Tests (6)
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Science cont. 

The Desert
 hAnimals: kangaroo rat, desert tortoise, jack rabbit
 h Plants: thorns, waxy coats, prickly pear
 hHomes: protection from heat

 hBirds: cactus plants
 h Snakes: crevices of rock

 hAmphibians: desert toad
Activities & Demonstrations: 

 hOver-watering desert plants

The Ocean 
 hOceanography, oceanographers
 hMinerals of the sea: mineral, salt, calcium
 hWhy is the ocean so salty?
 h The ocean’s energy: always moving
 h Life in the ocean: plankton, baleen whale
 hOcean plants make food: algae, food chain
 h Tide pools
 h The ocean floor: sonar, coral reefs, sediment 

Activities & Demonstrations: 
 hDiscovering why the ocean is salty 
 hMaking some limestone

The Pond 
 h The pond community: freshwater
 h Plants: pondweed
 • Fish, birds
 hMuskrat
 • Amphibians:

 • Frogs 
 h Salamanders

 • Reptiles: turtles, snakes
 • Invertebrates:

 • Insects:
 • Dragonfly, damselfly, mosquito
 hBack swimmer, water boatman, whirligig 
 hWater strider, surface film

 • Worms, spiders
 h Snails

Activities & Demonstrations: 
 hObserving protozoans in a drop of water
 h Seeing how oxygen is dissolved in water
 hObserving the surface of the water 
 h Taking a walk by a pond

The Forest
 h The forest community: 

 hDepends on trees
 h Sapsucker, ants

 h Food in forest: green plants, trees, food chain
 hCorrelating worksheet

 h Tiny forest plants: fungi, bacteria, mushrooms, toadstools
 • Trees: 

 hCrown, trunk, heartwood, sapwood, bark, annual rings
 hAutumn colors: nitrogen

 • Enjoying the forest: camouflage

The Farmer’s Field 
 h Soil

 h Topsoil, subsoil
 h Fertile soil 
 h Taking care of the soil: rotate, fertilizer 
 h Soil erosion: gullies

 • Animals in the farmer’s field
 • Earthworms, moles: underground homes
 h Shrews, skunks, field mice

Activities & Demonstrations: 
 h Finding what’s in the soil 
 • Making an earthworm farm
 h Taking a walk through a field

Weather
 hDefinition of weather
 • Atmosphere:

 • Heat 
 • Water:

 hWater vapor
 h Three forms: solid, liquid, gas

 • Wind
 hWater cycle: condensation, precipitation, evaporation

 hCorrelating worksheet
 • Types of precipitation:

 • Rain, snow
 h Sleet, hail

 • Storms:
 • Thunderstorms:

 hHumid, lightning
 • Hurricane
 • Tornado:

 h Twister
Activities & Demonstrations: 

 hDiscovering what evaporates faster 
 h Finding out if warm air rises
 hMaking rain clouds
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Health
The purpose of Health, Safety, and Manners 3 is to teach students about the body God 
has given them and to encourage them to practice good health, safety, and manners 
habits each day. Third-grade students enjoy learning about good posture, personal 
hygiene, exercise, nutrition, courtesy, first aid, safety, and spiritual growth. 

Added Enrichment
 • Comprehension Checks (25)  
Something You Can Do boxes (42)

 • Terms to Remember and  
Habits to Form boxes (29)

 • The Manners Twins and Safety Sam
 • Review worksheets for specific topics (2)
 • Physical exercises (6)
 • Fun games (3)

Evaluation
 • Quizzes (15)
 • Tests (4)

Health
 • Posture: 

 • Sitting, standing, walking
 hBending, pulling, lifting, pushing
 hBones: skull, scapula, clavicle, humerus,  sternum, ribs, vertebrae, 
pelvis, femur, patella, phalanges

 hCorrelating worksheet
 • Good posture habits:

 hHead up, shoulders back, back straight, abdomen in
 • Toes forward

 hMuscles, exercise, and rest:
 hMuscles:

 hVoluntary muscles: skeletal muscles, biceps, triceps, trapezius, 
abdominal, facial
 h Tendons 
 h Involuntary muscles: heart and cardiac muscle, diaphragm

 • Exercise: 
 • Importance
 • Fresh air
 h Protein foods
 hEndurance exercises:

 hRunning, jumping, and swimming
 h Strengthens heart and lungs

 • Good habits for rest:
 h Taking a day of rest each week
 • Amount of sleep needed
 • Same bedtime each night; going right to sleep 

 • Nutrients:
 hDigestive system: esophagus, stomach, small and large intestines, 
digestive juices

 • Good digestion habits:
 • Chewing food well
 • Eating meals at regular times
 • Resting or playing quietly for a while before and after meals
 • Getting fresh air and exercise
 • Not eating too much at a time
 • Being pleasant at the table

 h Sources and benefits of nutrients: protein; vitamins A, B, C, D, K; 
minerals; carbohydrates; fats and oils; water and fiber

 • Balanced diet: 
 h Food Pyramid’s 5 groups: grains, vegetables and fruits, milk, meat 
and beans, oils

 • Good breakfast, lunch, and dinner
 • Good food choices:

 • Milk; lean protein foods; foods rich in vitamin C
 • Variety of cooked and raw vegetables
 • Fruit or fruit juice 
 • Whole-grain foods: bread, cereal, rice, and pasta
 • Fats, sugar, and salt

 • Mealtime: 
 hManners: using plate, glass, napkin, serving bowl and spoon, 
eating utensils

 hCorrelating worksheet
 hHelpers: clothing; jobs

 h Food labels:
 hCheck the date
 hCheck the ingredients: 

 h Sugars: honey, molasses, sucrose
 hCauses of malnutrition
 • Good mealtime habits:

 • Coming to the table clean and on time
 • Thanking God for the food
 • Keeping the hand that is not in use in your lap
 • Keeping elbows off the table
 • Taking small bites; chewing food well
 • Not talking with food in mouth; chewing with mouth closed
 • Using napkin properly
 • Eating a little bit of every food on the table
 • Keeping conversations pleasant 

 • Personal hygiene: cleanliness, neatness
 • Good cleanliness habits:

 • Bathing daily, with clean washcloth and towel
 • Washing hands properly
 • Keeping nails clean and trimmed
 • Hair grooming: shampooing, using a brush or comb
 • Wearing clean underclothes
 hWearing clean socks 

 • Skin:
 h Parts: epidermis, dermis, sweat glands, oil glands
 • Personal care: bathing, hand-washing, cuticle care

Health cont. p. 60
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Health cont. 

Health cont.
 • Hair: washing, lice prevention
 • Teeth:

 h Parts and kinds: crown, cusp, root, incisor, cuspid, bicuspid, molar 
 hOrthodontist 

 • Good dental hygiene habits:
 • Brushing teeth: 

 h Fluoride toothpaste
 h Flossing teeth
 • Regular dental checkups

 • Disease:
 hHow germs enter the body
 h Infectious diseases
 h Food preparation 
 hDisease prevention and cures: 

 hAntibodies, vaccine, smallpox, immunization
 hBacteria, virus, colds, antibiotic
 h Tonsillitis, bronchitis, pneumonia, tuberculosis, tetanus, cancer 

 hEdward Jenner, Florence Nightingale, Louis Pasteur
 • Good health habits:

 • Eating a well-balanced diet
 • Getting adequate exercise, fresh air, and sleep
 • Keeping your body clean
 • Having regular doctor and dental checkups
 h Staying away from those who have an infectious disease
 hNot sharing drinking glass or foods
 • Preventing the spreading of cold germs: coughing and sneezing
 hNot spitting
 hKeeping a clean home
 hKeeping food clean and covered
 hKeeping garbage can covered
 • Using handkerchiefs and tissues

 • Good habits during sickness:
 • Drinking liquids
 • Getting plenty of rest
 • Eating nourishing foods

 h First Aid: 
 hArtificial respiration; signs of infection
 h Types of wounds: cuts, scrapes, abrasions, punctures, slivers, blisters, 
bruises, burns, nosebleeds

 h Scab; sterile; antiseptic 
 h Simple and compound fractures
 h Strains and sprains
 hBites and stings: black widow, brown recluse, rabies
 h Poisoning
 hElectrical shock
 h Practicing good first aid:

 h Treating an injury with clean hands
 hKeeping the bandage sterile
 h Letting scabs heal
 hCleaning open wounds
 h Treating blisters, bruises, burns, broken bones, sprained joints, 
strained muscles correctly
 hRemoving an insect stinger or a tick

 h Treating snakebites

 hDealing with breathing a harmful gas
 hHelping someone who is hurt by electricity

 • Spiritual, social, and mental health:
 h Promoting spiritual growth: God’s Word, prayer, witnessing, obedience
 • Promoting good social health: putting others first
 • Promoting good mental health:

 • Using your mind
 h Forming good study habits
 • Thinking right thoughts
 hHaving regular responsibilities
 • Maintaining a cheerful attitude

Safety
 • Learn safety habits for preventing falls:

 • Reaching high items with a stepladder
 • Keeping things picked up and put away
 • Cleaning up spilled water or food immediately
 hReplacing burned-out light bulbs

 • Learn to play safely:
 • Not playing in the street
 hNot playing around workmen
 h Listening to your body concerning rest
 hBeing a good sport

 hRecognize poisonous plants: poison oak, poison ivy, poison sumac
 h Practice street safety:

 hAround strangers; pedestrians
 hCrossing a busy intersection; dusk
 hGetting out of a bus
 • Know these traffic signs: 

 • Stop sign; warning sign; railroad warning and crossing signs
 h School sign
 • Street safety habits:

 • Where to safely walk on a street
 • Crossing busy street; between parked cars
 h Light-colored clothing for walking at night

 • Bicycle safety:
 • Ride on right side of the street
 hKeep bike in good working condition
 • Know bicycle hand signals

 hCorrelating worksheet
 hRide slowly in the rain
 • Always wear a safety helmet 
 • Walk your bicycle across busy intersections
 hRide single file when with a group

 • Water safety: 
 h Staying afloat
 hGetting in a boat
 hCalling for help
 hGetting a cramp
 • Water safety habits: 

 • Never swim alone
 • Get out of the water when tired or cold
 hNever jokingly call for help
 • Never swim during an electrical storm

Health cont. p. 61
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Health cont. 

Safety cont.
 • Fire safety: 

 • Fire drills
 hCarbon monoxide
 h Flammable liquids
 • Fire safety habits: 

 • Burning buildings; exiting from a building that is filled with smoke
 • Stop, drop, and roll
 h Tending a campfire

Manners
 • Being polite, thoughtful:

 • Saying “please,” “thank you,” “I’m sorry,” “excuse me”
 hNot chewing gum in public places
 hDisposing of litter

 • Showing respect to older people
 h Special manners for boys and girls
 • Polite conversation
 • Telephone courtesy: answering, dialing the wrong number
 • Making introductions
 • Company manners
 • Good habits while playing: 

 h Taking turns; letting others be first; following the rules
 h Playing your best for your team; being a good sport when losing
 • Thinking of others

Bible
As students embark on their third-grade Bible studies, they will be excited about 
the new Bible stories they will be learning. These stories include Old Testament 
Bible characters such as Samuel, David, Elijah, Elisha, Daniel, Esther, Ezra, and 
Nehemiah. As children listen to the events leading up to King David’s rule, they 
will see the contrast between King Saul and David. Students will hear examples 
of David’s heart toward God and that true obedience comes from the heart. 
Students will be challenged to examine their own hearts in their walk with God.

Evaluation
 • Graded memory verse passages (9)
 • Content tests (6)

Lessons 390 Abeka Flash-a-Cards
 • Salvation Series (5 lessons)

 h Parables of Jesus Series 1 and 2 (12); Life of Samuel (4)

 hYoung David (3); David in Hiding (4) 
 • First Christmas (5)

 hElijah (6); Elisha (8); Daniel (6); Esther (5); Ezra and Nehemiah (7)
 • Crucifixion and Resurrection (9); The First Thanksgiving

Music 36 songs
 • Hymns of the faith, patriotic songs, holiday songs,  choruses including:

 h 8 new hymns and songs; 8 new choruses

Memory Work
 hNew passages (9) containing 34 verses
 • Review verses (54)

Doctrinal Drill 37 questions/answers
 • Increase Bible knowledge of basic doctrines: the Bible, God, sin, 
 salvation, heaven, assurance of salvation

Prayer Time
 • Learn to pray with thanks giving for each other, our nation, those in 
authority over us
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Arts & Crafts
Art Projects 3 features some simplified and some finely detailed crafts. Students are 
introduced to the concept of secondary colors, the colors of the spectrum, and the use of 
perspective. Coloring, drawing, modeling, painting and texture techniques build upon what 
third graders have previously been taught. Students enjoy creating three-dimensional forms 
using several types of media. 

Skill  & Concept Development 39 projects
 • Develop concepts through:

 • Primary colors; secondary colors; complementary colors (10):
 • Mixing/blending colors (4)

Technique Development
 • Enhancing techniques through:

 • Direction coloring; drawing; 3-D forms (47) 
 h Painting (8)

 h Smudging; mixed media collage; mosaics; mobiles (5)
 • Underhand grip and shading (5)

Music
Songs We Enjoy 3 brings together many of the traditional, patriotic, holiday, and fun songs that 
American children have enjoyed singing for generations. Today’s children still love these songs. The 
sing-along CD makes song time easy for the teacher and delightful for the students. 

Skills Development 64 songs

 hExplain meaning of 19 unfamiliar phrases or words in lyrics
 h Sing rounds in two or more parts
 • Follow a song leader while singing together with class or CD
 • Benefit from fun activities that spark and keep interest: 

 • Echo parts, whistling
 hGroup parts

 h Learn patriotism through patriotic music and folk songs

Variety of Songs to Memorize
 • Folk, fun songs, spirituals and gospels, patriotic, holiday, Americana

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Language Arts: Reading
Outstanding children’s literature by famous authors, combined with colorful art and design, entices 
young readers to come back for more. Students will be entertained and inspired as they read children’s 
classics; stories of missionaries, inventors, and people who overcame difficulties; factual stories about 
colonial and pioneer Americans; and patriotic stories.

Fourth graders will also read two Christian fiction  novels that they will use when writing language book 
reports. Two speed and comprehension readers will  enlarge students’  reading interests, teach them to 
skim, and develop their  reading speed and power of comprehension.

Evaluation
 • Weekly oral reading grade
 • Homework reading quizzes (3)
 • Vocabulary comprehension quizzes (8)
 • Speed and comprehension  quizzes (72) 
for timed silent reading exercises and 
stories 

Reading Skills Development
 • Strive for increased:

 • Accuracy, fluency, and good expression 
 h Pace and comprehension while  reading silently
 • Ability to follow along and comprehend as others read orally
 h Improvement of flow
 • Vocabulary development through words and definitions included in 
readers
 hAbility to read poetry correctly

Comprehension, Discussion, & Analysis  
Skills Development
 • Answer factual and interpretive questions for most stories and 
poems

 • Answer inferential  comprehension and  discussion questions for most 
stories and poems
 hDevelop ability to use deductive reasoning, understand cause and 
effect, and draw conclusions
 hDetermine main characters, theme, climax, and turning point

Literary Value
 • 140 authors, including such well-
known writers as E. B. White, 
Lewis Carroll, and Rudyard 
Kipling

 • Character-building themes such 
as faithfulness, honesty, industry, 
 kindness, perseverance, resource-
fulness, and service

Language Arts: Language
God’s Gift of Language A emphasizes usage and the writing process. 
Students are given extensive instruction on how to write letters, book 
reports, and even an encyclopedia report. God’s Gift of  Language A also 
includes a variety of creative-writing exercises and excellent sections on 
using the dictionary and the encyclopedia. Traditional grammar training 
continues as students learn to recognize all eight parts of speech; identify 
simple and compound subjects and verbs; diagram subjects, verbs, adjec-
tives, and adverbs; and learn simple rules for correct usage and subject 
and verb agreement.

Evaluation
 • Quizzes (23) from quiz /test book
 • Quizzes (7) dictated or from  exercises in 
student book

 • Tests (12)
 • Graded book reports (7): 

 • Short format (2; each counts as 2 quiz grades)
 • Long format (3; each counts as test grade)
 • Oral (2; each counts as test grade) 

 • Encyclopedia report (counts as 2 quiz grades)

Grammar 
 • Capitalization:

 • First word in every sentence
 h First word of direct quotations
 • The word I
 • Days of week and months of year, but not seasons
 h First word in every line of poetry
 • Holidays and special days

 • First and every important word in: 
 • Titles of books
 hMagazines, newspapers
 • Poems, stories, songs

 • Particular person, place, or thing
 hWords used as a name such as Mother, Father, Grandmother, and 
Grandfather

 • Names referring to God and the Bible
 • Initials
 • Title of a person when it comes before a name

Language cont. p. 64
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Materials
 • Readers (4) containing: 

 • Short stories (121)
 • Poems (74)

 • Christian fiction novels (2)
 • Speed and comprehension readers (2): 

 • Read & Think 4 Skills Sheets (44)
 • Adventures in Other Lands exercises (28)

 • Scripture selections (59)
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Grammar cont.
 • Punctuation:

 • End marks
 • Commas:

 • To separate: 
 • Three or more items in a series, city from state in address,  
Yes  or No at beginning of sentence
 hOther items in address

 • To set off words of direct address
 • After greeting of a friendly letter and closing of any letter
 hDirect quotations

 • Quotation Marks: 
 • Before and after a direct quotation
 hBefore and after titles of short stories, poems, songs,  
chapters, and magazine or newspaper articles

 • Apostrophes: in contractions and possessive words
 • Colons:

 h To write time
 h In scripture references
 hAfter greeting of business letters

 hUnderlining titles of books, newspapers, magazines, ships, plays, 
and works of art

 • The sentence:
 • Recognize and write good  sentences
 • Recognize fragments 
 hCorrect fragments
 • Classify a sentence according to its purpose: declarative,  
interrogative, exclamatory
 hRecognize and classify imperative sentences
 hRecognize and correct run-together sentences
 hUse specifics to write interesting sentences
 hRecognize complete subject and predicate
 • Identify simple subject and verb
 hRecognize verb phrases
 h Identify compound subject and verb
 • Diagram simple subjects and verbs
 hDiagram compound subjects and verbs
 hUnderstand agreement of subject and verb

 • Parts of speech:
 hRecognize all eight parts of speech
 hDiagram all parts of speech except preposition and interjection
 • Verbs: 

 • Action, state of being, helping verbs
 hCompound verbs; verb phrases

 • Nouns: 
 hRecognize compound nouns
 • Review common and proper nouns
 • Use nouns as subjects
 • Review singular and plural nouns
 • Understand how to make nouns plural

 h Pronouns: 
 h Identify antecedents
 h Learn to correctly use subjective, objective, and possessive  
pronouns
 hUnderstand how to diagram pronoun subjects 

 • Adjectives:
 • Identify adjectives
 h Locate adjectives in the predicate that describe the subject
 hCompare adjectives correctly
 h Learn how to diagram adjectives

 hAdverbs:
 hUnderstand adverbs modify verbs, adjectives, and adverbs
 hDistinguish adverbs from  adjectives
 hUse good  and well correctly
 hUse adverbs and negatives correctly
 h Learn how to diagram adverbs

 h Prepositions: identify prepositional phrases 
 hConjunctions: recognize and, but, or, nor, for, yet
 h Interjections: use correctly

 • Word study and diction: 
 • The dictionary: alphabetical order, guide words, dictionary 
 information
 hUnderstand agreement of  subject and verb
 • Review using these troublesome words correctly: sit, set; its, it’s; your, 
you’re; their, there; to, too, two; learn, teach; can, may; good, well

 h Understand how to use these troublesome words: lie, lay; accept, 
except; affect, effect; beside, besides; between, among; burst, bust; 
have, of; less, fewer; off of, off; to, and; wait on, wait for
 hUse negative words correctly
 • Form contractions correctly

Composition 
 • Write good sentences
 • Complete various creative writing assignments such as writing about 
a picture, describing an event, writing with details, using the right 
words, writing about a maxim, describing a place you would like to 
visit, etc. (7 assignments)

 • Write friendly letters, thank-you notes, properly addressed enve-
lopes
 hWrite post cards
 hWrite with details
 hGather information by observation and reading
 hKnow how to use encyclopedia headings and guide words
 • Learn the Writing Process: read and gather, think and plan, write and 
rewrite, check and polish, share your results
 hWrite an encyclopedia report using the writing process: take notes; 
make a rough draft; check, polish, and rewrite the rough draft
 h Learn to use the Writer’s Checklist
 hUse the writing process to write a book report
 hUse the checklist for book reports 
 h Prepare and give oral reports

Language cont. 
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 • Maintain correct letter formation, uniform slant and size, correct 
spacing, letters that touch the line, and proper margins for overall 
appearance

 • Use key strokes: slant, loops, tails, humps
 • Evaluate writing for personal improvement 
 • Copy most assignments from print to cursive
 • Write dictated sentences 
 • Complete a weekly journal entry or “A Word to Live By” assignment 
 • Copy assignments from print to cursive using language skills and sci-
ence and geography facts

Language Arts: Spelling, Vocabulary, & Poetry
Spelling, Vocabulary, and Poetry 4 features a variety of spelling and vocabulary words that are crucial for expanding each 
student’s vocabulary. Not only will students learn words that relate to other academic subjects and words that are com-
monly used in writing and speaking, but they will also learn the spellings and postal abbreviations for each of the fifty 
states. By completing the variety of exercises found in Spelling, Vocabulary, and Poetry 4, students will learn how to use 
spelling and vocabulary words correctly in their speaking and writing. They will also improve proofreading skills. 

The six poems included in this text have been selected for their beauty of language, literary greatness, and character-
building qualities. Fourth graders will improve their comprehension skills as they learn how to develop a mental visualiza-
tion of each poem. 

Language Arts: Penmanship
Penmanship Mastery I provides daily practice for penmanship excellence. This text 
emphasizes the importance of correct formation, spacing, letter size and slant, and 
overall neatness. Each week’s lessons feature exercises which allow students to 
practice writing difficult connections, improve their listening skills, and develop their 
creative-writing abilities. Students will enjoy the interesting and challenging games 
in the text. 

Added Enrichment 
 • Journal entries including several  
creative writing pages discussing  
“A Word to Live By" (26)

 • Creative writing assignments (56)

Evaluation
 • Tests (33)
 • Progress report boxes (26)

Skills Development
 • Achieve good writing position:

 • Sitting properly in desk
 • Holding pencil correctly
 • Slanting paper correctly

 • Learn to write:
 hWith pens
 hWith a flowing movement and relaxed grip

 • Use correct warm-up procedure with slants, ovals, and basic letter 
strokes

 • Correctly write all upper- and lowercase letters and numbers 0–9

Added Enrichment
 • Spelling and vocabulary:

 • Spelling lists (34) including review 
list at end of each 9 weeks:
 • Total words (642)
 • Vocabulary words and  
definitions (233)

 • Practice exercises (38) 
 • Spelling games (19)

 • Poetry:
 • Poem introductions include discussion 
ideas, some historical content,  
and  information about the author

 • CD included to help with correct 
 interpretation

 • Vocabulary words and definitions with 
each poem

 • Pronunciation key
 • Glossary of vocabulary words
 • Bible verses and references  encouraging 
good character traits

 • Quick-reference spelling rules in text 
 • For teachers: sentence banks; practical 
spelling tips and  suggestions

Spelling & Vocabulary Skills Development
 hMaster spelling and vocabulary lists
 • Use vocabulary words in proper context
 • Memorize vocabulary definitions
 • Correctly write sentences dictated by teacher using vocabulary words 
 • Create good sentences using spelling and vocabulary words
 • Further develop dictionary skills
 • Apply spelling and phonics concepts through daily teacher-directed 
oral practice and independent written practice 

 h Learn background information on some spelling and vocabulary 
words
 h Proofread for spelling errors: recognizing misspelled words in pairs, 
lists, and sentences
 h Learn the spellings and abbreviations of the fifty states
 • Learn rules:

 • Use i before e, except after c, or when sounded like a 
 • Double a final consonant before adding a suffix beginning with a 
vowel

 • Drop the silent e before adding a suffix beginning with a vowel
Spelling, Vocabulary, & Poetry cont. p. 66

Evaluation
 • Spelling tests (34)
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Spelling, Vocabulary, & Poetry cont. 

Spelling & Vocabulary Skills Development cont.
 h Learn when to change y to i when adding suffixes
 h Learn some exceptions to ie rule

Poetry Skills Development
 hMemorize 5 lyrical poems and a portion of 1 epic poem
 • Develop appreciation of poetry
 • Perform in front of an audience

Numbers
 • Place value:

 hWhole numbers to the 100 millions’ place
 hDecimals to the thousandths’ place 

 hWriting numbers from dictation to the 100 millions’ place
 • Roman numerals:

 • Value of I, V, X, L, C, D, M
 • Basic rules for Roman numerals
 hMore complex rules for forming Roman numerals

 • Number sentences:
 • With unknowns
 • Order of operations (parentheses)

 • Even/odd numbers
 hEstimating: product, quotient,  divisor

Addition
 • Addition families 1–18: mixed order
 • Timed mastery
 • Terms: addend, sum
 • Missing sign
 • Word problems
 • Money
 hMental arithmetic: problems combining addition, subtraction,  
multiplication, and division up to 7 numbers

 • Carrying to any position
 • Checking by addition
 • Addends: column addition
 • Averaging
 • Fractions: 

 • With common denominators
 hWith uncommon denominators

 • Measures
 hDecimals

Subtraction
 • Subtraction families 1–18: mixed order
 • Timed mastery

 • Recite in unison
 • Develop appropriate expression and volume
 • Learn definitions and use of unfamiliar words
 h Improve comprehension of emotion and content
 hDevelop mental visualization of the poem
 • Discuss meaning and purpose of each poem
 • Use proper observation of punctuation
 h Learn the term stanza

 • Missing sign
 hMental arithmetic: problems combining subtraction, addition,  
multiplication, and division up to 7 numbers

 • Word problems
 • Terms: minuend, subtrahend, difference
 • Borrowing from a whole number or zero in any position
 • Money and measures
 • Number sentences: with unknowns, order of operations
 • Checking by addition
 • Fractions: 

 • With common denominators
 hWith uncommon denominators

 hDecimals

Multiplication
 • Multiplication facts: 0–12 tables
 • Word problems
 • Timed mastery
 • Terms: factor, product,  partial product
 • Missing sign
 hMental arithmetic: problems combining  multiplication,  
division, addition and subtraction up to 7 numbers

 • Multiplying with: 
 • 1 or 2 digits
 h 3 digits

 • Carrying
 • Checking by reversing factors
 • Number sentences: with unknowns, order of operations  
(parentheses)

 • Money
 h Factors: 

 h Factoring
 h Finding common factors and greatest common factor

 h Fractions:
 hUsing cancellation
 hMultiplying fractions with whole and mixed numbers

 hEstimation of product

Arithmetic
The colorful daily worksheets in Arithmetic 4 provide practice over familiar concepts and  
new material. The four basic processes are taught and reviewed, as well as multiplying  
and dividing by two-digit numbers, estimation, square measures, writing decimals 
as fractions, and simple geometry. A major emphasis is on working with proper and 
improper fractions; adding, subtracting, and multiplying fractions; and finding the least 
common denominator. Students will continue to solve multi-step word problems which 
encourage the application of concepts being learned.

Evaluation
 • Biweekly quizzes (16) 
 • Biweekly tests (17)
 • Daily skills development 
exercises (136)

Arithmetic cont. p. 67
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Division
 • Division facts: 1–12 tables
 • Word problems
 • Steps of division
 • Terms: dividend, divisor, quotient
 • Missing sign
 • Timed mastery
 hMental arithmetic: problems combining division, multiplication,  
addition, and subtraction up to 7 numbers

 • Divisor: 1 and 2 digits
 • Dividends: 2 and 3 digits or more
 • Remainders written as a fraction
 • Checking by multiplication
 • Money
 • Averaging
 • Number sentences: with unknowns; order of operations  
(parentheses)
 hEstimating quotients, divisors
 hDivisibility rules for dividing by 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10

Fractions
 • Parts of a whole or group
 • Word problems
 • Timed mastery
 • Terms: numerator, denominator
 • Number words
 • Reading and writing fractions
 • Number line
 • Types:

 h Proper, mixed, improper
 hWrite as whole or mixed number

 • Reducing:
 h Finding least common  denom inator
 hAnswers to lowest terms using greatest common factor

 • Addition: 
 • With common denomi nators 
 hWith uncommon denomi nators

 • Subtraction:
 hWith common and uncommon denomi nators
 hWith borrowing

 hMultiplication:
 hUsing cancellation
 hWith whole or mixed numbers

 • Equivalent fractions

Decimals
 • Money
 hDecimal point
 hReading and writing: writing a decimal as a fraction
 h Place value to the tenths’, hundredths’, thousandths’ places
 hAddition  and subtraction

Problem Solving & Applications
 • Word Problems: 

 • Steps of problem-solving process
 • Addition, subtraction
 • Multiplication, division
 • Fractions, money, measures
 • Finding averages
 hDecimals

 hGeometry: area, perimeter
 • Graphs, clue words
 • 1, 2, and 3 steps
 • Mixed operations
 hEstimating answers

 hApplications for broader and deeper understanding of concepts:  
fractions, length, weight, graphs,  geometry

Time
 • Table of time:

 • Second, minute, hour, day
 • Week, year, leap year
 hDecade, score, century, millennium

Money
 • Know values of all coins
 • Recognize symbols: $ (dollar sign) and . (decimal point)
 • Money problems with mixed operations
 • Making change
 hCounting back change

Measures
 • Temperature:

 • Reading and writing
 • Terms: degrees
 • Celsius and Fahrenheit:

 hDetermining if a Celsius temperature is cold or hot
 • Freezing and boiling points of water
 • Normal body temperature

 • Length:
 • English: inch, foot, yard, mile
 • Metric:

 hMillimeter
 • Centimeter
 hDecimeter
 • Meter
 hDecameter, hectometer,  kilometer

 • Weight:
 • English: ounce, pound, ton
 • Metric:

 hMilligram, centigram
 hDecigram
 • Gram
 hDecagram, hectogram 
 • Kilogram

 • Capacity:
 • English:

 h Fluid ounce
 • Cup, pint, quart, gallon
 • Peck, bushel
 h Teaspoon, tablespoon

 • Metric:
 hMilliliter, centiliter, deciliter
 • Liter
 hDecaliter, hectoliter, kiloliter

 • Ordering measures least to greatest
 • Converting from one  measure to another within same system
 • Subtracting unlike measures within same system
 h Square measures: square inches, feet, and yards
 hMetric prefixes: milli-, centi-, deci-, deca-, hecto-, kilo-
 h Timed mastery

Arithmetic cont. 

Arithmetic cont. p. 68
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Arithmetic cont. 

Graphing, Statistics, Probability
 • Statistics: averaging
 • Graphs: 

 • Pictographs, bar graphs, scale drawings, line graphs
 hReading and completing

 h Finding distance on scale drawings

Geometry
 • Plane figures:

 h Simple closed curve,  polygon
 • Quadrilateral: parallelogram, rectangle, square, rhombus, trapezoid
 • Triangle

 • Angles: 
 • Right
 hCongruent

 h Lines:
 h Line segment, line, ray
 h Intersecting lines

 h Terms: point, perpendicular, parallel
 h Perimeter of a polygon: formulas for rectangle, square
 hRecognize models and symbols: 

 h • (point); — (line segment)
 h↔ (line); → (ray)
 h< (angle)
 hConcept of area: finding area of rectangle, square

Pre-Algebra
 • Finding the unknown number in an equation

U.S. History Study
 • Years of discovery:

 hEurope explores New World
 hNorth America claimed for England

 • Years of exploration:
 h Spain: conquest of Mexico, De Soto discovers Mississippi
 h France: Cartier explores New World, first French settlement in New 
World
 hEngland: Drake the Dragon, “sea dogs”

 • First Americans:
 hDifferences in American Indian homes, transportation, games
 hMissionaries to American Indians: John Eliot, Roger Williams, John 
Wesley
 h Sequoya, Jim Thorpe

 • English come to America: 
 hRoanoke, the lost colony
 • Jamestown: first lasting colony 
 • The Pilgrims: lovers of religious freedom

 • New England Colonies:
 hMassachusetts Bay Colony: Puritans, religious freedom for some
 hRhode Island: religious freedom for all
 hNew Hampshire: John Mason
 hConnecticut: Thomas Hooker, Fundamental Orders of Connecticut 

 • Middle and Southern Colonies:
 • Who settled them:

 hNew York: Dutch, French, British
 hDelaware: Dutch, Swedish, English 
 hNew Jersey: Dutch, English
 • Pennsylvania: 

 h Swedish
 • Quakers, William Penn

 • Virginia: 
 • English
 hHouse of  Burgesses, elected representatives

 hMaryland: Catholic, religious freedom
 h The Carolinas: England, Charles Towne, plantations
 hGeorgia: English, James Oglethorpe

 • Colonial life:
 hHome: house-raising, homespun clothes
 hCommunication: town criers, circuit-riding preachers
 • Education: 

 • Hornbook, New England Primer
 h Dame school, old-field schools, Harvard

 • The Great Awakening:
 hRevival, Jonathan Edwards, John Wesley, George Whitefield,  
David Brainerd 

History & Geography
The History of Our United States is a high-interest, inspiring, narrative approach to American history. The lively writing 
style and outstanding visual features make the student’s first formal study of United States history a positive, enjoyable 
experience. As they learn how the United States of America came to be a nation, who its famous people have been, 
and what important events have taken place in its history, students learn to love, respect, defend, and protect their 
native land. Through this study of American history, students are given ideals to reach for and aspirations to follow.

Added Enrichment
 • Chapters include:

 • Important new words, names, places, 
and dates

 • Maps (14) and time lines (9) of impor-
tant dates of events

 • Comprehension checks (53)
 • Chapter checkups (18)

 • Special feature boxes with in-depth  
study (15):
 • Important U.S. leaders, inventors, and  
missionaries

 • Interesting facts of the events in U.S. history
 • My State Notebook for individual state study
 • Map Study Skills worksheets (47)
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Evaluation
 • Printed quizzes (29) 
 • Homework quizzes (4)
 • Tests (10)
 • 9-weeks exam (4)
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U.S. History Study cont.
 • French & Indian War:

 • George Washington: officer in colonial army
 hGeneral Edward Braddock: commander of English army 
 hNew France: land French claimed in New World

 • American War for Independence:
 hColonists demand their rights as Englishmen: 

 h Stamp Act, King George III
 hRepresentatives, taxes
 hBoston Massacre, Boston Tea Party

 h The war begins: 
 h First Continental Congress: decision to boycott English goods
 h “Minutemen”
 • Paul Revere
 h Patrick Henry, patriots, Loyalists, Tories
 h Lexington, Concord

 h The American colonies fight for independence: 
 h Second Continental Congress: decision to write Declaration  
of  Independence
 hBattle of Bunker Hill
 hEthan Allen, Green Mountain Boys, Hessians

 • Declaration of Independence is written: 
 • Thomas Jefferson
 h John Hancock: President of Second Continental Congress 

 • The war continues: 
 • General George Washington: became commander in chief of  
colonial army
 hNathan Hale, Betsy Ross 

 hAmerica wins its freedom: 
 hBattle of Saratoga
 hValley Forge
 h John Paul Jones, Lord  Cornwallis
 • Yorktown
 h Treaty of Paris

 • Building a new nation:
 • Articles of Confederation
 • Constitutional Convention
 • Constitution of the United States
 hCongress, Supreme Court
 hBill of Rights, republic
 • George Washington
 • Washington, D.C.:

 hBenjamin Banneker
 • Our nation grows:

 • America pushes farther west: 
 • Daniel Boone, Wilderness Road, Kentucky
 hNorthwest Territory

 h Land Ordinance of 1785
 hNorthwest Ordinance of 1787 
 hUnited States doubles its size—Louisiana Purchase:

 hCaptain Meriwether Lewis, Captain William Clark 
 hWar of 1812: 

 hNapoleon Bonaparte
 • Francis Scott Key
 • Fort McHenry
 • “The Star-Spangled Banner”

 h The purchase of Florida: James Monroe
 h The Second Great Awakening: 

 h Francis Asbury
 hCircuit-riding  preachers; Peter Cartwright 

 h The U.S. gains the Southwest: 
 hAlamo, Santa Anna
 hDavy Crockett, General Sam Houston
 hWar with Mexico, Mexican Cession, Gadsden Purchase

 h The great Gold Rush to California: John Sutter, “forty-niners,” 
 statehood

 h Oregon Territory: Oregon Trail, Marcus and Narcissa Whitman
 • New schools and schoolbooks: 

 • Noah Webster
 hWilliam H. McGuffey

 • The Civil War:
 • Before the war: 

 • North and South differ on slavery
 • Abraham Lincoln: President of Union  
Jefferson Davis: President of Confederate States
 hEli Whitney and cotton gin
 h Free states, slave states
 hMissouri Compromise

 • Civil War: 
 h Fort Sumter, blockade
 hMerrimac and Monitor
 hEmancipation Proclamation
 • Ulysses S. Grant, Robert E. Lee
 hBattle of Gettysburg, Gettysburg Address
 • Appomattox Court House, Virginia 

 • After the war:
 • John Wilkes Booth: shot President Lincoln
 hAndrew Johnson: President after Lincoln died

 • New frontiers:
 • Rebuilding the South: Booker T. Washington, Tuskegee Institute, 
George Washington Carver

 • The last frontier:
 • Cowboys, Indians, farmers, reservations
 h Transcontinental railroad, Union Pacific Company,  Central  
Pacific Company
 h Promontory Point, Utah, Homestead Act, Oklahoma Land Rush
 hCyrus McCormick

 • Age of progress:
 • A growing nation: immigrants
 • Spreading the Gospel: 

 • Billy Sunday
 hCharles Finney, Dwight L. Moody, Adoniram Judson

 h Steel and oil (ingredients for success): Andrew Carnegie, Sir Henry 
Bessemer, John D. Rockefeller, Standard Oil

 • Inventions (new ways to do things): 
 • Pony Express
 h Steamboat, telegraph, Morse code, telephone
 h Thomas Edison
 h Assembly line
 hOrville and Wilbur Wright

 • Beyond our boundaries:
 hAlaska: Russian America, William H. Seward, territory, gold
 hHawaii: Captain James Cook 
 h Spanish-American War: Cuba, Theodore Roosevelt, Rough Riders, 
San Juan Hill, Guam, Puerto Rico
 h Panama Canal: Isthmus of Panama

 • The World Wars:
 hWorld War I (1914–1918): 

 hAllied Powers, Central Powers, neutral nations
 hArchduke Ferdinand, President Woodrow Wilson

History & Geography cont. 

History & Geography cont. p. 70
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Science
Understanding God’s World fascinates elementary students from the very beginning 
by presenting things that they can see, observe, and understand in the world around 
them. They learn how to make an insect zoo, how to recognize the plants they see 
every day, how to attract birds to their own backyard, how to use field guides, how 
to interpret cloud formations, and how to identify rocks. Students learn to appreciate 
many aspects of God’s creative genius by studying the miracle of plant germination, 
the causes of weather, the God-given provisions for life on earth, the design of the 
starry heavens, and the ecology of the ocean depths.

Additional Helps
 • Additional activities (5) 
 • CD with 10 related nature stories 
 • Suggested DVDs (5)
 • Worksheets in Activity Book (44)

Evaluation
 • Printed quizzes (23)
 • Homework quizzes (3)
 • Chapter tests (6)
 • 9-weeks exam (3)

4

h RED indicates first introduction of content.

U.S. History Study cont.
 hGerman U-Boats, Lusitania, Zimmermann Note
 h League of Nations

 hBetween the World Wars: Roaring Twenties, Great Depression, 
 dictators arise

 h World War II (1939–1945): Poland, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Axis Powers, 
Allies, Pearl Harbor, V-E Day, atomic bomb, concentration camps
 hContinuing World Problems: United Nations, Harry S. Truman, 
 Communism, Berlin Wall, Korean War

 • Time for freedom and responsibility:
 • Freedom and opportunity for all Americans:

 hBrown v. Board of Education
 • Martin Luther King, Jr.
 hCivil Rights Act of 1964

 hEnjoying America’s freedoms: Dwight D. Eisenhower, Interstate  
Highway System, beginning space program
 h Preserving freedom: Cold War, John F. Kennedy, Lyndon B. Johnson, 
Vietnam War, Richard Nixon
 hReturn to patriotism and family values: Ronald Reagan, Reagan  
Doctrine, Grenada
 h Supreme Court’s influence: Sandra Day O’Connor; Clarence Thomas; 
John G. Roberts, Jr.
 h Times of testing: 

 h Saddam Hussein, Iraq, Kuwait
 h President George Bush, Operation Desert Storm, Bill Clinton
 h Terrorism, Osama bin Laden, “War on Terror”
 hOperation Iraqi Freedom
 hHurricane Katrina 

Memory Work 
 h 6 documents:

 h The American’s Creed
 h Portion of The Declaration of Independence 
 h Preamble to the Constitution

 h First Amendment to the  Constitution
 h The Rights of Americans
 h Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address 

 • States
 hCapitals
 h 44 U.S. Presidents

State History Study
 h 6 weeks of lessons including the following information:

 h Political and physical maps, flower, motto, bird, song, tree, flag, 
 nickname, time line, early settlement,
 hHistorical figures, landmarks, government, regions, weather, 
 industries, state capital, my city, citizens, my county, wildlife, plant 
life, sports, vacation spots 

Geography Study
 • Globes, maps, map key, map grid, distance scale, compass rose
 • Cardinal and intermediate directions
 • Western and Eastern Hemispheres
 • Continents and oceans
 • Equator
 • North America:

 • Great Lakes
 h Seas, bays, gulfs, rivers
 hCountries
 • Mountains

 hGeographical terms: source and mouth of river, delta, channel, canal, 
desert, oasis, downstream, upstream, sea level, altitude, mountain, 
valley
 hAtlas, physical and political maps
 • U.S. maps:

 • States
 hCapitals
 h 13 original colonies; U.S. expansion

History & Geography cont. 

h RED indicates first introduction of content.

Science: Let’s Find Out
 h Learning about science: what a scientist is, what scientists do
 h Learning how to observe:

 hObserving North American birds and flowers:
 h State bird project: 25 birds memorized
 hCanadian floral emblems project: 

 h 13 provincial floral emblems memorized

Insects
 • Ten million designs: 

 • Characteristics:
 • Invertebrate (has an exoskeleton)
 • Three body parts: head, thorax, abdomen
 hOvipositor
 • Breathing tubes; spiracles

Science cont. p. 71
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Insects cont.
 • Insect zoo: 

 • Making a zoo
 hDistinguishing butterflies from moths

 • Insect life cycles:
 • Complete metamorphosis
 h Law of biogenesis

 • Designer heads: 
 hAntennae with sensilla
 • Compound and simple eyes
 hMouth parts

 • Designed for motion:
 • Legs
 h Types of wings
 hMigration

 hCrickets and grasshoppers: incomplete metamorphosis, differences 
 h Insects’ defense: fighting, chemical warfare, scare tactics, disguises
 h Insects communicate: sight, smell, dancing, touch, sound
 hWhere insects live: trees, bushes, soil, wood, water
 hDwellings of social insects: nests, hives, mounds
 h Jean Henri Fabre: explorer of backyard wonders

Activities & Demonstrations: 
 • Observing insect life
 • Growing plants from seeds
 • Making an insect zoo

Plants
 • Designed to produce: 

 • Food (photosynthesis), better air
 hBetter soil

 hNeedleleaf trees: evergreen, conifers 
 hBroadleaf trees and palms: deciduous, state trees
 h Flowers: parts of a flower (sepals, petals, stamens, pistils), pollinators, 
weeds, daisy (composite) family flowers
 h Seed design: embryo, cotyledon 
 • Traveling seeds: air, wind, water, animals, people
 • Germination: water, oxygen, right temperature 
 h Poisonous plants
 • Plants: helpful and beautiful
 hGeorge Washington Carver: the plant doctor

Activities & Demonstrations:
 • Observing three parts of a seed in lima beans; observing 
 germination

Birds
 • Birds in your backyard
 • Recognizing birds: appearance, behavior, habitat
 h Feeding birds: how, what, when
 hMaking birdbaths and birdhouses
 hBirds of the forest
 • Designer birds: various beaks and feet 
 • Designed for flight: 

 hBones and feather structure; lift
 h Seeing, hearing

 h Jack Miner Bird Sanctuary
Activities & Demonstrations: 

 hObserving lift
 hMaking a birdbath
 hBuilding a bird feeder and birdhouse

Matter: Water, Air, & Weather
 hGod’s gift of water (clouds): cirrus, cumulus, stratus
 hWater for life:

 hWater is matter: 
 hMolecules and atoms, hydrogen and oxygen

 • Three states of water: water, steam, ice
 • Water changes state
 • Water’s energy: 

 • Energy and force defined
 h Potential energy, moving energy

 • The atmosphere (an ocean of air):
 • Gases: oxygen, carbon dioxide, nitrogen
 • Layers of air 

 hAir’s weight and pressure
 • Wind (moving air):

 • Temperature
 h Pressure, energy

 • Water in air: water cycle
 • Condensation and precipitation:

 hDew, frost
 • Kinds of precipitation
 hClouds: types and combination types of clouds 
 hWeather forecasting: meteorologist, predicting weather
 hRobert Boyle: father of chemistry

Activities & Demonstrations:
 • Observing:

 h Surface tension and dissolving substances
 hHow a water wheel works
 h The weight of air
 hAir pressure
 h The power of moving air
 • Evaporation
 • Condensation

 hMaking a water wheel

Energy: Sound & Hearing
 • Sounds all around us: 

 • Vibrations, sound waves
 h Speed of sound

 hMaking sound: larynx, vocal cords
 • Receiving sound: 

 • Parts of the ear
 hHearing aids, animal ears

 hHigh and low sounds: frequency
 h Sounds that bounce back: echoes, ultrasound, sonar
 h Preserving sound: phonograph, stereo
 hAlexander Graham Bell:  inventor of the telephone

Activities & Demonstrations:
 hObserving: 

 hHow sound travels
 h Sound vibrations

 hDemonstrating: 
 h Frequency
 hHigh and low sounds

 hObserving how energy bounces
 hHearing the difference in sound
 h Learning some of the signs in the American manual alphabet
 hMaking a tin-can telephone

Science cont. p. 72
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Health
Developing Good Health begins with a unit on physical fitness and emphasizes 
the skeletal, muscular, and respiratory systems. Practical instruction regarding 
personal hygiene follows a study of the teeth and skin. A chapter on interpersonal 
relationships teaches students how to have a right relationship with God and with 
others, stressing the necessity of maintaining close family relationships and the 
importance of choosing the right friends.

Additional Helps
 • Chapter content review sheets (2)
 • Anatomy worksheets (5)
 • Physical fitness exercises (11)
 • Demonstration to illustrate how 
acid attacks teeth

 • Review games (5)

Evaluation
 • Printed quizzes (9)
 • Homework quizzes (2)
 • Tests (3)

Third Edition
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Science cont. 

Geology
 • Our home, the earth:

 h Sphere, hemispheres
 • North Pole, South Pole, equator

 • Earth’s motion:
 hEarth rotates, revolves
 • Seasons

 • Oceans and continents:
 • Facts about oceans and continents
 hEarth, a magnet

 h Soil’s ingredients: 
 hHumus
 • Minerals

 • Layers of soil: topsoil, subsoil
 h The earth’s crust
 • Water and soil:

 • Erosion
 hConservation
 hWater as a builder
 h Floods

 hRocks: igneous, sedimentary, metamorphic
Activities & Demonstrations:

 hMeasuring the earth
 h Looking at the cause of day and night
 h Learning why winter is cold
 hMaking crystals, a compass, a rock collection 

Oceanography
 • Paths of the sea:

 hMatthew F. Maury: paths of the sea
 hOceanography

 hContinental shelf and slope: Mariana Trench, fish of the continental 
shelf
 hOcean floor and open ocean: oceanic ridges, seamounts, fish of the 
depths, upper-level fish

 hMethods and equipment for exploring the sea: aqualung, submers-
ible, undersea labs
 h The sandy sea: where sand comes from
 h Salt and waves: properties and benefits of salt water
 hGiants of the sea: 

 hMarine mammals: baleen whales, toothed whales
 h Three invertebrates: octopuses, squid, jellyfish

Activities & Demonstrations: 
 hMaking currents
 hObserving water pressure
 h Seeing the difference in the density of salt water and fresh water
 hObserving how salt water freezes at lower temperatures
 h Learning about jet propulsion

Astronomy
 hWonders of the night sky: our galaxy, our solar system, planet names
 • Seasons, days, and years: 

 hWeeks; astronomy, astrology
 h Pictures in the sky: constellations
 • The sun (the greater light): 

 hDistance from the earth 
 h Sun’s energy and gravity

 • The moon (the lesser light):
 hOur nearest neighbor
 hApollo 11
 hA natural satellite
 hA reflector

 • The origin of the universe:
 hCan’t be proved by science
 • God created
 hExplained in the Bible; we accept by faith

Activities & Demonstrations: 
 h Showing how sunlight affects starlight in the daytime
 h Showing how light is absorbed and reflected
 hMaking a star viewer

h RED indicates first introduction of content.

Physical Fitness
 • Skeletal system:

 • Identify:
 hBones, ligaments
 hHinge, ball-and-socket, pivot joints
 hCranium, carpals, metacarpals

 • Build strong bones: nutrients
 • Correct posture: 

 • Sitting, standing
 hWalking: roll heel to toe
 • Bending, lifting

 • Muscular system:
 h Identify skeletal muscles: 

 h Frontalis, masseters, trapezius, quadriceps, hamstrings
 • Biceps, triceps, trapezius, abdominal muscles

 h Skeletal muscles: work in pairs
Health cont. p. 73
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Physical Fitness cont.
 • Muscles: work by pulling only
 • Involuntary muscles: cardiac muscle 
 • Exercise:

 • Benefits of endurance exercises
 h Terms: cramp, strain, aerobic, muscle tone

 hCalisthenics
 h Isometric exercises

 hRespiratory system:
 h Process of external respiration:

 hOxygen and carbon dioxide
 hNose: 

 h Functions as an air conditioner
 hMucus membrane, sinuses, cilia, sinusitis 

 h Fight infection: adenoids, tonsils
 h Identify parts of the respiratory system: 

 h Pharynx, epiglottis, trachea, larynx
 hBronchi, bronchial tubes, bronchioles, alveoli
 hDiaphragm

 h Lung cancer
 hAerobic exercise: benefits, requirements, good sportsmanship, 
 preventing injuries

Personal Hygiene
 • Teeth:

 h Function:
 hAppearance, speech
 hDigestion: saliva

 h Structure of a tooth: enamel, dentin, pulp, cementum, periodontal 
membrane

 • Plaque control: 

 • Acid
 hDental caries; forms of sugar

 • Keep teeth strong and healthy:
 • Brushing, fluoride toothpaste, flossing
 hResults of poor oral hygiene: halitosis, calculus, periodontal 
 disease, malocclusion 

 h Treatment of injured teeth

Body’s Cover
 • Three layers of skin:

 • Epidermis: callus, pigments, melanin, ultraviolet rays,  albinos 
 • Dermis: sebaceous glands, sebum, sweat glands
 h Subcutaneous layer

 h Signs of infection
 h Structure of hair: hair follicles
 hBurns and how to treat them 
 h Functions of the skin:

 hControlling temperature
 hKeeping out bacteria
 h Producing vitamin D
 hGathering information

 h Proper skin care: nutrition, rest, exercise, water, sunscreen

Keys to Good Grooming
 • Good hygiene for the skin:

 hCare for fingernails and toenails
 • Clean clothes and appropriate dress
 • Keeping the home clean

Right Relationships
 • Receiving everlasting life
 • Having healthy relationships with God and others

Health cont. 
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Bible
Using the foundation that has been laid from preschool to third grade, fourth graders review 
the stories of Jesus’ birth; Jesus’ miracles; and His death, burial, and resurrection that provide 
every individual an opportunity to accept the free gift of salvation. Not only will students attain 
knowledge of Christ’s earthly ministry, but they will also learn about Joshua and Ruth’s faith and 
God’s abundant blessing in their lives. Among the many Bible stories taught in fourth grade are 
those about the apostle Paul’s life. Students will not only learn about the successes and opposi-
tions Paul experienced on his three missionary journeys, but they will also be amazed by the 
many miracles God performed on Paul’s behalf.

Lessons 405 Abeka Flash-a-Cards
 • Salvation Series (5 lessons)
 • Genesis Series (21): Creation, Adam, Cain; Enoch, Noah, Babel;  
Abraham and Isaac; Jacob; Joseph

 • The First Thanksgiving
 • Life of Christ Series (36): First Christmas; Boyhood and Early Ministry 
of Jesus; Jesus Heals and Helps; Later Ministry of Jesus; Crucifixion 
and Resurrection 

 • Life of Paul Series 1 and 2 (14)

Music 36 songs
 • Choruses, hymns of the faith, holiday songs, patriotic songs including:

 h 12 new hymns and songs; 11 new choruses

Memory Work
 hNew passages (11) containing 68 verses
 • Review verses (74)

 hBooks of the Bible, sword drills

Doctrinal Drill 60 questions/answers
 • Increase Bible knowledge of basic doctrines: the Bible, God, sin, 
salvation, heaven, assurance of salvation
 h 8 questions with verses to  memorize as answers

Prayer Time
 • Learn to pray with thanks giving for each other, our nation, those in 
authority over us

Sword Drills
 h 110 Old and New Testament references to find

Evaluation
 • Graded memory 
verse passages (8)

 • Content tests (5)
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Flash-a-Card®Life of Christ • Series  4

JesusLater
Ministry of

7 Lessons • 37 Cards
 1 Jesus Stills the Storm
 2 Transfiguration
 3 Jesus and the Lepers
 4 Lazarus and the Rich Man
 5 Rich Young Ruler
 6 Zacchaeus
 7 Friends at Bethany

Lesson Guides Included

Jesus Stills the Storm
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Arts & Crafts
In Art A, students are introduced to the fundamental principles of color and perspective. These concepts 
are introduced and practiced using basic drawing, coloring, and painting techniques with colored pencils 
and watercolors. A decorative calendar begins each monthly selection, and suggestions for interesting 
variations and further practice stimulate creativity. This art book has been carefully organized and illus-
trated so that students may work in them independently or as a class.

Concept Development 39 projects
 • Primary and secondary colors (14)

 h Intermediate colors (4)
 • Complementary colors (6)

 hNeutral and analogous colors (5)
 • Colors of spectrum (3); color wheel (10)
 • Perspective (3)

Technique Development
 • Drawing: template, freehand, animation (8)
 • Modeling (7)

 h Painting: wash (2)
 • Texture, weaving (4)
 • Paper curling, folding, and shaping (6)

 hDuplicating (1)

 h Proportion (2)
 • Motion lines (2)
 • Translucent and cut-paper sculpture (3)
 • Lettering (13)

h RED indicates first introduction of content.

Music
American music reflects the spirit and strength of its people, telling the history of our country’s 
struggle for independence, growth, and expansion. America’s rich, colorful legacy is essential to a 
child’s education. Songs We Enjoy 4 brings together traditional, patriotic, holiday, and fun selections 
that students have enjoyed singing for generations. The sing-along CD makes song time enjoyable 
for the students and easy for the teacher.

Skills Development 66 songs
 • Follow a song leader while singing with class or CD
 hDefine and explain 22 unfamiliar words and phrases in lyrics
 • Aid in understanding a song’s message
 hCount a steady rhythm in songs
 • Enunciate silly words
 h Sing a two-part canon and rounds of 3 or more parts

 • Echo sing parts
 • Use dynamic contrast in music
 • Improve coordination skills through motion songs
 h Learn historical facts through patriotic, folk, and Americana music

Variety of Songs to Memorize
 • Folk, fun, patriotic, spirituals and hymns, holiday,  Americana, songs 
at sea 

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Reading Skills Development
 • Strive for increased:

 • Accuracy, fluency, phrasing
 • Good expression, comprehension
 • Improvement of flow
 • Ability to follow along and comprehend as others read orally
 • Vocabulary development through words and definitions included in 
readers

 • Pace and comprehension while reading silently
 • Ability to read poetry correctly

Comprehension, Discussion, & Analysis  
Skills Development
 • Answer factual and interpretive questions for most stories and 
poems

 • Answer inferential comprehension and discussion questions
 • Improve ability to use deductive reasoning, understand cause and 
effect, and draw conclusions

 • Determine main characters, theme, climax, and turning point

Language Arts: Reading
Fifth graders will travel to other lands, other times, or just around the block while reading the character-
building stories in their three readers. While reading classic stories of foreign lands, other time periods, 
great achievers, inventors, and men and women who made America great, young readers are introduced 
to a variety of literature and provided with a rich literary heritage.

A Christian fiction novel and a biographical novel will be used for language book reports. Two speed and 
comprehension readers will whet students’ appetites for a wider range of reading, while they challenge 
each student to learn how to read quickly for information, with a strong emphasis on comprehension. ´-Q"$@¨
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Fourth Edition

Literary Value
 • 125 authors, including well-known writ-
ers such as Louisa May Alcott, Frances 
Hodgson Burnett, Beverly Cleary, 
Rudyard Kipling, and Mark Twain

 • Character-building themes such as  
bravery, charity, compassion, con-
tentment, determination, duty, faith, 
teamwork, and forgiveness

Materials 
 • Readers (3) containing:

 • Short stories (97)
 • Poems (62), plays (2), songs (4)
 • Scripture selections (4) 

 • Christian fiction novel (1)
 • Biographical novel (1)
 • Speed and comprehension readers (2):

 • Read & Comprehend 5 Skill Sheets (42)
 • Adventures in Nature exercises (31)

Evaluation
 • Weekly oral reading grade 
 • Speed and comprehension  
quizzes (73) 
for timed silent reading exercises  
and stories

 • Weekly vocabulary comprehension  
quizzes (33)

Language Arts: Language
As well as providing a thorough review of capitalization, punctuation, and the parts of speech, God’s Gift 
of Language B deepens students’ knowledge of grammar and increases their writing skills. Students will 
be introduced to the four main types of complements and to additional rules for punctuation. They will 
learn how to diagram prepositional phrases and complements. Students’ writing skills will improve as 
they learn how to write effective topic sentences and paragraphs and how to use transitional words.  
Skills learned in outlining, note taking, and preparing a bibliography will aid fifth graders in writing an 
encyclopedia report and a library research report. 

abeka.com
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LANGUAGE SERIES

Writing & Grammar 
Work-text

 

Evaluation
 • Quizzes from quiz/test book (12)
 • Exercises from student book  
(9; each counts as a quiz grade)

 • Tests from quiz/test book (11)
 • Encyclopedia report (counts as test grade) 

 • Library research report (counts as 2 test grades)
 • 7 graded book reports: 

 • Short format (2; each counts as 2 quiz grades)
 • Long format (3; each counts as test grade)
 • Oral (2; each counts as test grade)

Language cont. p. 76
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 • The sentence:
 • Know definitions of sentence, subject, predicate
 • Find subjects and verbs: compound, simple
 • Indentify four types of sentences: declarative, imperative, 
 interrogative, exclamatory 

 • Recognize simple and compound sentences
 hDiagram compound sentences
 • Correct run-on sentences and fragments
 h Identify complements: direct objects, indirect objects, predicate 
nominatives, predicate adjectives, objects of preposition
 hAvoid wordiness
 h Find the subject and verb:

 h Inverted order (interrogative sentences)
 h There and other words when beginning the sentence

 • Parts of speech:
 • Recognize and diagram all eight parts of speech: 

 • Noun as subject
 hNoun as predicate nominative, direct object, indirect object,  
and object of the preposition

 • Verb, pronoun, adjective, adverb
 h Preposition
 • Conjunction
 h Interjection 

 • Verbs:
 • Action, state of being, helping
 h Linking
 • Verb phrase
 h Principle parts of verbs
 • Spelling rules for verb endings
 h Irregular forms of principle parts
 • Correct and effective verbs
 hCorrect use of troublesome verbs: burst, busted; attacked,  
attackted; brought, brung; climbed, clumb; drowned, drownded; 
ate, et; eaten, aten; grew, growed; sneaked, snuck; stole, stoled; 
threw, throwed; thought, thunk 

 • Nouns:
 • Common, proper, compound, plural
 • Nouns as antecedents, subjects
 hNouns as direct object, indirect object, predicate nominative, 
object of preposition

 • Pronouns:
 • Personal pronouns (subject, object, possessive)
 hCompound, interrogative, demonstrative 
 h Subject and verb agreement with pronouns

 • Adjectives:
 • Proper
 hAdjectives that look like verbs
 • Possessive nouns and pronouns as adjectives
 h Predicate adjectives
 hDistinction between adjectives modifying noun and a  
compound noun
 h Positive, comparative, and superlative degrees
 hComparison of irregular adjectives

Grammar 
 • Capitalization:

 • First word in every line of poetry, every sentence, and direct quota-
tions

 • Pronoun I
 • Proper nouns: 

 • Names, initials
 hNationalities, races, religions
 • Days, holidays, months
 hHistorical events or periods, organizations, businesses, ships, 
awards

 • Other particular nouns
 • Geographical locations: streets, cities, states; regions of the 
 country or world; countries, continents

 • Geographical features
 hRecreational areas, planets

 h Proper adjectives
 • First and last words and all important words in the following titles:

 • Books, magazines, poems, and stories
 h Plays, paintings, and other works of art

 • Title of person before a name
 h Titles used instead of a name in direct address
 • Nouns referring to the Bible; nouns and pronouns referring to God

 • Punctuation:
 • End marks
 • Commas:

 • To separate three or more items in a series
 h To separate two or more adjectives before a noun
 hBefore coordinating conjunctions joining a compound sentence
 • To separate items in a date or address
 • After salutation of a friendly letter and closing of any letter
 • After well, yes, no, and why at beginning of sentence
 • To set off words of direct address, direct quotation

 • Apostrophes: 
 • To form contractions and possessive words
 h To form the plural of letters

 • Colons:
 • To write time
 • After salutation of business letters
 • In Scripture references

 hHyphens: to divide a word at end of line
 h Semicolons: to separate simple sentences not joined by conjunction
 • Underline: 

 • Titles of books, newspapers, ships, plays, sculptures, paintings, and 
other works of art
 h Titles of films, planes, trains

 • Quotation marks: 
 • With direct quotations
 • With titles of short stories, poems, songs, chapters, articles, other 
parts of books, magazines, and newspapers

Language cont. p. 77
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Composition 
 hWrite a book report with character sketch using the Writing Process
 • Use a checklist for book reports
 • Write:

 • Friendly letters
 • Post cards
 • Thank-you notes
 h Paragraphs with a topic sentence
 • Paragraphs with unity

 • Write with details
 hWrite dialogue
 hComplete creative writing assignments including a poem, narrative, 
biography, Bible story, dialogue, paragraphs, etc. (8)

 hMake topical and sentence outlines
 • Use the encyclopedia and Writing Process to write an encyclopedia 
report: taking notes, writing a rough draft, rewriting

 • Use the Writing Process for a library research report:
 hMake a preliminary outline
 h Take notes
 hWrite bibliography cards
 hMake a final outline
 hWrite the rough draft, a second rough draft, and the final draft

Grammar cont.
 • Adverbs:

 • Know adverbs modify verbs, adjectives, and other adverbs
 • Distinguish adjectives from adverbs
 • Use modifiers correctly
 • Use good and well correctly
 • Use adverbs and negatives correctly
 hCompare adverbs

 • Prepositions: 
 • Prepositional phrase
 • Object of preposition
 hAdjective or adverb phrase
 • Preposition or adverb
 hDiagram prepositional phrases

 • Conjunctions: and, but, or, nor, for, yet
 • Interjections: 

 • Punctuation
 hDiagram 

 • Word study and diction: 
 • Use the best words; use specific words
 • Understand synonyms, homonyms, and antonyms
 • Use the dictionary
 hUse the thesaurus
 • Correctly use: 

 • Between, among; can, may; less, fewer
 hAmount, number

Language cont.

Language Arts: Penmanship
Penmanship Mastery II concentrates on what fifth graders need most—practice with 
“trouble-maker” letters. Each week’s lessons provide practice with basic letter size 
and formation, correct pen grip, slant, and overall neatness. Students are given the 
opportunity to employ their skills through a variety of interesting activities such as 
word studies and creative writing exercises. Each week, students will also complete 
a creative writing assignment, including a biweekly journal entry. 
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 • Correctly write all upper- and lowercase letters and numbers 0–9
 • Maintain correct letter formation, uniform slant and size, correct 
spacing, letters that touch the line, and proper margins for success in 
writing legibly

 • Use key strokes: slant, loops, tails, and humps
 • Evaluate writing for personal improvement
 • Copy most assignments from print to cursive
 • Be able to write sentences as dictated
 • Write topical journal entries 

Skills Development 
 • Maintain good writing position:

 • Sitting properly in desk
 • Holding pencil correctly
 • Slanting paper correctly

 • Write in ink with a relaxed grip and flowing movement
 • Use correct warm-up procedure with slants, ovals, basic letter 
strokes

Added Enrichment 
 • Journal compilation (16)
 • Creative writing assignments (75)

Evaluation 
 • Tests (34)
 • Progress report boxes (32)

Penmanship cont. p. 78
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Language Arts: Spelling, Vocabulary, & Poetry
In order to achieve spelling mastery, students must learn how spelling “works.” Spelling, Vocabulary, & 
Poetry 5 allows students to understand how spelling “works” by teaching them to examine words and 
apply spelling and phonics rules. They will also learn the spelling and abbreviation for each book of the 
Bible and the difference between pairs of words commonly used as synonyms, antonyms, or homonyms. 
A variety of exercises allows fifth graders to recognize misspelled words, practice using spelling and 
vocabulary words in sentences, and improve their proofreading skills. Students will enjoy memorizing 
and reciting the six character-building poems that have been included in this text. ´*B^!`¨
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LANGUAGE SERIES

Fifth Edition

Added Enrichment
 • Spelling and vocabulary:

 • Spelling lists (34) including a review list 
at the end of each 9 weeks:
 • Spelling words (725)
 • Vocabulary words (300)
 • Organized by topic (29)

 • Practice exercises (68) including cumu-
lative review of vocabulary words and 
definitions 

Evaluation
 • Spelling tests (34) • Spelling games (19)

 • Pronunciation key
 • Spelling rules in text for quick 
 reference

 • Teacher resources: 
 • Sentence bank
 • Practical spelling tips and 
suggestions

 • Poetry:
 • Poem introductions include: discussion 
ideas, some historical content, and 
information about the author

 • CD included to help with interpretation
 • Vocabulary words and definitions with 
each poem 

 • Learn background information on some spelling and vocabulary words
 h Learn the spelling and abbreviation for each book of the Bible
 hDistinguish between pairs of words commonly used as synonyms, 
antonyms, or homonyms

 • Learn spelling rules:
 • Use i before e, except after c, or when sounded like a 
 • Double a final consonant before adding a suffix beginning with a vowel
 • Know when to change y to i when adding suffixes
 • Drop the silent e before adding a suffix beginning with a vowel
 h Learn:

 hExceptions to the final e rule
 hWords that follow no spelling pattern
 hHow to choose the correct ending for spelling words with sound-
alike suffixes
 hRules for standard plural nouns
 hCompound words and words with hyphens

Spelling & Vocabulary Skills Development
 hMaster spelling and vocabulary lists including:

 hVocabulary words and definitions
 h Synonyms and homonyms
 hAntonyms

 • Use vocabulary words in proper context
 • Memorize vocabulary definitions
 • Correctly write sentences dictated by teacher using vocabulary 
words

 • Create good sentences using spelling and vocabulary words
 • Proofread for spelling errors: recognize misspelled words in pairs, 
lists, and sentences

 • Apply spelling and phonics concepts through daily teacher-directed 
oral practice and independent written practice 

Penmanship cont.

Skills Development cont.
 • Creative writing assignments:

 • Match words to definitions or abbreviations (18)
 • Write a paragraph or sentence on a particular topic (16)
 • Use words beginning with or containing a particular letter (8)
 • Write a poem, paragraph, or sentence with given words (8)
 • Classify words by syllables or alphabetical order (8)
 • Complete a given paragraph or sentence (6)
 • Correct word usage or spelling (5)
 • Create tongue twisters or limericks (3)
 • Form compound words from given parts or new words by adding 
prefix or suffix (2)

 • Word search (1)

 • Copy assignments from print to cursive using language skills and sci-
ence and geography facts
 hComplete challenging and fun-filled assignments using poetry, word 
puzzles, and jokes

Spelling, Vocabulary, & Poetry cont. p. 79

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Grade 5

An information box, abundant practice of new and review concepts and facts, 
and daily word problems are key features of Arithmetic 5. Problem-solving 
strategies are scattered throughout the text to help students acquire the 
skills necessary to be expert problem solvers. Emphasis is placed on topics 
such as whole numbers, fractions, decimals, measurement and algebraic 
equations, and basic geometric problems.

abeka.com
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Work-text Fourth Edition

Evaluation
 • Biweekly tests (17)
 • Biweekly quizzes (17)
 • Daily skills development exercises (135)

Arithmetic

 • Checking by:
 • Addition
 hCasting out 9s

 • Addends: column addition
 • Averaging
 • Fractions with common and uncommon  denominators
 • Measures
 hDecimals with annexing zeros

Subtraction
 • Subtraction families 1–18 in mixed order
 • Timed mastery
 • Missing sign
 hMental arithmetic: problems combining subtraction,  addition,  
multiplication, and division up to 13 numbers

 • Word problems
 • Terms: minuend, subtrahend, difference
 • Borrowing from any position
 • Money 
 • Checking by addition
 • Fractions with common  and uncommon denominators
 • Measures
 hDecimals with annexing zeros
 • Number sentences: greater or less than

Multiplication
 • Multiplication facts: 0–12 tables
 • Word problems
 • Timed mastery
 • Terms: factors, product, partial products
 • Missing sign
 hMental arithmetic: problems combining multiplication, division,  
addition, and subtraction up to 13 numbers

Numbers
 • Place value:

 hWhole numbers to the 100 billions’ place
 • Decimals to the thousandths’ place
 • Counting sequences

 hWriting numbers from dictation to the 100 billions’ place
 • Roman numerals:

 • Value of I, V, X, L, C, D, M
 • Basic rules for Roman numerals
 • More complex rules for forming Roman numerals:

 h Subtract a numeral only from the next two greater numerals
 h Terms: notation, numeration
 • Comparing
 • Recognize symbols:

 • > (greater than); < (less than)
 h≠ (unequal)

 hRounding: whole numbers, money, deci mals, timed mastery
 • Number sentences: greater or less than
 • Estimating:

 h Sum, difference
 • Product, quotient

Addition
 • Addition families 1–18 in mixed order
 • Timed mastery
 • Terms: addend, sum
 • Missing sign
 • Word problems
 • Money
 hMental arithmetic: problems combining addition, subtraction,  
multiplication, and division up to 13 numbers

 • Carrying to any position

Arithmetic cont. p. 80

Poetry Skills Development
 hMemorize 5 lyrical poems and 1 hymn
 • Develop appreciation of poetry
 • Perform in front of an audience
 • Recite in unison
 • Develop appropriate expression and volume

Spelling, Vocabulary, & Poetry cont.
 • Learn definitions and use of unfamiliar words
 • Improve comprehension of emotion and content
 • Develop mental visualization of the poem
 • Discuss meaning and purpose of each poem
 • Use proper observation of punctuation

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Grade 5

Fractions
 • Parts of a whole or group
 hWord problems: a broader and deeper understanding of concepts
 • Timed mastery
 • Terms: numerator, denominator
 • Number words
 • Types:

 • Proper, mixed, improper
 • Change to mixed or whole number

 • Reducing:
 • Finding least common denominator
 • Answers reduced to lowest terms

 • Number line
 • Addition with common  or  uncommon denominators
 • Subtraction:

 • With common or uncommon denominators
 • With borrowing

 • Multiplication:
 • Using cancellation
 • Multiplying a fraction with a whole or mixed number
 hMultiplying 2 mixed numbers

 • Equivalent fractions
 hDivision: 

 hWhole or mixed number by a fraction
 h Fraction by a fraction
 h Fraction or a mixed number by a whole number
 hBy a mixed number

 hChanging fractions to decimals and decimals to  fractions

Decimals
 • Money
 • Reading and writing:

 hWriting fraction as a decimal
 • Writing decimal as a fraction

 • Place value to the thousandths’ place
 hAddition and subtraction: annexing zeros
 hMultiplication:

 hBy a whole number
 hBy another  decimal
 hWhen zeros are annexed

 hDivision:
 hDividing a decimal by a whole number
 hEliminating the decimal point in the divisor
 hAnnexing zeros to avoid remainders

 hComparing and repeating decimals
 hRounding
 h Timed mastery
 hChanging decimals to fractions or fractions to decimals

Problem Solving & Applications
 • Word problems:

 • Addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions
 • Money, measures,  averages, decimals
 • Geometry: area, perim e ter
 • Graphs
 h Scale drawings, temperature

Multiplication cont.
 • Multiplying with up to 3-digit multiplier (factor)
 • Carrying
 hChecking by:

 hReversing factors
 hCasting out 9s

 • Money
 • Factors:

 • Factoring
 • Finding common and greatest common factor

 • Fractions:
 • Using cancellation
 • Multiplying: 

 • Fractions with whole or mixed numbers
 h Fractions with 2 mixed numbers

 hDecimals:
 hMultiplied by whole numbers
 hMultiplied by another decimal
 hAnnexing zeros in multiplication

 • Number sentences: greater or less than
 hBy powers of ten

Division
 • Division facts: 1–12 tables
 • Word problems
 • Steps of division
 • Terms: dividend, divisor, quotient
 • Missing sign
 • Timed mastery 
 hMental arithmetic: problems combining division, multiplication,  
addition, and subtraction up to 13 numbers

 • Divisor: 
 • 1 or 2 digits
 h 3 digits

 • Dividends up to 6 digits
 • Remainders written as fractions
 • Checking by:

 • Multiplication
 hCasting out 9s

 • Money
 • Averaging
 • Estimating quotients
 • Divisibility rules:

 • Dividing by 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10
 hDividing by 6

 hDividing fractions:
 hWhole or mixed number by a fraction
 h Fraction by a fraction
 h Fraction or mixed number by a whole number
 hBy a mixed number

 hDecimals:
 hDividing a decimal by a whole number
 hEliminating the decimal point in the divisor
 hAnnexing zeros to avoid remainders

 • Number sentences: greater or less than
 hBy powers of ten

Arithmetic cont. p. 81

Arithmetic cont.

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Grade 5

Problem Solving & Applications cont.
 • Steps of problem-solving process:

 h Problems requiring four steps
 • Mixed operations, estimating answers, eliminating unnecessary 
facts
 hWriting a number sentence, drawing a model of a problem, using 
a schedule, estimating money amounts, guessing and checking, 
making an organized list, reading a chart, using educated trial and 
error

 • Applications: 
 hDeveloping a broader and deeper understanding of concepts: 

 hMeasures, Roman numerals
 h Fractions, money, decimals
 hGraphs, scale drawings 
 h Tempera ture, geometry, place value

Time
 • Table of time: second, minute, hour; day, week, year, leap year; 
decade, score,  century, millennium

Money
 • Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division with $
 hEstimation
 hRounding to nearest cent

Measures
 • Temperature:

 • Reading and writing
 • Term: degrees
 • Celsius and Fahrenheit:

 • Freezing and boiling points of water
 • Normal body temperature
 hConverting Celsius to Fahrenheit  and Fahrenheit to Celsius
 hNegative temperatures

 • Length:
 hMeasuring to 1/8 of an inch
 • English: inch, foot, yard, mile
 • Metric: millimeter, centimeter, decimeter, meter, decameter,  
hectometer, kilometer
 hConverting kilometers to miles and miles to kilometers

 • Weight:
 • English: ounce, pound, ton
 • Metric: milligram, centigram, decigram, gram, decagram, 
 hectogram, kilogram

 • Capacity:
 • English: fluid ounce, cup, pint, quart, gallon, peck, bushel, 
 teaspoon, tablespoon

 • Metric: milliliter, centiliter, deciliter, liter, decaliter, hectoliter, 
 kiloliter

 • Ordering measures: least to greatest
 • Converting measures from one measure to another within same 
system

 • Adding unlike measures within the same system
 • Subtracting unlike measures within the same system
 • Square measures:

 • Square inches, square feet, square yards
 hAcres, square miles

 • Timed mastery; metric prefixes

Graphing, Statistics, Probability
 • Statistics: averaging
 • Scale drawing
 • Graphs:

 hDrawing graphs
 • Pictographs, bar, and line graphs
 hColumn graphs
 h Identify title, labels, and scale
 hOrdered pairs 

 h Probability ratio

Geometry
 • Plane figures:

 • Simple closed figure, polygon
 • Quadrilateral: parallelogram, rectangle, square, rhombus, trapezoid
 h Pentagon, hexagon, heptagon, octagon
 h Triangle: right, isosceles, equilateral

 • Angles: 
 • Right, congruent
 hAcute, obtuse, straight

 • Lines: 
 • Line segment, line, ray, intersecting lines
 h Parallel and perpendicular lines

 • Terms: 
 • Point, plane, congruent
 h Similar, diagonal

 • Perimeter of a polygon 
 • Area: formulas for rectangle and square
 • Recognize models and symbols: • (point); — (line segment);  
↔ (line); → (ray); ∠ (angle)
 h Squares and square roots

Percent, Ratio, Proportion
 h Introduction to concept
 hRecognize symbol: % (percent)

Pre-Algebra
 h Solving equations:

 h 4 new axioms: 
 hWith number and unknown side by side
 hUnknown as numerator and number as denominator

 hNegative numbers
 h Squares and square roots
 hExponents, bases, radical signs
 hOrder of operations

Arithmetic cont.

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Grade 5

History Study
 h Fertile Crescent: 

 hCradle of civilization:
 h Land of beginnings
 h Sumer: civilization of southern Mesopotamia (Babylon), irrigation, 
writing, wheel, archaeologists, ziggurats
 hUr of the Chaldees: Chaldea, stone temples, marketplace,  
Abraham

 hAncient Middle East:
 hWhere history began
 hHomes of ancient times 
 hDaily life in an ancient city
 h Phoenicians (seafaring people): sailors, Carthage, alphabet,  
papyrus, blown glass 
 hHittites: empire builders
 h Lydians (makers of money): trade by barter, first coins minted 
 h Israelites (God’s chosen people): Sinai Peninsula, Ten Command-
ments, Joshua, “Holy Land,” Canaanites, judges, King Saul, King 
David, King Solomon
 hAssyrian Empire: feared conquerors
 hBabylonian Empire: Code of Hammurabi, Chaldeans, Seven 
 Wonders of the Ancient World, Daniel, King Belshazzar
 h Persian Empire: Cyrus the Great 

 hMiddle East today:
 hGeographical features
 hClimate: desert regions, Mediterranean climate, fertile land
 h Plants and animals 
 h People: Arabic language, Islam religion
 h Importance of history and current events: Islam, Judaism,  
Christianity, natural resources

 h Three geographical areas:  Fertile Crescent, Arabian  Peninsula, 
Northern Plateaus 
 hHenry Martyn: missionary to India and Middle East

 hCountries of Central and Southern Asia:
 h India: 

 h Topographical features, caste system, family life, religion, place 
value, decimal numeral system
 h Taj Mahal, Vasco da Gama, East India Company, William Carey,  
East and West Pakistan, Mt. Everest

 hAmy Carmichael: missionary to Indian children
 hOther Central and Southern Asian Countries 

 hCountries of the Far East:
 hChina: 

 hHuang He (China’s Sorrow), dynasties, Great Wall of China, 
 discoveries and inventions, missionary efforts
 hChanging country, Republic of China, Communism, Mao Tse-tung, 
Chiang Kai-shek, People’s Republic of China 
 hModern China, Beijing, Hong Kong, Tiananmen Square

 hChinese sphere of influence
 hNortheast and Southeast Asian countries

 hEgypt:
 hGeography of Egypt
 hEgypt’s beginning: early river civilizations
 hDynasties 
 hBuilding projects of the phar aohs: irrigation and flood control,  
shadoof, pyramids, Great Sphinx, obelisks, Valley of the Kings,  
“King Tut” 
 hEveryday life in ancient Egypt: people, education, food 
 h Papyrus plant: first paper, hieroglyphics, Rosetta Stone
 hDecline of Egypt

History & Geography cont. p. 83

History & Geography
Old World History and Geography presents a fascinating study of the Eastern Hemisphere by geographical 
regions starting with the Middle East, where history began. It not only presents the importance of studying  
history and the significance of geography, but also describes the beginnings of history from a Christian 
perspective. Students are introduced to worldwide missions and missionary heroes, while learning about 
the history, geography, and culture of these specific locations: Asia, Africa, Europe, Australia, Oceania, and 
Antarctica. They will also study history as it relates to important topics such as creation, evolution, human-
ism, government, and nations. 
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Fourth Edition

Added Enrichment
 • Comprehension checks (69)
 • Chapter checkups at end of each chapter (16)
 • Special feature boxes with in-depth study of 
Eastern Hemisphere (36):
 • Concepts and places of history
 • Spotlights on events
 • Animals of the world
 • Wonders of geography
 • Important people of history and  
missionaries of the world

 • Maps (43) and important facts about each  
continent at beginning of each unit

 • Worksheets (39):
 • Geography facts and review (24)
 • Chapter content worksheets (6)
 • Geography atlas and continent study (6)
 • Map skills (3)

 • Nation Notebook optional research project: 
 • For nation from Eastern or Western Hemisphere 
 • Including geography, symbols, way of life, history
 • Improving skills: organizing time and meeting 
deadlines, gathering information, writing reports, 
reading maps, mounting and labeling pictures, 
making a time line

Evaluation
 • Printed quizzes (36)
 • Homework quizzes (6)
 • Tests (11)
 • 9-weeks content and geography  
exams (4)

 • Atlas, continent, and geography facts  
memorized and evaluated (36)

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Grade 5

History Study cont.
 hAfrica long ago:

 h Land of mystery: “Dark Continent”
 hHighlights of African history: 

 h Land of Phut, Sahara, Land of Cush
 hEthiopian eunuch, Queen of Sheba, early Christians in North 
Africa
 hMuslim control, Ghana Empire, Mali Empire 

 hAge of exploration and missions: 
 hMalaria, yellow fever, sleeping sickness, slave trade
 hRobert Moffat, David Livingstone, Victoria Falls, Henry Stanley, 
Samuel Crowther, Mary Slessor

 hAfrica in modern times:
 hNorthern Africa: Sahara, Barbary Coast, Aswan High Dam, Suez 
Canal, Sudan, Khartoum 
 h Tropical Africa: history and geography
 h Southern Africa: European settlement, Republic of South Africa, 
resources and industries
 hModern Africa’s needs: the Gospel, food, shelter, education, stable 
government

 hAncient Greece
 hGeographical features
 h First Greeks: Minoans, Crete, Mycenaeans, Trojan horse
 hGreek alphabet and writings: Homer, Aesop
 hGreek philosophers: Pythagoras, Democritus, Socrates, Plato, 
Aristotle
 hGreek city: city-state, agora, acropolis, theater, gymnasium,  
stadium 
 hA Greek idea: democracy (people rule)
 h Two famous city-states: Sparta, courage, strength, loyalty, helots; 
Athens, culture 
 h Philip of Macedonia: Macedonia, phalanx 
 hAlexander the Great (Conqueror of the World): Hellenistic Age

 hRome:
 h Land: Apennine Peninsula, Italy, Alps, Po River, Tiber River 
 h People: Italians, Latins, Etruscans, Greek influence
 h Life in Rome: home, education, roads, bridges, tunnels, aqueducts, 
concrete, government, Roman Republic, patricians, plebeians
 hHow Rome conquered the world: Punic Wars, Julius Caesar,  
Rubicon River, dictator, Mark Antony, Pompeii
 hRoman Empire: Augustus Caesar, Pax Romana 

 hChristianity:
 hGreatest event in history: birth of Jesus, early ministry of Jesus 
Christ, spread of the Gospel
 hNero and the persecution of Christians: colosseum, gladiators,  
the catacombs 
 hRise of Constantine
 h Fall of Rome
 hMiddle Ages: 

 h Peasants and lords, Roman church, Charlemagne, Holy Roman 
Empire
 hMonasteries, convents, crusades, Waldensians, Inquisition, John 
Wycliffe, John Huss

 h Invention of printing press: Johann Gutenberg, Gutenberg Bible
 hMartin Luther and the Protestant Reformation: indulgences,  
purgatory, Ninety-Five Theses 

 hEngland and the British Isles:
 hBritish Isles: “Mother Country,” biblical heritage
 • Great events in English history:

 hMagna Carta, Elizabethan Age
 • Age of Puritans:

 h Puritans and science, Wesleyan Revival
 hRise of industry, Victorian Age, England’s decline,  restoring  
England’s greatness, Margaret Thatcher

 hEngland: land and people,  Pennine Chain, London, Thames,  
the Chunnel
 h Ireland, Scotland, and Wales: “Emerald Isle,” people,  potato 
famine, Republic of  Ireland, Northern Ireland,  Scottish Highlands

 hOther countries of Western Europe:
 h Two Europes: Communist Eastern Europe, Free Western Europe
 hMediterranean Europe: 

 h Spain: ancient Armada
 h Portugal: explorers
 h Italy: Renaissance
 hGreece: early  European civilizations

 hCentral Europe: 
 h France: revolution
 h Switzerland: mountain republic
 hAustria: culture and beauty
 hGermany: reformation

 h The low countries: The  Netherlands (land below sea level),  
how Dutch made Holland, Belgium and Luxembourg
 h Scandinavia (land of Vikings): 

 hNorway: land of the Midnight Sun
 h Sweden: largest Scandinavian country
 hDenmark: Hans Christian Andersen
 h Iceland: land of fire and ice
 h Finland: scenic forest land, European tundra

 h Languages of Europe: Romance, Germanic, Slavic, and others 
 hCountries of Eastern Europe:

 hRussia under the czars
 hHow Communism began: Karl Marx, Marxism
 h Birth of the Soviet Union:  Russian Revolution, Communist terrorism
 • Changes in the Soviet Union: 

 hNo food, disaster in Afghanistan
 • Mikhail Gorbachev
 h Perestroika and glasnost, Lech Walesa, Solidarity, Baltic Republics

 h Life in the Soviet Union: atheism, few freedoms, government 
 control
 h Soviet Union and United Nations
 h Fall of the Soviet Empire: Boris Yeltsin, Russian Republic, Common-
wealth of Independent States
 hModern countries of Eastern Europe

 hAustralia and beyond:
 hAustralia: “Island Continent,” land and climate, Great Barrier Reef, 
plants and animals, history, government, cities, country life, indus-
try and resources
 hOceania: islands of the Pacific
 hAntarctica: coldest continent, discovery and exploration,  
Captain James Cook, Richard Byrd

History & Geography cont.

History & Geography cont. p. 84
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Grade 5

Science cont. p. 85

Science
Investigating God’s World leads students continually from the known to the unknown by 
teaching important science concepts within the context of things they can see and know. 
The aim is to help students better understand basic science principles rather than to 
merely teach them science vocabulary. 

This text presents the world as the creation of God and glorifies Him as its Sustainer 
and Upholder. It introduces great scientists and naturalists who believed in the biblical 
account of Creation, and where appropriate, it refutes the materialist’s faith in evolution. 
Students will also learn about topics such as plants and animals, matter and energy, light, 
and minerals.
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Additional Helps
 • Suggested: 

 • Enrichment projects (3) 
 • DVDs (4) 

 • Worksheets (24)

Evaluation
 • Printed quizzes (25)
 • Homework quizzes (3)
 • Tests (6)
 • 9-weeks exam (3)

 hMore stinging insects: bumblebees, yellow jackets
 • Victims and villains: 

 h Predator, prey
 • Food chain
 • Mimicry: 

 • Monarchs and viceroy butterflies
 hBee and fly differences; bee killers

Insects & Plants 
 • The mysteries around us: 

 • Science and observation
 h Law and order

 • A detective’s tools: his senses and intelligence, books and equipment
 h Investigating a goldenrod jungle:

 • Pollination 
 • Honeybees

Memory Work 
 • 6 documents:

 • The American’s Creed
 • Portion of The Declaration of Independence 
 • Preamble to the Constitution
 • First Amendment to the  Constitution
 • The Rights of Americans
 • Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address 

 • States and capitals
 • 44 U.S. Presidents

Geography Study
 • Atlas facts memorized: 

 hEastern Hemisphere: political map of nations, cities, states, bodies 
of water, oceans
 hWorld: physical maps of rivers, seas, deserts, mountain ranges, 
mountains 
 hKingdoms and empires of the ancient world
 hAfrica: countries, rivers, mountains, bodies of water
 • Landforms 
 hBodies of water 
 • U.S. states and capitals

 hContinent facts memorized: 
 hAsia: countries, capital names, locations; continent facts, seas, 
rivers, mountain ranges, mountains, deserts
 hAfrica: countries, capital names, locations; continent facts, rivers, 
deserts, mountain ranges, mountain
 hEurope: countries, capital names, locations; continent facts, seas, 
rivers, mountain ranges, mountains
 hAustralia, Oceania, & Antarctica: countries, capital names, 
 locations; continent facts, mountain ranges, desert, islands

 • Geography terms and facts memorized: 
 • Circle of the earth: 

 • Sphere 
 hDiameter, circumference

 • Oceans
 h Seas
 • Seven continents

 • Earth’s hemispheres: 
 hNorthern, southern
 • Eastern, western

 • Latitude and longitude: 
 h Parallels of latitude, tropics, meridians
 • Poles, Equator 

 hBodies of water: gulf, strait, channel
 • Rivers: 

 h Tributary, mouth, delta
 • Upstream, downstream

 h Landforms: plains, plateaus, hills, mountains
 hMountains and mountain ranges: sea level, altitude, peak, summit; 
volcano, dormant, extinct 
 hWorld’s greatest deserts
 hClimate zones 
 h Tropical rain forests
 h Tropical savannas

History & Geography cont.

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Grade 5

Science cont.

Science cont. p. 86

Insects & Plants cont.
 • Camouflage:

 hAmbush bug, goldenrod spider 
 h True bugs: 

 h Piercing and sucking mouthparts
 hWings that cross 

 h Praying mantis: egg case, nymph
 • Beetles and seed eaters:

 hBeetle characteristics, locust borer, goldenrod soldier beetle
 • Seed feeders: 

 • Birds
 hRabbits

 hComposite flowers: characteristics of composites; daisy, aster,  
blackeyed Susan, thistle, goldenrod, ragweed
 hWilliam Carey: missionary and botanist in India

Activities & Demonstrations:
 h Setting up a living flower exhibit
 hMaking a meadow in a terrarium
 hObserving insect orders
 hMaking plant exhibits: drying flowers, building a gall cage
 hUsing a water lens
 h Learning more about honeybees: the “bee dance”
 hObserving social insects
 hMaking a creature keeper
 hMaking a pitfall trap

Mammals 
 • Habitats
 • Vertebrates: 

 • Characteristics:
 h Four limbs: two forelimbs, two hind limbs
 • Warm-blooded
 • Hair: 

 • Fur, wool, spines or quills, bristles, whiskers
 h For warmth: 

 hWhales’ blubber
 • For camouflage

 h Special structures: horns, claws, nails, hoofs, hard plates 
 hMammary glands: most mammals provide milk for their young

 hUnusual mammals: 
 hMarsupials
 h Platypus and echidna: hatch from eggs

 hGnawing mammals: 
 hRodents (herbivores): rats, mice
 hRabbits are not rodents

 • Insect-eating mammals: 
 hAnt-eating mammals: giant anteater, aardvark, pangolin
 h Insectivores: shrews, moles, hedgehogs
 hBats

 hDogs (canines): breeding, training
 hCarnivores
 hWild dogs: wolves, coyotes, foxes

 hCats (felines): 
 hDesigned to stalk: night vision, whiskers, rough tongue, padded 
feet
 hWild cats: tiger, lion, jaguar, leopard, etc.

 hOther carnivores: contrast in size
 h Large carnivores: bears, giant pandas
 h Small carnivores:

 hWeasels and minks
 • Skunks

 h Primates (tree-dwelling mammals):
 hCharacteristics
 hApes: mountain gorillas and chimpanzees 
 hMonkeys: New World and Old World

 hHorses: man’s best helper
 hCloven-hoofed animals: 

 hBovids (useful ruminants): cattle, sheep, goats
 hDeer (antlered ruminants): white-tailed deer, moose, reindeer  
and caribou
 hDifferences between horns and antlers
 hGrenfell of Labrador: missionary and doctor

 hMammals and man: 
 h Likenesses and differences
 hBalance of nature; extinct and endangered species

Activities & Demonstrations: 
 hCollecting and recognizing animal tracks
 h Investigating your dog and cat
 h Following tracks: studying animal tracks
 hDemonstrating wool’s ability to hold heat
 hBuilding a nature sanctuary
 hObserving animal measurements

Energy: Light 
 hDefining light:

 h Speed of light
 h Transparent, opaque, translucent light
 h Shadows

 h Journey of light:
 h Luminous objects
 hNatural and artificial light

 hReflection: bouncing light; convex and concave mirrors
 hRefraction (bending light rays):

 hConvex and concave lens, telescopes
 h The spectrum: ROY G. BV, infrared, ultraviolet
 hEyes (the light detectors):

 • Parts of the eye:
 • Pupil, iris, lens, retina, optic nerve
 hCornea

 hEye conditions: nearsightedness, farsightedness
 h Sir Isaac Newton and the eye
 hAnimal eyes: 

 hCharacteristics of birds’ eyes 
 • Insects’ eyes
 • Night vision
 hBinocular vision, monocular vision
 h Seeing color

Activities & Demonstrations:
 hMaking a lens and mirror collection
 hObserving light reflectors
 hObserving eyeshine
 hDemonstrating transparent, translucent, and opaque materials
 hObserving mirrored impressions
 hMaking a spectrum

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Grade 5

Science cont.

Geology 
 h The earth’s structure: crust, mantle, outer core, inner core
 h Soil (a natural resource): 

 • Humus; conservation
 hChemical and physical weathering 

 • Rocks: igneous, sedimentary, metamorphic
 hMinerals: crystals and gemstones; mineralogists
 hMetals:

 hCharacteristics of metals
 hGold, silver, copper, iron, aluminum, mercury, uranium

 hHidden treasures:
 h Fossil fuels: coal, oil
 hHot springs and geysers
 hHollowed-out caves: stalactites, stalagmites, spelunkers
 hCharles Spurgeon: preacher who loved nature
 h Interesting treasures: 

 h Fossils:
 h Formation, kinds
 h Paleontologists

 hMen who saw dinosaurs: Bible characters; others throughout his-
tory

Activities & Demonstrations: 
 hGathering a rock collection
 hDoing the acid test
 hMaking a crystal garden
 h Identifying minerals
 h Identifying artificial fossils
 hObserving physical weathering at work

Oceanography
 h The sea is His: beauty, power, secrets
 hWater (the necessary resource):

 • Composition of water
 • Water cycle

 h Tide and shore:
 h Types of tides, tidal zones
 hRocky shores
 • Sandy shores

 h Shellfish: mollusks, crustaceans
 h Sea stars
 hBeauties of the coral reef: coral polyps; fish of the coral reefs
 h Some seafaring mammals: 

 • Whales
 h Pinnipeds, sea otters

 hWinged wanderers: albatrosses, gulls, penguins
 h Preserving the sea: 

 hOil spills
 • Conservation

Activities & Demonstrations: 
 hGathering a seashell collection
 hMoving molecules
 hDemonstrating a miniature oil slick

Energy & Engines 
 h Force and motion (engines): 

 • Forces necessary for motion:
 • Force of gravity, force of friction
 h Force of contact

 hElectricity and magnetism:
 h Force of electricity: positive and negative charges
 • Force of magnetism

 hWork and energy: 
 h Forms of energy; types of energy; transfers of energy
 • Energy for muscles

 • The power of water and wind: windmills, water wheels
 • Water, ice, and steam:

 h The three states of matter, changes in the states
 • Water’s three states
 • Water molecules in motion

 • The power of steam: 
 h Performance under pressure
 h Steam engine; steam locomotive

 h The power of internal combustion: 
 hNecessary ingredients for combustion
 hGasoline and diesel engines

 h The power of jet propulsion: how a jet engine works
 h The power of rocket engines:

 hRockets and oxygen
 hModern rocketry
 h Two types of rocket engines

Activities & Demonstrations:
 hCalculating weight on the moon (effect of gravity)
 hDemonstrating electrical charges
 hObserving molecules move in water
 hDemonstrating: 

 h Importance of oxygen in combustion
 hMagnetic field

Astronomy
 • The sun:

 • Size; a source of energy
 h Layers: core, photosphere, chromospheres, corona

 • The stars: constellations of the northern and southern hemispheres
 • The moon: 

 • Appearance 
 hMoon seas, phases of the moon

 hEight planets: names, description of each
 • Air: gases in the air, importance of air, atmosphere, air pressure
 h The wild blue yonder: troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere, ther-
mosphere, exosphere, magnetic field
 hWernher von Braun: aerospace engineer

Activities & Demonstrations:
 hExploring space from your backyard
 hDemonstrating:

 hAir’s expansion and contraction in response to  temperature 
 hAir pressure with an atmospheric egg
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Grade 5

Science cont.

Weather
 • Temperatures and winds: 

 h Solar rays; greenhouse effect
 h Seasons: 

 hResult of earth’s tilt on axis
 h The winds:

 h Temperature differences
 hAir pressure
 hMajor wind systems

 • Water vapor: humidity; condensation
 hAtmosphere: ingredients for cloud formation; types of air masses, 
fronts 

 • Clouds:
 • Shapes and names:  cumulus, stratus, cirrus, combination clouds
 h Fog

 • Precipitation:
 • Rain, sleet, snowflakes:
 hDry snow, wet snow, freezing rain, tropical rain

 • Storms: 
 hHow a storm is produced
 hAnatomy of a cumulonimbus cloud
 • Hailstones
 h Types of lightning
 h Tornadoes: watches and warnings
 • Storm safety
 hWeather monitoring and forecasting

Activities & Demonstrations:
 hBuilding a water barometer
 hCreating a wind system
 hBuilding a hygrometer

 hMaking fog
 h Investigating snow crystals
 hBeing a weather prophet

Variety of Vertebrates 
 • Classification of animals
 • Warm-blooded and cold-blooded vertebrates: definition
 • Birds and flight: 

 • Structure of feathers and bones
 h Types of wings
 h Powerful breast muscles

 • Fish: 
 • Structure: gills, scales, swim bladder
 h Types: jawless fish, cartilaginous fish, bony fish

 • Snakes (reptiles): 
 h Parts of a snake, venomous snakes, common snakes, constrictors 
 h Treatment of snakebites

 h Lizards (reptiles): defenses, types 
 h Turtles and crocodiles (reptiles): 

 hArmor-like structure, parts of turtle shells
 h Types of turtles and crocodiles

 • Amphibians:
 • Types
 • Tadpole metamorphosis
 hUnusual amphibians

 • Louis Agassiz: “America’s Greatest Science Teacher” (1847–1873)
Activities & Demonstrations: 

 hConducting an egg watch
 hObserving fish
 • Raising tadpoles
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Health
The active lifestyle presented in Enjoying Good Health emphasizes the 
significance of maintaining sound health habits. While reviewing the muscular 
and respiratory systems of the human body, each student is encouraged to 
measure his level of fitness. An in-depth study of the circulatory system adds 
to the student’s knowledge of physical fitness. The study of nutrition focuses 
on the importance of a healthful diet and its effects on overall fitness and 
personal appearance. 

Enjoying Good Health also stresses personal responsibility in overcoming 
spiritual battles, concluding with a practical study of the Christian’s spiritual 
armor.
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Third Edition
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Additional Helps
 • Worksheets (11)
 • Physical exercises (7) 
 • Mental exercise (1)
 • Demonstrations:

 • Measuring amount of air in breath
 • Determining your optimal range

 • Review games (16)

Evaluation
 • Printed quizzes (6)
 • Homework quizzes (3)
 • Tests (4)

Circulatory System 
 hBlood: cardiac muscle, arteries, capillaries, veins, plasma, red and 
white cells, antibodies, platelets
 hHeart: atrium, ventricle, valves
 hCirculatory system: aorta, pulse, capillaries, venae cavae, varicose 
veins, blood pressure

 hRest: lactic acid, carbon dioxide, amount needed
 h Protecting your heart: alcohol and tobacco use, cholesterol, physical 
fitness 

h RED indicates first introduction of content.
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Grade 5

Bible
Fifth grade Bible is filled with many astounding stories about Bible characters 
such as Moses, Ruth, Daniel, Samuel, and David. Students will also study Joshua’s 
life and learn how his loyalty to God made him an excellent leader and caused 
him to triumph in battle. These Bible stories will show students how God can do 
mighty acts when a person has faith in Him.

Evaluation
 • Graded memory verse  
passages (8)

 • Content tests (5)

Nutrient Study
 • Energy; diet
 • Nutrients:

 h Simple and complex carbohydrates
 h Saturated and unsaturated fats
 hWater-soluble and fat-soluble vitamins
 hMinerals: phosphorus, magnesium, sodium, potassium, iron,  
iodine, zinc
 hDeficiency conditions: osteoporosis, goiter, anemia

 • Daily Food Guide: malnutrition, balanced diet, Food Guide  Pyramid 
and 5 groups
 hEnergy for activity: calories, metabolism
 • Balanced meals: a good breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snacks
 • Energy input and output: maintaining a healthy weight, obesity

Digestive System
 hDigestive system: alimentary canal

 h Parts: mouth, esophagus, stomach, small intestine, colon 
 • Saliva, gastric juices, bile

 hExcretory system: kidneys, bladder
 h Job of the liver in digestion
 hAbsorption and elimination: villi, colon, fiber
 • Water: 

 • Importance, amount needed
 h Safe drinking water

Lessons 407 Abeka Flash-a-Cards
 • Salvation Series (5 lessons) 
 • Life of Moses Series (20): Moses in Egypt; Journey to Sinai; Journey 
through the Wilderness

 • Tabernacle (3)
 • First Christmas (5); Joshua (7); Judges (6); Ruth (3); Jonah (2)
 • Crucifixion and Resurrection (9); Life of Samuel (4)
 • Life of David Series (13): 

 • Young David, David in Hiding
 hDavid the King

 • The First Thanksgiving

Music 45 songs
 • Choruses, hymns of the faith, holiday songs, and patriotic songs:

 h 18 new hymns and songs; 12 new choruses

 hDysentery
 hCaffeine 

 hAids and hindrances to digestion
 • Pleasant meals: manners

Physical Fitness in Action: Exercise 
 • Factors: 

 • Aerobic endurance
 • Muscular strength and endurance; agility
 h Flexibility
 • Body composition

Interpersonal Relationships
 • Social acceptance:

 • Influenced by personal appearance and hygiene: posture, halitosis, 
brushing, flossing, deodorant

 • Influenced by actions:
 • Polite conversations; proper introductions
 • Telephone courtesy during incoming and outgoing calls 
 hRSVPs, thank-you notes
 • Being a good friend

 hMental awareness: potential, eye-gate, ear-gate, right attitudes, 
 gratitude
 h Spiritual warfare: armor of God

Memory Work
 hNew Scripture passages (8) containing 49 verses
 • Review verses (97)

Doctrinal Drill 59 questions/answers
 • Increase Bible knowledge of basic doctrines: the Bible, God, sin, 
salvation, heaven, assurance of salvation

 • 8 questions with verses to  memorize as answers

Prayer Time
 • Learn to pray with thanks giving for each other, our nation, those in 
authority over us

Sword Drills
 • Learn to quickly find 112 Old and New Testament references

Health cont.

 

Flash-a-Card®Life of David SERIES 1
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3 Lessons—21 Cards

1   God Chooses David
2   David Kills Goliath
3   David and Jonathan

Lesson Guide Included

DAVIDYoung
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Grade 5

Music
One important foundation of a nation’s heritage is its music. Songs We Enjoy 5 contains 
songs that reflect the spirit and strength of the American people. These traditional, patri-
otic, holiday, and fun songs have been delighting students for generations. The sing-along 
CD makes song time easy for the teacher and even more enjoyable for the students.

Arts & Crafts
Students use Art B to review fundamental principles of color with colored-pencil 
renderings and watercolor paintings. Fifth graders will learn new concepts such 
as light and dark values, one-point perspective (with step-by-step drawings), 
and symmetry. Students will enjoy using different types of media to create 
three-dimensional forms. Art B also encourages students to appreciate art by 
introducing them to accomplished artists and art techniques. 
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Basic drawing and painting techniques, 
color concepts, and perspective
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ART SERIES

5 5

grid drawing

origami

watercolor

word picture

colored pencil

Skill & Concept Development 37 projects
 • Primary, secondary, intermediate, complementary, analogous, and 
neutral hues
 hValue: light and dark; watercolor; contrasting (12)

 h Perspective: horizon line, vanishing point (6)

 h Symmetry (4)

Technique Development
 hDrawing: sketching basic shapes (4)

 h Shading; enlarging and reducing (4)
 • Animation
 • Modeling (4): 

 • Paper shaping, paper cutting, paper folding
 h Foil, imprinting, curling

 h Painting: watercolor techniques (4)

Skills Development 66 songs
 • Follow a song leader, while singing with class or CD
 hDefine and understand 17 unfamiliar words and phrases in lyrics
 h Improve coordination skills with songs that require hand motions
 • Benefit from fun activities that keep interest: 

 • Dynamic contrasts, singing in rounds
 h Tongue twisters

 • Learn historical facts through patriotic, folk, and Americana music

Variety of Songs to Memorize
 • Patriotic, folk, Americana, fun, spirituals and hymns, holiday, songs 
at sea 

Added Enrichment
 • Art Appreciation

 • Introduction to influential artists 
such as Julius Schnorr von  
Carolsfeld, Currier and Ives,  
and Brian Jekel

 • Art forms: woodcuts, calligraphy, 
origami, and lithographs

 • Introduction to well-known prints 
and works
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